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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the National Science Teachers Association

Conference on Science Education for' Physically Handicapped Students

was divided into three goals:

- to provide an assessment of the state of the art;

- to make recommendations to federal, state, and local

agencies, institutions and organizations for science

education and careers in science and related fields for

physically handicapped students;

- to ultimately affect the quality science education for

physically:handicapped students.

The NSTA working conference on Science Education for Physically

Handicapped Students was held 3, 4, 5 April 1978 at the Sheraton

National Hotel in Arlington, Virginia; The conference was

supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation.

Attending the conference were participants representing scientists,

students, educators, administrators, parents and counselors,

session leaders, staff and conference committee members. The

committee represented the following groups:

American' Association for the Advancement of Science

Association for the Education of Teachers in Science

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Career Scientists

Closer Look

Council for Elementary Science International.

Council for Exceptional Children

National Science Teachers Association

Science for the Handicapped Association

The planning committee announced the conference and a call

for papers went out in September 1977.

w

Ultimately, the incorporation of physically handicapped

students into science classes, K-12, should be the result of the

NSTA conference. This goal would allow these students to pursue

further training and/or careers in science and related fields.

The recommendations should be instrumental in motivating the,

appropriate agencies, institutions and organizations to implement

services which will help reach this final goal. There has been

support by the majority of the participants on the recommendations.:

For the national conference to have been successful, the

recommendations must reflect the thoughts and experiences of the

handicapped; their parents and teachers; scientists, students,

educators, counselors; and the intersections of these various

groups. Thirty percent of the participants representing these

groups were handicapped people. The 800,000 physically.handi-

capped students in the United States now have the right to the

least restrictive, most appropriate education. This education,

as authorize4 by Congress, includes the right to assistance for

the pursuit of careers in science. Current practices in providing,

science education to physically handicapped students were assessed:

and an appropriate direction for future practices was developed at

the conference. The success of the conference will be determined

in two ways:

Short term -- through this publication of the 'conference

and the evaluation of the conference (see appendix);

Long range -- through indication of change in the quality

of science education for handicapped students and through

evidence that these students are entering science and

science-related careers.



SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

. OPENING REMARKS

The conference was npened by the chairperson, Kenneth Ricker.

'Dr. Ricker presented the rationale and the anticipated results of

the conference. John Akey, President, National Science Teachers

'Association and Director of the NSTA Handicapped in Science Program,

welcomed the conference participants and expanded on the project

background. Martha Ross Redden of the American AsSociation for the

Advancement of Science discussed some of the AAAS Office of

Opportunities' programs for handicapped scientists.

PANEL I: We Are People

Attitudinal barriers and other obstacles to handicapped students

were discussed by a paraklegic meteorologist, a blind kindergarten

teacher, a deaf physicist, and a science professor who was stricken

with polio. The panel members related personal experiences in their

educational backgrounds which conteibuted to their pursuit of careers

in science.

PANEL II: Current Practices Relating to All Physical Handicaps

Successful existing programs for physically handicapped children

in kindergarten science, marine science, and environmental center,

and a science museum were described.

LUNCHEON: Mainstreaming and the Law

Fred Weintraub, COuncil for Exceptional Children, specifically

focused on PL 94-142; the most appropriate, least restrictive environ-

ment for handicapped students, and common misconceptions about this

law. Patricia Morrissey, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,

addressed Section 504 of the National Rehabilitation Act.

WORKING SESSIONS: (five such session were held)

Conference participants were divided into four working groups

with individuals such as educators, counselors, scientists, and

parents representing different interests in each group. These

groups were charged with defining the state of the art of science

education for handicapped students and preparing recommendations

for future directions in this area,

PANEL III: Current Practices Related to Auditorially

Handicapped Students

Panel members (two of whom were deaf) discussed science education

for deal children in thP mainstream and in' the special classroom.

Discussion included a review of pertinent literature.

2

SPECIAL PANEL: Film and Slides

'A film was shown of handicapped children in a mainstream

laboratory setting 'at the Horace Mann School in Washington, D.C.

Slides and narration depicted, mainstreamed blind students

.,functioning in a biology class.

PANEL IV: Current Practices Relating to Visually Handicapped

Students

Programs for partially sighted students at the junior high

level,. laboratory sciences for blind students, and teaching human

reproduction to visually handicapped students werappresentid.

The panel also discussed biology models and activity-based equipment

designed for blind students, .

LUNCHEON: Science Education, the Handicapped, nd Careers

Maynert Kennedy, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, dis-

cussed the BSCS model program for handicapped elementary students.

A written letter of support was delivered to the conference from

Senator Muriel Humphrey.

PANEL V: Current Practices Relating to Orthopedically

Handicapped Students

To parent of a multiply handicapped non-verbal child related

the progress of his/her son, Ricky, in a, regular classroom. (Ricky,

who was present for the entire conference, demonstrated his ability

to communicate via a computer.) Program development and support

models were discussed as well as computer assisted learning.

PANEL VII Science Careers and Physically Handicapped Students

A project for a science career information center for physically

handicapped individuals and an intervention' program for occupational

stereotyping.of deaf students were described, A geologist cited her'

personal success in geological studies despite the fact that'she uses

a wheelchair, A rehabilitation counseling program for attracting

disabled high school students into college science careers was also

presented. Panelists concurred that every science career is

potentially open to the handicapped.

WORKING SESSION REPORTS

'Session leaders gave their gtoup reports and recommendations,

10



SUMMARY CONFERENCE ANALYSIS

Mary Budd Rowe, Professor, Institute for Development of Human

Resources, University of Florida,, discussed her work with research

relating to handicapped children with illustrated the conference

objectives. Alan Humphreys, Associate Professor of Science Education,

University of Minnesota, synthesized the outcomes of the conference.

0

WELCOME - Kenneth Ricker and John Akey

Dr, Kenneth Ricker, Conference Chairman, greted the

participants and introduced John Akey, Science for the

'Handicapped Project Director, and the rest of the Con-

ference Planning Committee members present (Martha Ross

Redden, Benjamin Thompson, Patricia Morrissey, John'

Schaff, Phyllis Stegner and Virginia Stern, as well as

National Science Teachers Association Staff members

Marily DeWall, Helenmarie Hofman, and Ellie Snyder,

Dr, John Akey also extended welcome to the partici-

pants and presented the charge for the working conference.

Dr. Akey described his life with his father who has been

in a wheelchair for many years yet remains an active indi-

vidual. Dr. Akey then introduced Dr. Martha Redden, Of

fice, of Opportunities, American Association for th6 Advance-

ment of Science.

71



WHAT IS THE STATE OF THE ART?

; Martha Ross redden

5

This occasion is a fulfillmen.tof a dream that was begin months

ago, You as well as the different groups of people that you represent

have the potential' to make an even greater dream come true and that is

that all handicapped children across our 16111111 have access to.a

quality science educatiOn, 'It will allow them to live richer lives and

even to choose science as a career, What is the state of our science

education for handicapped children in our land today? This is a question

that wit be answered, 'When the answer is found, we must use the

'resources available, attack the problems that remain and work

together to bring the changes that will assure that the state of the

art in the future is adequate to promise this quality science education

that we desire for all children,certainly including handicapped

children,

that is.the state ofthe art of science education for handicapped

children in our 'country? This question was first asked of me over three

years, ago by Dr. Phyllis.Stearner, who is here today. Shortly after

legitlation was approved that assured the rights. of handicapped youth to

an educatiOn, a group of disabled scientists began working with the WS

to identify the major problems of handicapped People as they relate

to'Science,,, Dr. Steamer was particularly interested in surveying

nainwide the: science education opportunities for physically handicapped

ath: Following her leadership, the,AAAS Project on the Handicapped in

Science Conducted a nationwide survey in 1975, In each state, the chief

state school officer, the state director of special education, and the

. state .supervisor Of science education were asked to describe the sciehce,

13

educatioaprogram and curriculum available for the physically handicapped

youth in that state. The same question waa'asked of schools for the deaf

and the blind in each state. The response that came from that survey was

' indeed bleak, for there was not a state in the country that could define '

. for us the science program for the physically handicapped youth, One'

state, replied that there were not enough children with physical handicaps

in that,state for anyone to have ever developed a science program' We

were greatly alarmed at the results of this Garvey, However, the picture

was not entirely gloomyfor many,of the people who responded.to the. survey,

told us of individual teachers who had done a good job teaching science

to handicapped children, either in residential schools, self-contained

classes in public schools, or in a mainstream setting, At the completion

of the survey, we were determined to find these teachers who had offered

quality science education to find out what, their methods were and their

recommendations for 'others,

Early in'1976, over 500 science supervisors and school supervisors

from across the country were asked to identify teachers that they had known

to be effective science teachers to handicapped yotith, Over 500 teachers

were recommended by the administrators, These teachers were then asked.

to complete a questionnaire describing the setting of their class, the

handicapped children in their classes, materials and curricula they used,

adaptations that they had made in these curricula materials, recommenda-,

.tions for other teachers and persons who had consulted with them in their

teaching,' Oder 250 such teachers responded' and stand willing to share their

experiences with-other teachers. Some of those teachers are here today,.

When we looked for anSwers,to the state of the art queitionrwe became

awareAmmediately that, in spite of the obvious lack of quality science,

education across our nation, there mere many handicapped scientists who

0
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soMehow.made it tvough a.science education and into'careers in science.

It immediately became obvious that we should ask these people for their

recommendations for improving the state of this art.

Soon after the nationwide survey on science education Was begun,

HAAS began to invite disabled scient'
to Identify themselves in order

that they could help us to understand the barriers that
they had faced

in getting their education and jobs in science and that they would

further share with,us their coping strategies in overcoming these barriers;

The wealth of information that has been received from this group of

scientists that now numbers. over 600 certainly sheds some light on not only

the state of the art of science education for, handicapped youth, but'how

this state can be improved. In this room today, there are also several

members of this resource group of disabled scientists
who have coma here

prepared and willing to share with this group some of the Information that

they have so generously shared in the past with'AAAS,

So I ask again, "What is the state of the art of science education

for handicapped' youth ?" I haie come to know.throuth the past months

something about it. Up until this point, it has been discouraging,
but

as 1 look out at representatives of
that group of faithful teachers, I

,

see pee* wo have planned and
adapted materials and have been determined

to offer the very best of science education to
the handicapped Students who

are included in their classes, And as r look at.handicapped Scientists

. who have overcome the barriers faced by the lack Of quality science

edualon, and who are ready and willing to share
with us the strategies

they used to cope with these problems,
and whcr. I see, even in this group,

young people just beginning to receive their science education, I am

encouraged to know'that a beginning will, be, made
this weekehd to change

the course of science education for
handicapped youth, That change will

be brought aboUt byeople like you, scattered'across this country, 'who

,,
will work together and inspire others to work to assure that every

handicapped child, along with every non - handicapped child, will have' ..

open to them the options alloWed by the provision of a quality science

. 'education, If things are going to change for.handiCapPed youth in

science, it is going to start with you,

1 challenge'you today t2 work hard, share with us, realize

that what you have done is remarkable and.important,
and help us to

0

understand it so that we'll go bask home determined' to do our task more

efficiently, Work hard. Your Work will be the 'beginning of greater

things to come,



'PANEL 1: ME ARE PEOPLE

'Participants:

Herbert W. Hoffman "The Price of Being Born Disabled"

Carmen Lopereal & "A Visually Handicapped Student Prepares far

Catherine Twomey. Fosnot a Career inthe Field of EducAion"

Robert 5, Menchel "A Lack of Science Education for the Deaf at

the Elementary Level"

Gregory. Stefanich "Accepting the Handicapped"

Phyllis Steamer, Chairperson

THE PRICE OF BEING BORN DISABLED

Herbert H, Hoffman

When one is born,with a disability severe enough that society Gnoven

him into educational and social programs (which non-handicapped persons

develop), one becomes separated from 'normal' persona. Ibis, all through

his school years he is forced to learn from other disabled students.

Teachers that enter into special education programs do not have an oppOr-

tunity to interact with,the physically handicapped until they ace hired by

a school, Therefore, the lack of understanding of how to make the disabled

students perform,at thejligheatlevel-possible allows teachers to design

courses to' fit the limitations of his physical handicap.. This rakes the

student fall fUrther and further behind his 'normal' peers.. Since higher

education and employment for the disabled are still hard,,to obtain,,

teachers will often. let studies decline to a point that they thinkahould

'! be the level at which Heir physically handicapped students can perform.

,Parents of 'the severely disabled generally agree with the teachers for
,

two basic' reasons: 1) The ]nli of confidence'that their child may sora'..

day be'able to find employment and become a useful. part of society,.

,

The parent feels sorry for the child and does not want to she him study

so hard when he could be enjoying the outdoors or doing his :hysical

,therapy which would enable him to do more for hirselt when grown,

Most sociologists agree that children learn mainly from their

parents and peers, Most parents of handicapped children do not give

their child the.encouragement that he needs to overcome his fear of not

becoming useful, The teachers and his peers do not offer encouragement

because they too are unable to see any successful handicapped people.

who graduated from their school, Perhaps this is why the handicapped



persons who develop drive and
won't take 'no' for an answer are the only

ones that beat-the system and go on to make something out of their lives.

ilowever, these persons are often labeled by teachers, parents, and

reheilitation specialists is 'special', thus putting them, above the other

students, Most of the other students dp tot feel they will ever be

'special', and, therefore, they are not encouraged by.those few 'special'

persons.

,
The teachers who are handicapped themselVes make the greatest

contribution to disabled students. .If they are lucky enough to leach in

a school that has both 'normal' and handicapped students, the contribution

is even greater, These teachers can teach the handicapped students trot

their own experiences, and will often make the students work twice'as hard

as 'normal' teachers do for they know that if a handicapped child is ever

going to get ahead in society, he will have to be twice as'knoWledgeable,

as a 'normal' child, The handicapped; teacher will imprint on'the minds of

the 'normal' student that the disabled are the same as anyone else except

that they are physically limited,
Whet.these students grow up and find

employmeni, they will have more understanding toward the physically

handicapped and will perhaps try to change the attitudes toward the die-

.abled. In the long run, I feel it will be the attitudes of our society

that will have to be changed if the
physically handicapped' are going to

be able to live elite that is 'normal' and fruitful as possible. It

should be remeMberefthat the mind Is the most important pl;rt of the body,

and the physical part can be handled by a robot.

It might seem ironic that three teachers; who had the most impact

upon my career, as well as s' life, were all handicapped. The first was

an elementary school teacher
in an all handicapped school who had the under;

standing that
I could"contribute more, if I were allowed 'to type with my

,a.

foot (which I did at hbme) in class, The other two handicapped teachers

were a' high School English' and a high school Science teacher. My English

teacher got polio rather late in life, and, besides
being very good (but

hard) as ,a teacher, she taught. us that our physical
limitations did,net

\lean that we could not be useful instead of sitting at home. atd:vegetating.

She taught us how the'power of letter writing Could be used to obtain what

we wanted out of life.
Later this became the way I got the Division Of

Vocational_ Rehabilitation to finance.my college educatitat and it.was alsoo,
li,qi i,became employed,

When she was asked to retire because her teaching

.was not whatthe school wanted, I
received or first lookat what society

could do if they didn't like someone.
This could not happen today -- or

.

coUld'it?. Since I was alWays.interested 'in science,
Iguess I worked rather

hard at it and even though Inould not use my hands for lab experience,

\latched ay fellow students. .Sometites I was able
to.iell them how to ''

con t an experiment. My Science teacher,' ho was' handicapped himself,

understoo
this ,concept the'best: it is more important' for a scientist to

'know how and why'an experiment is done
than to physically go through the.

motions which a robot. can do,. This
teacher alsolncouraged me to enter,

science fairs and spent many long' hours
with'me going over the scietce'

,....

papers, I' wrote, I became the first handicappd student to
attend a city

and state wide'ScienCe Pair -- but nit with the approval of the school
. ,

principal,
Since ay speech-defect made it hard for Persons to understand.

me when it became time i!or me td explains science project, I found a

fellow studnet to talk for Re. Many hoara,wer'e<spenttraining him about

my project and what they.

N.
feel a new dawn is breaking for' the handicapped with, the

tation.if Section 504 and of Public Law 94.142 regarding teaching of the

disabled, The handicapped are no longer required to attend all handicapped



schools; but can attend uschool in their own district so they will be

among 'normal' students from their own neighborhood (which will also

improve their social outlets), This Should solve some of the isolation

problems that many disabled persons (including myself) faced, These is,

however, a danger that, the schools will not follow the intent of the law.

lor'ei.m.le, schools could make only a few clasies barrier tree and hire

a few special education teachers whb will develop programs especially for

the handicapped. These programs will take the disabled out,o0he class-

room,.thereby-increseing the isolation problem; If science 'teachers are'

allowedlo substitute non -lab classes (whichIEW allow's if cause can be

0.

shown), lab sciences are likely to be eliminated because modifications will

take the longest. Also, some science 'teachers and department administrators

might not like the idea of having the severely handicapped students in their

lab classes where physical limitations may prevent them from carrying out

some experiments,. It is up to the handicapped scientists to encourage

teachers and handicapped students'and to aislin the deielopment of modified

courses so that maximum education is ,possible. We should giVe our know-

ledge freely to those whowant'itani those 'that do not want it

Once we educate the handicapped persons In science, we haye'te see

to it .that science will dive them employment, We are asking society to

pay for the education of the handicapped in science and we have to.answer

to them if the graduate, is unable to find,employnent, We,mustbe Willing

to act as ro'e'models and research persons keeplag4m mind that the disabled

person might only hay( one theneat.employment, for, the disabled can't

pump gas or wait on'tables while they are waiting for the right job to come

along,. Because education has allowed them to know whatit Islike to be as

independent as poSsible, oevere depression will overcome the student if he

has to return home where he is notuseful,. Suicide 'is pften thought of, and

depending on the individual's drive, can lead to a deadly end, Employment

must follow education.,

1,

I VISUALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENT PREPARES FORA CAREER' IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION

Carmen Loperena and Catherine Twomey Fosnot

THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Carmen Loperena

I am twenty four years old, of Puerto Rican descent, a graduate student

in Early ChildhCed Education, and a part time teacher of a kindergarten class,

vision is 10/200; I am legally blind, I write.thiayaper because I feel

it is of importance to all educators, most particularly educators like a

1pecial education teacher I had in elementary school. When I graduated from

her class she offered he wards of advice, She said I would never graduate

from high school and should forget about college, I can still distinctly re-

mepberbanging my head against my leak' until it, was bruised and I passed out, .

because I was afraid of'ber reprimands if my answers were incorrect.,

Iwas born a healthy, but premature baby. I was placed in an incubator at

birth and unfortunately wee givenTure oxygen. This medicalprocedure probably
'

saved py.life: However, the retinas of my eyes were permanently damaged,' Neither
,

.

my family nor the educational, system in my'aommunity'ias equipped to meet my needs,

My parents., Puerth .Ricans; in Manhattan; Were trying very hard to assimilate into

the American society and I only made that process more difficult. When we went

shopping I would pick things up in order to see them more closely. 'People would

stare'and my parents,would'yell at me. I was not allowed to bring friends home

and aliost always played inside.

'In school I was'in a "mainstreamed" program; .I attended the regular public

school classes most 'of the day, For extra reinforcement of skills, I also was in

a "sight conservation" clue, Most of my teachers, with a few exceptions, were

insensitive and uneduCated to my needs." The material was presented totally in

,

written form, either in workbooks 'or on the chalkboard. Because I couldn't see



the work,Ifell behind. The teachers wouldn't'let me move my chair in front

of the board beaause then the others couldn't see, By the time the other'child-

ren finished.copying'the boardwork, and I could start, ,the' teacher would be

to something new Math was partiCularly difficult because it was taught totally

by writing'math examples on the,tioard. I could never finish copying my examples

or my homewOrk,

In junior high,,aciencobecave my most subject. Most of the acience.

I encountered was handled by the teacher in'-front of the room,, and I couldn't see,

SometiMes i teacher Would allow on to sit very Close to he when she did the

,,experiment. This only caused further embarrassmenthowever, because then the

other students would frequently make fun of me. I was never alloweeto help in

cooking activities or pet care because the teacher thought I might cause fire

Or endanger the' animal. Frequently in biology, we used microscopes, and draw

diagram's. These kinds-of.assignments were impossible for me, I. spent hours look_,,

ing for diagrams that were large enough to,copy,

Reading; Spelling, and Writing were of course difficult', too, Not only was it,'2

hard to discern the printed word,but English was also irqr second language and./

I 'sometimes needed translation's, I tended to reverse certain etters in lords',

although I saw them in their-correct plades. Also, even when Fused the dictionary,

0,

my eyes would misinterpret certain' letters in the work and I would misspell the

word anyway, It was difficult for my teachers to understand that it was not

' Just, that I saw less that fully sighted person, but that what I did see was blurry.,

.After giaduating ,from high school with passable'grades, I decided,to attempt

college. At firat I. chose science as a major, but it.seemed as if science was a t

visual field, 'After a semester of chemistry; which I failed, I changed my major'

I

. to Education. I had worked with children in day care centers 'end at camp and

had always enjoyed such work, I enrolled at SUNY, New Paltz and began work in

EleMentary Education.

At first I told no one of my handicap. I.was reserved that my the at .

college would be without embarrassments. However, when exam time camej could

not even fin.lh one exam, It became necessary to tell my professors about my
.

handicap. It became necessary for re to accept handicap if I wanted to

succeed in college.

.Gradually I became aware of agencies that helped the blind student. Several

of theseagencies prOvided material, specially prepared for the blind, I have

listed these agencies in in appendix. Perhaps they can,be of benefit to others

with handicaps like myself or educators working with visually diaabled'students.

With the acquisistion of a monocular, a seeing eye dog; Maggie; taped books

andlarge print materialsoy college courses became a little easiei and I really

began to enjoy education; Unfortunately; Professional Core loomed ahead.

Professional Core is composed of fiie methods course's and requires participation
'

in a classroom, 'It is taken the semester before student, teaching. Science was

one of my methods courses and it again was. a major problem. Our first assignment,

Was to bring in an insect that crawled, hopped, or. flew. Thitwas,difficult

'since I had,neVer seen an insect Clearly. A friend caught. one for me and I.

broUght it to class, however, I couldn't see it well enough to identify it. ',

When the instructor discussed millipedes and centipedes, Inouldn't,tell the

difference between the:two words, nevermindthe two animals. Ilia' didn't worry

me too, much, except that one of,these two types of animals was possibly danger,:

ous and I.couldn't tell thethapart, When the instructor went on to reptiles'and

.amphibians, I thoUght the claas would improve, After all, I did know what a

turtle was. Unfortunatelyrthe instructor discussed scales as a criterion and

'VI I didn't even know what scales were:



All my science experiences were not frustrating, however, There were moments One day a substitute teacher was in for the regular gym teacher, When I

I tremendously enjoyed, such es when we worked with electricity and later, . took the kindergarten class to gym; the substitute mistook me for the teacher.

plants. When I had materials I could touch and work with I was thrilled. This incidut gaie ire great hope, I was beginning to,feel that I might actually

Expedients to find "what will happen if...." that I could feel and view become a teacher. For one of the few times in o' life, I was beginning to

closely myselrleftsme. exhilarated. feel like'a success.

iIy clusroom participation was very rewarding, also. I worked In a first

grade classroom. When away'from the pressure of books and actively involved with

children I was happy, And, I knew I wanted to give children the experiences of

learning firsthand,, by active involvement themselves, that I had never had.

I looked forward to student teaching with mixed emotions, Although I knew

I would be actively involved with children and that excited me, I was uneasy

and frightened Of4ailure. Iten I interviewed with my supervising teachers,

they immediately made it known to me that If any limitations presented them-

selves in the classroom they would have to be designated on 7 certification.

We also discussed the expectations that each of us hod of student teaching.

I learned my assignment would be two kindergartens; I would spend eight weeks

in each..} When Iideftthe'interviei I felt a bit better.

The firqt,few weeks oFstudent teaching I observed the'master teacher closely.

There were times when'I didn't understand her actions but I never asked questions,

so as to appear intelligent. later when I began to work with the children many

Of my questions were answered.

: , One of my fears had been that iwouldn!t be able to see, the .children clearly

enough to diagnose their needs, I soon quickly came to realize, however, that ,
. ,

.:-/.1vas gaining a great.ddil of insight even with handicapped vision, I also

felt good abotit my lesson plans, It was easy for 'se to motivate the children

and get them involved in thinking,



THE EDUCATOR'S PERSPECTIVE

CatherineT, Fosnot

When I was first approached by the coordinator of student teaching about

having a visually handicapped student teacher in my dies, my immediate reaction

was 10. I had recently had a baby and was trying to cope with family and work

responsibilities together, I felt .a visually handicapped studentwould need a

great deal of work and time from an that perhaps I could not give. I also

wondered, admittedly; how we could fully certify her to work with' children,

Would she really be able to manage a whole classroom of children alone if she

could not see them? I consented to discuss these problems with her.

At our first meeting,1 was so struck by her fierce determination and drive

that I immediately knew we had to accept this challenge together. Carmen openly

faced her weaknesses and limitations.

In herprevious education she had been given almost no phonic tools for sound-

ing out words. Because of her Viaual.handicap, she had also had limited experience

with the printed word and therefore often :lapelled words or reversed letters, when

, trying to write down children's experience. stories. Her printing was also difficult

to read at times since her letters were not uniform; details were hard for her to

discriminate. She could not read stories to 'the children, nor play a musical.in-.

strurenr, 'She felt insecure with arts and crafts, cooking, manipulatives, blocks,

and environmental activities beCause she, herself, had had little, experience with

them. Visual discrimination and visual,memory games were difficult, let all these,

activities were a large part of the kindergarten'Orogram, Management of the whole

classroom and group meeting times were obviously difficult, also. From across the

room she could see shapes, but no faces. The playground presented, the same problems

in an even exaggerated degree. I also worried about.the presence of Carmen's .

seeinkeye dog, Maggie, in the room.' Would'she knock over children's work, step

on materials, or disturb children's play?

In some ways the limitations seemed insurmountable' and yet I knew with Carmun's

courage and detetmination, and a little creativity, from both of us, we could dis-

cover alternative methods of teaching.

Carmen had strengths. and talents, also, which we discussed. For years she had

trained her memory to be an aid. She had learned to study by listening to tapes, to

assimilate boardvork before it was erased, to remember detailithe might not see,

Again. She was a very creative individual, also. Since she had been forced to find.

alternative methods of learning in school,, she had develOped an abilityrolsolve

problems creatively. Thirdly, she had tremendous drive. She was a hard worker

and was,willing to spend long hours in school,. before the children arrived and after

the children left, We decided to put her strengths to tee,

To achieve successful management of the class, Carmen Mould arrive'at school

about an hour before ,the children and'set'all the activities up so that when the

children began to arrive she, could concentrate on what they were wearing, their

body build, hair color and length, and the soundqf their voices. This aided her

in! recognising the children across the room and in the playground. She also kept

her monocular close by ins case she needed it.

0

At first, she had difficulty controlling her voice..'When.ihe felt she was

losing Control over the group her voice level rose. This only,made the group more

excitable. I suggested that she might possibly be trying to compensate for her.

blindness, assuming the children couldn't see or'hear her since she couldn't see

them. Once she realized the reasons for her behavior, chanie occurred. Together

with the children she worked out signals to use when the class seemed to be getting.

On'



too noisy or out of control. She flipped the lights to tell the children to'

"freeze." She could then focus them back in on constructive activity. I remem-

ber one day when the class was particularly "high". She flipped the lights and

hed 111 the children lay very still,and told them a story about.amisland with

no noise.. The children instantly calmed to the sound of her voice.

Sometimes when thereyere special projects planned, Carmen Would utilize

a tope recorder. Since sheias familiar with the tape recorder as a teacher, .

she used it as a teaCheifor,the children too.' She devised a lesson that was

self-directed2nd self-corrective. That enabled her to move around and work

yithlhe other children.:

In the, beginning of student teaching experience she worked only with

small groups,in cooking, blocks, manipulatives such as lincoln logs or tinker

'toys, 'and arts and crafts.' This gave her a, chance not only to get V know the

children,,butalso to have, none first hand active learning'experiencea herself,

Soon she began to feel at ease with the materials and really enjoy the process

,

of education for she was experiencing the joy of le1rning along with the children,

Hard work was the.keyin developing better printing. Carmen spent long

hours practicing printing neatly and uniformly on lined paper, Today I think it

would be impossible to discern Carmen's,written work from mine.

To deyelop better phonic skills, Carmen and I sounded out words together.

I' helped her break the word, into syllables and try 'to spell it instead of spelling

it for her. She also used the dictionary frequently, This was a great learning

experience for the children, also,

Carmerolamiliarized herself with ParqUetry blocks an1 method of teaching

visual.discrimination skills, By Using her sense of feel.she could determine if

2r,)

the child had reproduced the pattern correctly. She also prepared extensive games

and visual materials to use that were large enough.for her to see. .

Story time, however, remained en obstacle, Cornen could not read to the

children. Finally her creativity'blossomed, Dne day she had the children paint

pictures of their favorite animals with flourescent paint. Then she asked them

to tell her something about their pictures. She put their responses on tape and

bound the pictures into a book. The next day at story time the children listened .

to their talking book and looked at it under a black light. Since then she has used.',.

'Daniel board stories, records, and even memorized large print books.

. Haggle, Carmen's ,dog, never presented difficulties. The children immediately

'fell in love with her and she became an integral part of the class.

'As the period of student teaching drew to a cloSe, Carmen' and I began to die-

cues her. future plans. although she had made tremendous progress and I felt she

Could manage a classroom alone, there were areas in which she still felt weak. She

decided to continue her education on the graduate'level in EarlyChildhood,Education

and requested to work part time with me in the classroom, Taking theory courses

and being able to implement it in the classroom seemed ideal.

Today as I view Carmen Working with the children in the class she seems a team-

mate rather than student. Observers walk into my classroom and find it hard to

believe she is blind. Frequently she substitutes for me. We know the' future will

'4 I

Still be rocky; she will have to.deal with attitudes of thapublic'and administration.

But, with her determination I know she will succeed.

Carmen has gained a lot from our experience together but I feel I have also. .

She taughtle new ways to approach teaching and helped me develop a sensitivity to

the'handicapped, gut, mostOf all I've gained a:close and deaf friend.

12



APPENDIX A

AGENCIES THAT CAN HELP

STATE AGENCIES

1,, State Commission of the Visually Handicapped

.
89.02 Suffern Blvd,

Jamaica, NY 11435

Provides the visually handicapped student with financial aid for education

beyond high school,

10
2, Recordings For the Blind

215 E. ;18th St. '

New York, NY 10022.

Tapes text books and lends the tapes to the 'visually handicapped,

3. The Light House

111 E. 59th St. .

New York, NY 10022

Provides the visually handicapped with the tools or skills needed to

cope successfully in a sighted world.

'4. Guiding Eyes

Granite Spring Road

Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

Trains guide doge.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

1, American Association oflorkers for the Blind

1511 K Street, N.W,

Washington, D,C., 20005

An association of professionals, individuals, and agencies interested in the

general welfare of blind persons,

2, American Council of the Blind

818 18th Street, 8.8.

Suite 700

Washington, D.C.,20006

Principal publication: Braille Forum, bimonthly.

An organization of. blind persons with chapters throughout the United States;

its purpose is to improve training and employment opportunities for the blind,

7. American Foundation for the Blind

15. West Sixteenth Se.

New York, NY 10011 .

Principal publication: New Outlook for the Blind, monthly.
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Serves ea a clearinghouse for information about blindness; offers professional

consultation to governmental and.voluntary agencies for the blind; publishes ex-

tensive material on blindness; sells aide and appliances for the blind.

4. American Library Association

Health and Rehabilitative Library Services Division

50 East Huron St,

Chicago, Illinois' 60611

E Principal publication: Health and Rehabilitative Library Services, quarterly.

A professional organization of librariani concerned with services to periono

with visual, physical, health and/or behavioral problems, Promotes the development

of standards for.materials, services and personnel; encourages cooperation among

agencies' and organizations in publicizing and implementing library services to

the handicapped.

5. Association for Children With Learning Disabilities

5225 Grace Street

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvani4 15236

Principal publication:, LAN of Interest, monthly.

Includes parents of children with learning disabilities and interested

professionals; dissezdnates public information.

6. Association for. Education of the Visually Handicapped

1604 Spruce Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Principal publication : Iducation orthe Visuallx_Handicapped, quarterly.

A professional and parent organization interested, in the education and guidance

ofblind and partially sighted children.,

7. Council for Exceptional Children

11920 Association Drive

Reston, Virginia 22091

Principal publicationv Exceptional Children, 9/yr.:

A profeseional organization concerned with'children who have special educational

needs; publishes materials on special edUcation and serves asa clearinghouse on .

'exceptional children in the nationwide Edqoationel Reeearch Information Center

network.

8.. Goodwill Induatrimi",ef America

9200 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C.'20014

Principal publication:, CIA Newe, ,biweekly,

'Alm,:oonthly

Federation of local Goodwill agencies concerned with providing vocational

.
rehabilitation services and employment opportunities for, the handicapped.
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9. ',Hadley School for the. Blind

700 Elm Street

Winnetka, Illinois 60093

Offers correspondence courses in both braille and recorded forms to blind

and oeafIblind students and adults; service is free and world-wide. ,

10. Handy-Cap Horizons

3250 East Loretta Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46227

Principal publication:'Handy-Cap Horizons, ;quarterly.

Organization of handicapped persons interested in world travel; group tours

are conducted,

11. Library of Congress

Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

1291 Taylor St., N.W.

Washington, D,C. 20542

Principal publications: Talking Book Topics, bimonthly.

Braille Book Review, bimonthly.

Provides. a'free'librar: service to visually and physically handicappedpersons

through a network of coope citing regiinal and subregional libraries across the

country.

12. National Society For The .teventioa of Blindness

79 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10016 .,

Principal publication: The Sight- Saving Review, quarterly.

Sponsors progress of public and professional education, research, and community

services in the area of sight,censervation.

13. Special Education Information'Center

Box 1492,.

Washington, D.C. 20013

Disseminates information on'apecial education facilities and services for

handicapped children.
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A LACK OF SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR THE DEAF AT THE'ELEHENTARY:LEVSL

Robert S. lienchei.

Serving in the capacitrof a role model for the handicapped,
.

the author has been able to observe at first hand the science programs

being offereeto the deaf in his,lectute tut across the nation.

Serving in this role model, as well As the fact that the,author is

deaf himself, has allowed him to speak with the students and the

science teachers, unrestricted. Furthermore, the author is a Sr,

Physicist with 16 years of work experience and has had over eight,years

of experience teaching science and math to,the'deaf at the elementary

and college level, so he is quite qualified, to evaluate the. observed'

science programs in the schools he has visited. At the time of this `

writiag,he has visited 25 schools in ten (10) states,

'These Observations have Shown that at ',he elementary, level and even

at the high Ballad: level iheie is a lack of science education in schools

for the deaf, blith special and public. This lack of the development of

a basic science curriculum from kindergarten to the twelfth grade is a

national' disgrace and one that puti the deaf child at'a disadvantage in ,

comparison'to the non-handicapped child. Furthermore, deaf students are

still being pushed into stereotyped job roses and dead-end jobs. For,

the female students it is even a worse problem:'
,

Part of the problem, and the most often used.excuse offered by the

.deaf schools, is thar,the deaf child needs to spend more time on speech

and language development. Hence, Science Education is pushed aside



until the upper grades where it is
suddenly introduced without the needd

foundation to build upon.
This is a false and badly used excuse There

is noreason.why science cannot
be'used to develop vocabulary along With

language development,

,During the author's tour, he found many
other problems and excuses

being made for the lack of Science
Education for the deaf. Howe?er, none

of these excuses are acceptable., nor
are the problems unsolvable, because

it has been found that there are SORE programs
that do. offer an equal

science curriculum to the deaf student.
Furthermore, the author himself

;

has deyeloped and implementedea science program
at the Rochester School

for the Deaf, which is now equal to, and in some cases
superior 'to, science

courses being offered in the city's public school.

First lei us look at the barriers being
placed in the way of the deaf

child to avoid teaching them science,
Some of the typical excuses brought

forth are:

a. Language and speeth must be taught first.
There-is.no time

for science until high school.

b. Sience is too hard for the deaf child.

c. We do not have the equipment and.it
is too expensive'.

d. The daily schedule is fiXed, it cannot
change to allow a

longer laboratery!eriod.

These are but a few of the excuse:. the author has heard. Olthese

excuses do net hold up to true
facts that have shown that science can

and is being taught to the Real: Going deepet into the problems, we see,

that the picture is Much the same wherever there is a lack of science.
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Some of ,these problems are:

a, The teachers are trained in
Special Education but loci a

science background.

b.
The stereotyped idea that science is too.

hard for the deaf

still is.present 'and thus they tend to turn
students away

from this field. . .
1.

c.. The lack of
laboratory, equipment and the fact that the teachers

do not know how to build low cost
equipmentor borrow what is

needed prevents the much needed
and,valuable experience of

"hands on" science.

d. The poor communication and, lack
of support in some schools

between the science teachersand, the
administration results

in needed information not reaching the science teachers.

Furthermore, in some schools the teachers cannot attend.

'workshops to improVe their science
teaching skills.

e. The lack of knowledge ori the part of the teachers about

deaf .scientists who have been .successful in their'field,

.

tends o keep the stereotyped ideas in existence.

f. The, lack of a flowpf
information among science teachers

results in a poor spread of inforniation. Many times a

teacher in one school has made up a highly successful science

course but this does not reach others because of communication

breakdown between 'the schools for the deaf.

In answer to these problems,
the author will snow how each of

'these problems can be
solved one wty or another.

Teachers should have

the chancel to attend workshops,
take courses on science and, if

,,possible, work with a
deaf scientist to learn the subject...



, started in the early years and built up as the student progresSes,

-Is no harder than any other subject, We have, found.that when presieted

in a Stimulating manner the students enjoy the'course very muChand

look forward to each session,.

Laboratory equipment does not have to, be expensive. Your

imagination and some paper clips, tin cans and rubber bands can teach

more than the most expensive piece, 'of equipment, which is kept

locked up because of .tear of breakage,

The administration must realize that science ls (lace fixed sub-

jet, but one that must be flexible enough to take advantage of what is

occurring at a gives time.' A field trip to get racks or flowers is

as such a learning experience as 45 minutes in the classroom. 'Laboratory

work is invaluable, because a child learns by doing and for the' deaf

child this ls double in its.value.

Some Sort of information exchange should be established so that

programs can be made,available to all schools'and not kept secret in one

school.

There are many more excuses and problems. What the author has seen

shows why the deaf do not enter the field of science in a larger number,

They do not because by the time they reach high school grades, they have

net had a science educetiOn equal to that of a normal child, When we

suddenly dump science on them, without the fundamental bui!Ang block's,

. 'they are turned, off. It is too hard, they do not understand ir,'they

(1c; not like it,aad.will find one way or another of avoiding,it, Thus,

we end ne with students who graduate and follow each other
into the

same'careers one 'after anothei, furthermore, the learning of science

teaches the 'child to thinkina logical manner that aides in other

courses,

The author refuses to accept either the excuses or the problems,

There are some outstanding
programs in one or two schools that show

that science can be learned by the
hearing-impaired, In these schools,

wi have found.students who
are interested in entering the field of

science,'

The Xerox.
Science Consulting Program and the ESSA'progr 'is have \'

been used successfully with deaf children, In both cases, he cost of

,materials'is low, because'we
use the "tin can and rubber band" approach

with lots of imagination thrown.
in..

More Important, however, is an untapped source of ideas and help,

This is the deaf scientist inyour
community who has been successful

in his field And who would be able to offer the, schools methods of

teaching never thought of before, These people are invaluable, because

they have been through the system,-and,
have overcome the barriers to

a science education.

As teachers of the handicapped, you must rethink,your.methodsi

forget the stereotyped ideas thaVhave been in existence so long, and,

turn to those who will be More thrdwilling te'effer their
advice

'
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ACCEPTING THE HANDICAPPED

Gregory Stefanich

Everyone needs to be accepted for herself /himself, to be in-

cluded, and to fe allowed to serve,as support and inspiration to

others, A teacher must be knowledgeable and competent in meeting'

the special needs of the handicapped. To successfully build a

handicapped child's self-image, a teacher must first help other '

children develop healthy and positive attitudes towards these

children,

Orthopedically handicapped persons consuntly encounter

individuals who react very uncomfortably to them. It is most

often a non-verbal expression of avoidance or pity. Much of

the reaction is often precipitated by a lack of knowledge and

understanding of handicaps. As a seventh grade student who was

stricken with polio in 1955, I found difficulty with peer' aC-

ceptance and peer interaction to be a major problem area.

Science can do much to create a level of understanding

through a thoughtfully conceived program which is enjoyable,.

instructional, and which leads to deeper understanding of the

nature of physical limitations, This paper is directed toward

providing a greater acceptance and awareness of'orthopedic

handicaps to educators who have a limited background and,under-

standing of their limitations and compeasations.

Cools

1. To provide an understanding of how to deal with and ac-

cep differences in people.
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2. To promote the acceptance of handicapped children as

individuals, more unlike the other children, and to .

encourage their participation in regular group activities.

The Orthopedically Handicapped child, is one who has a crippling.

impairment which interferes with the normal functioning of bones, .

joints, or muscles. Included in this category are: (a) children

4-

who are born with handicaps, and (b) children who acquire a .

crippling condition later in life. Examples in each category

are listed beloW:

1 Prenatal'handicaps: (a) clubbed hands and feet; (b) ab-

'scence:of arms or legs; .(c) defects in legs, neck or hips;

', 2, Persons who acquire a crippling conditibn later in life:

(a) poliomyelitis; (b) muscular *trophy; (c) arthritis; (d) tuber-
.

culosis of the bone; (e) oteomyelitis.

Eatablishing a Classroom Atmosphere

It, is important that everyone recognizithat how you feel C

dictates the basis on which you operate. Fellow students must

recognize that handicapped children laVe the same feelings as

non-handicapped children and have similar capacities to perceive'

what'others are thinking. This willbegin to materializeonly

after the non-handicapped are'densitizedto the needs of the,

fortunate. And that will be6acComplished only after all children

are equipped td' live with one another with understanding and ap-

preciation of the differences and disabilities within each one of

us. It is important that we mix the abled and disabled trgether.

Separated, the handicapped become isolated and therefore without



influence; As a result they often find themselves to be almost

totally dependent upon sympathetic but non-handicapped partici-

panti in'the'political process. ACceptance must be learned

through showing and helping without indifference, fear or re-

pulsion (Solomon, 1977).

Edward ,Solomon, a principal at Rachel L. Carson Intermediate

School, explains that in helping the physically handicapped the

element, of mainstreaming most include other handicapped students

as well, This will serve to the benefit of all concerned. He

states:

The inclusion of the full spectrum of handicaps was important

ti

for both the handicapped and for the normal child, To Segre-

gate the disabled child would allow him no opportunity to

see another child overcominga different handicap. Just as

keeping him from full participation in a normal school set-

,

ting' deprives the handicapped child of learning to share and

to accept and to understand people's differences, so would

the exclusion of differently handicapped claSsmates'keep him

from a true appreciation of our diversified society. The

normal child, who shares his school with students of varying

abilities, mist learn that; there is a population less fortu7

ute than he. Unlike the economically deprived, who can be

helped by infusions of money into the schools, these people,

will always be handicapped, despite all the help they may

receive. The normal child must learn to understand, to

accept, 1(ad to work with people who are in any way limited

in body or in mind. On en will the normal majority come

to accept their responsibility for providing for the handi-

capped on ,the basis of need rather than seeking ways of keep-

ing them from entering and participating in the larger society

a

(1977),

Attitudinal barriers associated with guilt and avoidance by

normal persons and adaptive manipulative behaviors by physically

handicapped must be dealt with effectively in classrooms. '

.Attitudinal dhange can best be initiated through providing appro-

palate models who project warmth, open-mindedness, fairness, and

-a real concern for each child.

The problem is not only one of children accepting the handi-

capped, Soloman points out that it is also a problem for the

professional educator: He states:

The regular teachers were fearful, Some were repelled.

Some were anxious because of feelings of inadequacy. Some

provided generous doses of pity but little,understanding or

acceptance (Solomon, 1977).

As a student with a mild orthopedic handicap during my Junior

High School years, I can certainly relate many direct experiences

which illustrate this point, I found that by careful manipulation

I could avert most of my school work., Because I was attending a

physical rehabilitation program two or three days a week in a

neighboring co unity, I was able to forestall most homework,

assignments. My school days consisted primarily of taking tests

and incidental involvementewithin the rest of the instructional

program. Being a fairly strong academic student the teachers



simply overlooked the idea of homework and allowed the tests to

reflect my grades, often more generous with grades than my test

performance reflected.

As a result I often feel there are voids in rily academic training

during my junior high school years which handicap my performanCe

yet today. Fortunately, during the' ninth grade, I can recall two

teachers who maintained an attitude of eager and positive erten-

tante, yet not only expected but demanded a full effort on my

part.

As a professional educator, I feel strongly that all teachers.

and administrators should have training in both areas of regUlar

and special education. Only then will there be a balance be-

tween realistic erpectationi from the teachers accompanied by

full participation from the handicapped student. Teachers must

be made tolealize, that essentially every act that a person makes

is, from his perspective at the time it occurs,'the most appro-

;

priate response be can make to the stimulus to which he is

responding. A student then when misbehaving is doing what seems

to give him, at that moment, the greatest degree of psychological

comfort (Kindsvatter, 1978),

Teachers often tend to justify inappropriate student perfor-

mance, by imposing a failing grade. 'What we.fail to realize is

that the failing grade is often a major obstacle to,increased

student responsibility, and is frequently manipulated sy the

handicapped to avoid effort. The handicapped student becomes

astute at'shifting the responsibility from him/her to the teacher.
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The student in, order to protect his ego, claims he was not given ,

, a fair chance. The teacher in turn compromises his conscience an

gives a passing or satisfactory grade out of pity orsympathy

(Johnson, 1978). The child begins to learn4 that behavior has no

consequeies and through manipulation of others, he/she can ignore

responsibility and consideration for other persons,

Hopefully, the mandate of P. L. 94-142 requiring that local'

school districts develop an individualized educational' plan for

every handicapped child will alleviate, many of these past defi-

ciencies. It can serve as a planning system and monitoring device

to enable the administrators, teachers, parents and child to work

towards certain goals, This development of skills which will enable

the handicapped child to function. efictively as an independent

adult and productive member of society cannot be overemphasized. If

we are indeed preparing handicapped children to function in the

real world, the need for mainstreamed education is critical. Iris

Kizer, principal of the Alexander Graham Bell School for hearing

.

impaired children in Cleveland, Ohio states:

Better they work it out in the 'classroom among friends than to

get on the job and discover they have these problems (Col?, 1911).

It is impossible to describe appropriate teaching roles for an

individual child, as each child is unique and adaptive behaviors will

be different for each child, 'However, there are a few general consi-

derations which teachers may find helpful.

1,. Provide experiences in which the child can achieve success.

If expectations become unrealistic the teacher does not discipline

the child for what he does, but for what he is.



2,. Emphasize what the individual can do.

3. Perceive the Person's basic self-worth.

4. Allow handicapped person to play an active role in planning

:and living his life,

S. Value even minor,accomplishmentaond not necessarily be-

cause they will meet or exceed a norm.

°

6. Realize the visibility of the condition,

.7. Provide assistance to disabled without demeaning them,
\

Responsibility to the Orthopedically Handicapped Student

All individual's grow and develop as a result of experiences,

relationships, thoughts and emotions. Virginia Axiline states the

following;

The child must first' learn Self-respect and a sense of dignity

,thatgrows.out of his increasing self-understanding before he

can learn to respect the personalities.and rights and.differences

of others,, The child must experience himself as a capable, re-

aponsible person in a relationship'that tries to communicate'to him

two basic truths; (1) that no one ever really know as much about

any human being's Inner world as does the Individual himself;

(2) that responsible freedom grows and develops from inside the

prim (1964),

Physically handicapped students must be brought 'to perceive

a basic self-worth. The child must be made to realize the visi-

bility of his/her condition and the fact that, for most physiCally

handicapped, the'visibility will affect his/her interactions with

other people throughout life. The individual must be made to
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understand that acceptance is a slow, continual procesund if hi/

she is to be successful it is necessary to play an active role in

-planning future goals.

Not So Different

It should be stressed that the 'Orthopedically Handicapped child.

is generally not affected in the way he learns. The adjustments

. necessary are physical rather than educational, There is probably

no greater dejection for a handicapped person. than to begin to,

engage in ai activity only, to have a normal person intrude and do

it for him/her...it should be stressed in helping, the physically

handicapped that patience, rather than assistance, is' needed. The

school should assume responsibility'forproviding an environment

which allows the Orthopedically Handicapped 'to be as independent

as possible and' to 'promote freedom of movement and physical activity.'

In addition to the modifications necessary in the gross physical

environment, the teacher should always look for ways,toprovide

aids and devices which.can assist the child in functioning inde-

pendently. 'Becalse of the heterogeneity of crippled individuals

It is impossible to describe devices appropriate for an individual

child. .

Many compensations can be made by providing the orthopedically

handicapped with special equipment which allows them to function

independently. Rome.of the more common items are (a) boek racks

for Children who cannot hold books; (b') ceiling projectors for Child-

ren in bed in hospitals and/Or hope; (c) electric typewriters;

(d).automatic page turners'and pencil holders (I. A,. 1912). An

effort,shOuld be made to secure equipment similar to'those listed

4G



and also other prosthetic, aids
for loco ' .tion, life support, per-

sonal groomiog, c unication and household aids. Many such aids

are explained and
illuetrated 'in Smith,1975,

like all children, the, crippled
have certain hopes and aspir-

ations which affect their behavior,
However, because their means

of satisfying them are more
limited, we must determine ways to

help them find realistic ways to meet their needs. Once they

meet success they, are
more' likely to be objective toward their

physical handicaps and accept their limitations.

Kirk (1912) states the folloWing:

BecaUseethe child's inability to. gain a normal feeling of

security and because he has often
been over-protected at home;

there is a tendency to rely on
the protectivenesiof other people

and to prolong hie' dependency,

It is far better to work at developing
physical devices that will

facilitate self-sufficiency than
to attempt to meet their needs

through assistance.
Attitudes towards each child's personality

and adjustment is extremely important.
We must not only be

sensitive to meeting the physical needs, but must also help.mo-

tivate the child who is depressed and
withdrawn, and accept the

child who sometimes displays emotional outbursts.

EduCetors must assume responsibility for the
development of

the total person,
Academic achievements are only part of a total

education, learning to live together, learning how to communi-'

Cate, discovering attitudes
and'values, learning acceptable

social behavior, and' learning to accept others are as important.

Most importantly we must be a living example to the student,.

projecting warmth, open-mindedness, fairness
and a real concern

for the life of each child.
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A KINDERGARTEN SCIENCE PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN: ADAPTING EXISTING CURRICULA

Bennett F, Berhow

The development and implementation of a science curriculm for

thirteen handicapped kindergarten
students will be described'and

evaluated in this paper, The purpose of this discussion is to illus-

_trate the 'successful adaptation
of existing science materials, to posit

some of the limitations and difficulties and to make reco endations

concerning the adaptation of existing science
curricula to meet the

educational needs'of handicapped children.

The planning and teaching summarized in
this paper was done by

.
.

Ms. Debbie Foughty, a senior elementary
education' student at the

University of North Dakota (UND), Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Ms,- Foughty planned and taught the
described sequence to fulfill the

required work in an independent study in. elementary
science that was

taught by,the author of this Taper.
Ms. Foughty does not have i very

extensive content background in science
and chose to undertake the

learning task in an effort to improve her science teaching competence,

The author and Ms, Foughty initiated the planning task'by dis-

cussing the posSible functions of
tSe scienceturriculum in the anti-'

cipated program for handicapped kindergarten students. The functional

definition of scienk for the purposes of identifying'an instructional

sequence focused upon
manipulative experiences that emphasized thil-

dren exploring their world with imagination and curiosity', Discussions

of cognitive expectations emphasized
usIng,the senses and the develop- .

went of vocabulary that would help children more precisely communicate

their observations of their environment, Resources of science activities

to assist in.the'instruciional planning were located in theauthor's
,

personal library and the university bookstore. "The non-science resource':

materials and instructional materials were Iocated,in Sweetwater

Elementary School,.:

The science curriculum described in this paper was developed to

meet the needs of a very small group of students in a very unique

educational circumstance. The conclusions and recommendations offered

should be viewed within the framework of these environmental constraints

end' limitations.

The kindergarten for handicapped children was locatirin Sweetwater'.

Elementary. School, Devils Lake, North' Dakota. Devils Lake is a com-,

munity of 7,000 people located in central North Dakota and is 100

miles from the University of North Dakota, The public school system

has three elementary' schools, one junior high.school and one high school

that serves 2,000 students, Sweetwater Elementary School, with 252 ..

students, is the smallest of the three elementary schools. Kindergarten

is not required'by state law'and the Devils Lake school district, as

is typical 4n North Dakota', does no support a. regular kindergarten

program for all children, 'Patents must send their children, to private

institutions if they desire a kindergarten experience for their children,

The kindergarten for handicapped 'children at Sweetwater was financially .

supported through the school district and served the entire Devils

Lake community,'

All hildren in, Devils Lake are screened for handicaps during the

spring preceeding their enrollment in first grade. Thii does not occur

,

early enough in the year to permit enrollment ih'the kindergarten

23 program'for handicappled children. Mosrparents who enrolled their



childrat in this second special kindergarten heard of the program

by word-of-mouth and it was the parents who decided if their child

should be included in the special kindergarten. Some of the children

''had handicaps that were diagnosed by professionals:, many were placed

in the C
\

lass because parents believed the prOgram was needed by \

their child....

Five of the' children had-hearingimpairments.'
One child's

impairment. was severe enough to require a hearing aide and the child's

'impairment may be severe enough to require some schooling it'the

North Dakota School for the Deaf in Devils Lake. The hearing impair-

ment of the other four children was not severe enough to require a

. hearing aide, but the hearing impairment did seem to have' some effect

upon speech diveropment.

Three of the children had sight impairments, Two of the children

suffered amblyopia that was being treated by a physici4n and required

them to wear patches over an eye. The third child's sight problem, al-

..though limiting, was not precisely diagnosed and Was not being treated

by a physician. The children being treated by a physician have.eye-

, sight that is greatly dimiishedand the eyes of the child not being

treated are apparently lazy, '

'The other children in the classroom' suffered from asultitude of

other impairments. Two children were receiving physical, therapy be-
t

cause of'muscular difficulties. The remainder of the children suffered

,

developmental impairments that were.evidenced as poor motor skills

and' coordination, language:impairments and learning disabilities.

Sweetwater Elementary School uses Elementary Science Study (ESS),

materials as its science curriculum, Ms. Foughty, who planned and

taught the described science curriculum, had used some.of'the ESS

materials and decided to search Other resources' or appropriate science

activities.. She wanted an integrated program of art, music; language

arts, science, math, and even cooking, and felt that individual acti-

vities rather'bhan units were more'suited to her.needs. A bibliography

of resources for science, activities is provided with this paper. 'Other

\classrooi non-science teaching resources and materials, such as the

Teabody Language Kit,. Music books, literature books, etc., 'that were

regularly used in the classroom are not listed in.the bibliography.

As part of the total learning program design, Ms. Foughty synihe-.

.sized &\set of learning outcomes that were to be achieved through

child paration in seleCted science activities. The cognitive

and developmental outcomes, as objectives, are listed beloW.

1. Interpret sensory: stimuli by:

a, using-the senses to describe and 'identify objects hidden,in

a'sack,

b, identifying'the taste and the.mame of food when blindfolded.

ce distinguishing between,salt.and sugar.

d. describing. the size, color and shape of objects .while playing

a game.

e. making sounds using their mouths and selected objects.

2. Demonstrate visual awareness by identifying shapes--square,

triangle, circle and rectangle.

3. Demonstrate-listening awareness by differentiating Sounds as:

a; fbud-soft

b. high-low

4. Identify.the seasons by:

a. identifying activities associated with each season.

h. 'identifying clothing that is worn during each season.

5, Experience spatial relationships betweenself and the environment

(full 'to the top, over, under, etc.)

6. Perceive size as' an attribute which is, both concrete and relative by:,

.1 .

a.' comparing the height of the children.

I

I

b. serializing buttons by size.



7, Recognize the characteristics of liquids, by:

a, describing what way water pours.

b. identifying objects that float in water,

c. describing what happena when materials such as salt, flour,

food coloring and syrup are added to water'.

d. describing what happens to ice when it gets hot,

8. Identify shapes of circle, square, rectangle and triangle in the

environment.

9. Recognize various aspects of weather by:

a. identifying how a kite flies.

b. identifying what is melted snow.,

10. Group and classify buttons according to attribute identified by

the student.

To illustrate the type of science activity used and its integration

with other components of the kindergarten instructional program, a

specific instructional sequence is provided below. The example instruc-

tional sequence is Ms. Foughty's lesson plan for one week which she

wrote, taught and sent to the author.

General Instructional Objective: Perceive size as an attribute which is both con-

stant and relative.

Activity Compare height of all children. Tape a long piece of paperaiong the

wall, 'one side touching the floor. Have the children stand, one at a time, 'with

,their back to it to be measured. Write each child's name on the line that indicates .

his height.

When finished,, as : Are you all the same size? Which ones are shorter? Which

ones are taller? Why are some bigger than others? Are older"People bigger than

children? Why? Will you stop growing taller some day?

I then measure myself on the chart to show that adults are taller. Ask: 'Do you

know some adults taller than L am? Why do some people:grow taller than others?

Have Children arrange themselves from short to tall. Then ask them to reverse

the order.

Label objects around the roocusing terms regarding size..

Activity 2: Grouping and classifying buttons, to develOp skill in observing,

11

grouping and classifying.

Give each group of two students a handful of assorted buttons and ask the to

make two groups that are alike in someway.

Next, aik.them,to reassemble the buttons into three g.oups. There will be lo

right or wrong responses. Ask the to explain whit they have don'e.

Have them serialize the buttons in a line from small to larte.

Have them make various shapes Using the buttons.

Activity 3:

Read - "The Big Radish" by Maria Robbins

'Big Dog.,.Little LOg".by P.D. ',Eastman

Read - "Tall and Short" gni by Big Bird and Little Bird.

Activity 4:

Have children make cookies with Cookie Monster again. Have each child only make ,

two cookies--a very large one and a very small one. Discuss.1

The evaluation.of the success of the science. instructional se-

qu nce in the kindergarten program focused upon observing the beha-

vioral changes of the children. Ms. Foughty is trained in classroom

observation strategies as a learning evaluation tool. In addition,

.!

portions of claises were video-taped and senCto)the author for obser.:

vation, The following discussion'of behavioral changes of the children

is based upon observational data gathered by Ms.Foughty and,the author.

At the beginning of the semester many children exhibited very

limited attention spans. They were able to effectively function in a

1Ms. Foughty's complete sequence of planned science lessons is

available upon request from Dr, Bennett F. Berhow, Education Building;'

Room 105, University of North Dakota, University Station 179, Grand

1b Forks, North Dakota, 58202.

.



group setting for only a short period of time and they then withdrew

from the group activity, both physically and functionally. This was

particularly a problem for two of the children. One child would with-

draw from the group and seek "mothering" from an adult,' The other

child would withdraw from the group and engage in physical activity

with much jumping, twirling and hand shaking.

There were other behaviors observed that interfered with maximum

functioning in a school environmnet. Many of the children seemed

timid and unsure of themselves and needed extensive, detailed direc-

tions and close supirvision. Many of the children also exhibited

some laquage diffi/ulti,!s, Mispronounced words and incomplete sen-

tence'', characterized much of. their language behavior.

By the end of the semester all of the children were able to

complete a science activity withowithdrawing from the group. In

addition, the children demonstrated an ability and eagerness to ini-

tiate and control the processes in which they were engaged. Ms. FoUghti

was not required to give frequent ,and detailed directions for com-

piecing investigations. This increased self-discipline also seemed

to help the students become more relaxed and comfortable when mani-

pulating materials. For example, they became less anxious or con-

cerned about spilling materials on the floor or making a mess on the

tables,

The language development of the children was particularly marked,

Many new words were added to their vocabulary but the most significant

change in verbal behavior seemed to have occurred in group acti-

vities, The amount of interaction greatly increased with ouostfons

being asked and observations being verbalized, The amount of

verbalization of each child increased and the number of people

the children interacted with increased, The interaction increase

was noted, among the children and between the 'children and the adults,

Based upon the observation's of Ms.' Foughty and the author, the

following conclusions concerning the success of adapting existing

science curricula to meet the educational needs of physically handi-

,

capped kindergarten children were formUlated:

'1, The children enjoyed the science activities and. looked for-

ward to their "science time" with great anticipation. "Science time

was the last activity of the school day and the children verbalized

an eagerness for the time to begin.

2, The children were able to develop self-discipline skills in

a schooling environment that should better their chances for success

in first grade. Most of the children will enter a. regular first

grade classroom the following year.

3. The self-concept of each child was enhanced because the

science activities provided every child an opportunity to have success

in a school setting.

4. The teacher was able to change from, a teaching behavior that

controlled all activity to a more facilitative style,

5. Skill development of the children required in the speical

education,guideline's and reports of the teacher of record was achieved

by participation in the,science activities, Vocabulary and motor

.

skills specifically listed as learning objectives in the special

education guidelines were particularly enhanced,

The following conclusions concerning the difficulties of adapting

,existing science curricula to meet the educational needs of physically



handicapped children were formulated:

1. Adaptation requires extensive planning effort by the teacher.

This is particularly true when the science curriculum is integrated

with 'the other curricular components of the school program.

2. The mandated curricular time requirements of many state and

federal program guidelines for physically handicapped children,

particularly in the language'arts, make the scheduling of science

activities difficult and not meeting the ,required time constraints

may often endanger program funding.

Based upon an analysis of the conclusions in this Paper the

author recommends that:

1. Existing elementary or early childhood science curricula be

modified for physically handicapped children and implemented on in

experimental basis. Evaluations of such adaptations should primarily

focus upon student development, cognitively and attitudinally, and

upon observed student responselo the curriculum.

2. Support systems be developed to assist teachers in the

adaptation process. The effort required to effectively design and

implement an elementary or early childhooe science program for phy-.

sically handicapped children probably cannot be expected as part of

daily teaching activities required of teachers in typical teaching-

learning processei.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION IN A WOODLAND SETTIA3

A PROGRAM FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Carl Fenn and Donald K, Hamilton

Handicapped children are unique individuals with no two being

. exactly the same, But like all of us, each one has a peculiar com-

bination of abilities and disabilities which are constantly in the pro-

ceas of.changing as the individual grows and learns, Unfortunately

many have disabilities which Inhibit their'opportunities to explore the

great outdoors. Children confined to wheelchairs ordinarily cannot

take a simple walk In the woods to enjoy its sights onto explore and

diacovertthat world which in so distinctly different from the con-

finements of a house. Visually impaired children do not receive the

'visual stimulation to explore a flower garden or the world of animal'

life to be found at the top of the trees or crawling. through the

ground in the woods Or a pasture, The thrill of discovering thii world

creates an excitement for learning which cannot be duplicated'in a

classroom,

'How could a school provide these kinds of experiences for handl-

,

caoped children, thus meeting the mandate of providing an appropriate

education" for, all handicapped children as required by Public, Law 94-1629

The need for a woodland setting in which an educational program could

'verge to accomplish the following objectives was evident:

(1) To stimulate language and motor develonment.

'(2) To encourage the use of their senses in teaching;

listening and observing.

(3) To advance their basic science concepts pertaining to

'plant and animal life,

(6) To learn to preserve our natural resources through

thoughtful care and management,

'.,
(5) To gain an appreciation and enjoyment

environment,

!, (6) To develop hobbies which will provide

Is of their leisu're tire,

behind the Eugene Field Elementary'School

is :.ravine. It required policing to control

of the out -door

constructive use

10 Rock Island', Illinois

for eotof bikes and

refueel.disposal. Recognizing that this ravine had the potential to be

developed into an outdoor learning laboratory for handicapped children,

work was initiated during the Summer of 1915 with supportive funding

from a Title III ESEA grant. 'Concrete walkways from the school.to the

woods were constructed with raised beds of plants and flowers along

side to enable children confined to wheelchairs and those who are

partially sighted to 'learn about nature by being close to' it,

More than 400 volunteer hours were given to the project by such

diverse groups as children who attended the school, professional

builders, the lady next door, and the boy who 'often used the woods for

trails to ride himini-bike, The imagination of the eoaamnity was

captured into developing a resource to be used in educating handi-

capped children,

The special children at Eugene ileld Elementary School required a

program that reflected an amalgamation of the thinking and planning of

the science eduCator, the special educator, the curriculum evaluate*,

and the classrbom teacher: A team representing these various int: at

areas was assembled to' prepare the curriculum
materials for the pro.,

gram. The March 1976.issue of Science and Children identified a

number of ways of involving the handicapped in the outdoor environment,

1

I

Lombardi, Thomas, P and Bloch, Patrick.E., "Science Experiences

and the Mentally Retarded", Science azi Children, Volume 13, Number 6,

March' 76,.p. 20. ,

'64;



The approach of 0 writing team was to prepare activities that

utilized the child's senses in developing an awareness. of the woodland

environment. As the child became aware, sequential activities called

.
for higher level skills of classification, communication, measurement,

vocahularly development, predicting, inferring, and experimenting. A

Curriculum Cuide was prepared including sample activities which would

.
be used on site, instructions for teachers for scheduling and using

the site,. and materials that were uvailable at Eugene Field for doing

the investigations. The variety of activities included "Awareness

Along the Trail", "Listen and Hear", "Studying the Soil", "Animal Signs

and Tracks", "Trees in the Ravine", "Leaves", "Getting Bugged",

"Temperhture,. Wind, and Humidity": "In the Snow", and'"Hobbies From

Experiences in the Ravine",

With the completion of the .curriculum guide a center was establiShed

at EugeneFjeld. The center housed sets of materials that were

required for the activities on site. Copies of' the guide weredis-

cributed to the schools in the city, and scheduled visitations to the

site were arranged through the center staff. These. visits were co-

ordinated with the on site usage by. the handicapped providing many'

mainstreaming opportunities. For many of the handicapped children it

was their first opportunity to experience a woodland. environment. To

he lifted out of the wheelchair, andlaid on the .ground, to feel the

dew, to smell a flower, to be stuck by a thorn, to catch a bug, to

caress the soft green moss was an experience of lasting and endearing

value, Reactions lncluded.hesicancy; a look of concern, happiness,, an

exclamation of joy, pleasure; a smile, a laugh, interest; careful

UJ.

examination and questions and more questions; sharing; "look at mine".

Operation of the site was to include yisits by regular science '

classes through-out the district which provided an excellent opportunity

for mainstreaming the handicapped with other children. As the teacher..

scheduled a visit with a regular or handicapped claim she was given an

evaluation check list which was left at the end of the day. This

process of continuous activity evaluation provided a mechanism for

modification of the program bilsed an.uoerm recommendations.



SAMPLE OF ACTIVITIES IN A WOODLAND SETTING \\

FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Title:
Awareness Along the Trail \ \

.

.
, ', \..

Materials: No particular equipment is provided for this activity, hot\ \
,

"
one should examine the trail to 'make sure that he will find' \

\
SOS of the suggested items.

\

Rationale,: A walk through the, ravine cao be mere than a "bunch of \ 'i. \,

, t

. .treti, hushes, weeds," but often it is necessary to point \ \

out to children the richness of the environment, and this \ 1
\

activity should be done-prior to any structured
,,

tured experience \

in ihe'raVine.,'

Objectives:
After this activity' ihd child should be able to:

L'Oescribe the characteristics of a woodland trail.

2, identlfy three different smells along the trail.

1. Identify at least five different sounds heard along

the trail,

4. 'Clue some of the history of the region,

Procedure:;., Sensory Awareness Trail

1, Close your eyes and examine the lick of this tree by

touch alone.

2. Fiat descriptive words would you use' to describe the

texture?

.1. 3, Stop for a quiet moment by the brook,. listen.,

4, What SOLIIICIS do you hear?.

.5. Dip.your hand in the water. Does it feel. warner or

colder than the air?

,6. Can you estimate the temperature of the water?

'); 7.. Close your eyes and listen again, Can you hear. different

birds?

8. Now many kinds of. bird calls do you hear?

9. Examine the leaves on this tree.

ID. Can you Sketch the Veins? lHew would you desdiibe them?

11., is the leaf compound or simple?'

Procedure: Sensory' Awareness Trail (Continued)

12, Is the leaf margin smooth or scratched?

13, Look around you. Is,this virgin timber?

Has it always been timber? Are all the

. trees the some age? How many different

kinds of trees do you see from where you

are standing?

14, look at,a dead log. Now old was the tree?

Can you tell the wet years from the dry

years? Was the log a part of, the trunk

(stem) of a tree or was it a branch? If it

was a branch which side war oP? Which .

years would be good rabbit yors? crush

one of the leaves. Smell it. New would you

describe the odor? Smell a hanlull of

humus, What does ii smell like1i

Obtervation Trail: Describe this flower, What does Lt took like to

you? How Army petals? What color ar 'hey? How

are the leavis arranged on the stem? Rare the

flowers gone to seed? Describe the seed.

Examine the,bird-feather, note its cola; and size.

Describe the location where you found It Does

--this location where you found it give yini,any'

hint as to the tpe of bird? Can you guess from

what' bird this c4 from?

'Problem Solvi%Trail: 1. Can you figure ont\w\ilat animal has been here?

\
,

2. What rides can you find? (Evidence of

\\I

footprint, fur or fAhers left behind),,

,

.

. Can moss on a tree be r lied on as an

indicator of direction? 1
,
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Skills Involved:

Age Level:

4. Does moss always grow on th north side?

5. Check this out on at least 10 different trees

to see if the theory holds true,,

6. If 'you were lost in the woods andbad to live

off the ,land,in this area for'sey'aral days,

which.plant would you select as a source of
.\ .

food?

Auditory discrimination, auditory memory;

discrimination, visual memory, tactile dkcrimi-

nation, language development, motor develdpment.

3 to 12



Title: Animal Signs and Tracks

Materials: Vary' with the condition's.
Many of\the onlmals'im the area

are seldom seen by the student. Thy may be nocturnal and/

or very timid, The tracks and signOeyiNve behind give

us clues to their behavior, sire, ran01, etc, The :at of

tracking, so highly 'developed by the *rim Indians and

the early frontiersmen is a fas6naling

To practice the powers of observation and ;?cduction from
Objective.

natural. evidence,

Procedure;

ftcrivitv 1: (a) The first task is to find some tracks, The, e se, the

task depends somewhat on the season. 1d -tile \e is .a

'soft snow on the grind you will have little prOlem of

finding tracks, During drier times of the year, you will

have to look for moist spots or even have to
preAre a

spot and bait it. Dusty spots are also good, even in

the drier weather.

(h) Once the tracks are located:

1. Can you determine what was the animal doing; running,

sitting, walking? Did It change pace? Oat direction

2, Did it coke anything; bUrrow, bed, house?

3, Did it leave anything: droppings (scat), wing marks,

bits of for or hair, pellets, tooth marks, oper nuts?

4, Identify the tracks, which are the forefeet, what is

the length of the track,, and mire length of the stride?

(c) Prepare methods of presfving the tracks, The. methods

yotinse depends en the sUrface the track was made in

Methods sketching, plaster casts, wax casts, mud

casts,

2. Surfaces - mud, snow, net sand, dust.

3. Directions fur marking casts.

Activity 2: Making a Plaster Cast

Equipment: Strips of cardboard 25 cm in length, 5 cm wide -

these may he cut from manila folders of taghoard

Paperclips.

Writer

Plaster.

Mix(noan and spoon
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Procedure. I., Carefully clean the surface around the track of debris.

2, Form a circle around the print with A cardboard ring

and fasten it with a ,paperclip.nThe ring may be slightly

pressed into the soil '.or suppoft.

3. Mix the plaster according to diections on the bag or can.

The coni'istancy shokIld he like soupy ice cream or pancake

batter. ''

t4,. Pour the plasier into the ring until the print i.s covered,

5, As the plaster is, setting,, insert a paperclip along the

cardboard ring at the top OE dielOint. Later when the

plaster dries, the paperclip may he bent out to use as

allanger for display purposes.

6., Tap the edge of the cardboard to dislodge any bubbles.'

7, Allow the mold to set until hard (at least 15 minutes),

The drying process may be' speeded,Up by adding salt tor

the plaster, or slowed,down by adding vinegar.

6. Nhen dry, carefully lift out the mold, remove it from

the cardboard and clean off rime debris,

..ijow-CeSt-s1.--17-5f59-fhe-rfICZ WiTa-flaistst-ofta rer.--Thi rsprayi ng--"---

should build up a layer of ice in th'e.tracit.

2, When mixing the plaster, add'some snow to lower the

temperature of the plaster to avoid melting the print.

Duet Prints:1 This operation fs,harder and the reproduction will not
_.

be as good as those on other surfaces. The procedure Is

the same except that the print is' carefully sprinkled

with salt.

2. Just before the plaster Starts to set, pour it to one

side of the paper ring and let it flow down into it.

Variations: if no prints are'ayailableand you Mt the children te,

learn the techniques of making plaster cast, a footprint

of the Thild may he substituted.

Another,variation is using nature objects the group,

collects on a hike. The procedure is 'the sate as above,

except that the plaster is poured into the ring, let it

harden slightly, the objects are presSed into the top of

the plaster and removed, leaving their outline and texture..

Skills

'involved: Motor development, visual diScrindnation, visual association,

measuring.

o 'fr

Aic Level: 71:o 12. May not he approprate for visually handicapped.

6 '



Title: listen and Hear

Materialst 1 cassette recorder for every .5 children
a

'Rationale: Children are often taught to block our external sounds i.e.

to concentrate only on the teacher'svoire, This practice

tends to restrict the development of the sense of hearing

rather than expand it. In this activity the children will

be given an- opportunity' to expand hiS'sensual awareness by

Coneent.raing on all sounds in an outdoor environment.

Nective: At the end of tits act6ity the child will be,able to:

Identify five specific sounds heard when walking down a

nature lrall,

2. Identify, f lye' sounds he turned-out from a given

environment.

Procedure: inke a group of four, or five students on a ten to twenty

minute excursion through the ravine. Be sure to have a

portable cassette recorder with you, As tide group Leader

. make sore 'the others experience a variety of sounds. If

necessary make sounds by dropping rocks, logs, etc., but

do not 'reveal what you ode doing. No talking should take

place op the trip while the group observes anything [hat

interests them.

At the completion of the trip have each child list all of

the sounds he can remember hearing, Play the tape and as

the group identifies a sound list it on a separate chart.

4 Each child should then list on his chart the soimds he

missed,

Evaluation: Playa short tape of selected sounds, While the child is

listening make avariety of sounds in the background, Row

many sounds can the child identify? liCod many sounds did

the child "tune- out "? Why did this occur?

Skills

Involved: Auditory discrimination, auditory merwry-recognition of

sounds of nature. AuditorY association-orabulary

development.

Ape Level: 3 to' 12;
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Title:

Rationale:

Procedure:

Hobbies From the Ravine

A day in the ravine can suggest a variety:n:1f hobbies or

special interest areas that the child May wish to persue

after returning to the classroom Outlined in this

activity area dumber of interest areas that individual

children may want to explore in greater depth.

I'm a Weatherman

Children may wish to visit the, Quad City, Weather Station at

the airport. Here they will find people willing to sluice

with them the life of a weatherman, they will see he

records are made and kept, and ,can le'arn to net up a t,eatier

station at school or home. Records kept through-at the

year can be kept and shared with children in next year's

Cass Stories can be written andtold about the effect of

local Weather conditions on man.

I'm an Ornithologist

Children will have discovered a variety of, bird life while

in the ravine, This interest can be expanded to school,

home, meadow, foresd, river, or city street, 'Illinois is

blessed with an excess of 300 species of birds, In addition',

. many birds visit 1Lindis briefly as they migrate along the

great Mississippi flyway. Children i an begin to study birds

by watching their feeding, nesting, and housing patterns.

,These studies can then be expanded to rarer birds. Calls can

be learned so that recognition can come without sight.

canbird' has characteristic field mariCags which the child can

utilize for Identification at great distances, Envirermental

requirements for certain specific species of birds can be

identified which can lead to a ,lifelong interest in the

preservation of endangered species.:

Seeds - A simple but interesting activity can he accomplished

by coloring samples of bird seed with food coloring, ne

Samples are then placed at the feeding station and children

can keep a record of the color of seed the birds prefer.

Nest - Bird nest can be collected, Make sure the birds are

through with, them, Measure, weigh, and classify according to

design and building materials,

I'm a Craftsman

Wooden trinkets have long been a favorite of man, further-

more, hi constructing objects from wood tho..chiq has an

opportunity to develop a variety of,s1411s.2,The activity

which follows'ran begin a life-long'interost in working

with wood.



;

Obtain small bratiehes.3 cm or less from several
varieties of trees such

'as oak, walnut, usage orange (hedge), cherry,
apple or any of the pines,

Carefully cut a cross section frum 1.4
branch so that each dice is no

more, than one centiMeier thick.
The children heed to he given an

opportunity to examine'slices from a variety of trees,
Note tho' rings,

the texture, the color, and the smell,
Obtain an assortment of

sandpaper and let the child discover which type
gives him the sutoothst

finished product. A variety of finishes can hosed such as oil, varnish,

lacquer each providing different characteristics to
the wood, Let the

child experiment with the combinations of
wood,'sandpaper, and finish to

give him a final product he desireS:
Ile then may suggest says if using

his product and ways of mass producing More like it The whole concept

j
of ProdtWon and assembly can be explored with

suggested field trips 'to

area plants Aire miss production is a way, of life.

l'manEntimologist

Insect studies in the ravine are limited to the day or
days the site is

visited. As the seasons progress; a constant progression of insect

species become available for study. The child may become curious

enough to start a collection, Me activities
which follow suggest ways

of killing insects,

1'ae Killing ,lac: Obtain a large'openedlouth jar wide enough to hold a

large butterfly without crushing its wings,
Nix up about half a cup of

plaster of Paris and carefully your the
tbure into'010 jar so that it

doos not ,platter on the sides of the glass. Lot the ulasler net for an

how', then add a few drons of insecticide
allowing it to soak into the

plaster, Close and label the jar POISON.

Alien adding the insert, remove the lid and enickly transfer the creature

to thelilling jar. Close the lid and wait abut 20 minutes. After

using the killing jar several times it may be necessary to add some

additional juserticide.

Ois Lavin the insect:

Rally food .tar: !Label the insect by placing a pin through the body of

insertnsert itrd then through a strip of paper on which you have printed

the nave of the creature, Glue a cOrk'to the inside of the baby food

at lid, roust the insert and
Pin in the cork and serew..the lid on the

jar,

cigar lox; Glue a cork to the heltom,of the lo
and place the mounted

insect on the cork, After mounting: a number of insects, rover with

clear plastic and seal the ages,
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I'm Botanist

The plant kingdom, of the ravine can
spirk the desire to,grow plants in

the classroom or at home. A number of activities are suggested.

Seeds:From Examine a variety of seeds such as beets, peas
beans,

.

lettuce, corn, pumpkins-weed seeds - nuts
(hickOry, walnut, perinUt, or

acorns), Try and set-up a 'classification key similar to
the one

suggested In the insect study.
Characteristics that might be included

are length, width, weight, color,
shape, and the nature of outer shell,

Examine mature plants, can you locate the seeds? Now are the seeds

protected? . Now are they distributed?
Pow many seeds are there an ',one

plant?

Germination:
The following variables can be explored:

a) Amount of water

b) Tompdature

c) Soil characteristics

d) Light

'e) Presence of pollutants (detergent, herbicides, pesticides)

Plant Growth:
As the seeds germinate mature plants can be

grown and

again a variety of experiments can be
conducted looking at the following

variables:

a) Light

b) Pater

g) Temperature

d) Color of light (Use different colored plants)

e) Spinning vs. still plant

1) Fertilizers

More Seeds: As the plants mature they will
produce seeds which can be

used for successive generations studies..
Rime questions that might be

explored:

a) Does an albino seed produce an
albino plant and are

successive generation seeds albino?

.b), Does a seed from a
tall'plant product a tall plant?

c) Will *corn and corn cross fertili4

d) Does a hybrid plant produce fertile seeds? Do the seeds hava

the same characteristics as the parent? .

e) Can you find a seed that has to be frozen before it will

germinate?

Cuttings: Some plants do not produce seeds but grow

from roots or from cuttings. Find samples and

try your success at producing these plants.

Skills Involved: Visual discrimination, visual memory,lAnguage

development, classifying, labeling, measuring.,

Age Level: 3 . 12



Experiences with Multiple Types of Handicapped

Pre-College Students in an Integrated Marine Science

Field Program

E,C. Keller', Jr. and Helen E. Keller

Several years ago, while conducting pre-college summer programs in the

life sciences,,it was observed that few, if any,landicaPped students occurred

among the final net of selected participants, Selections.otthese students

were based on several, attributes such as Sequential Testing of

Educational Progress (STEP) scores, science course grades, Pre-Scholastic

Aptitude Test (FIAT) scores, IQ level,'etc. along.with other,asPects that

the students presented '(for example, samples of writing, reasons for .

wanting to attend the program, their past year's reading list, etc), Little

' attention was given to the fact that there were only one or two handicapped

participants. Some of these handicapped participants was severely

handicapped. All were slightly or'moderately handicapped. During an

evaluation of the summer biology pre-college programs for outstanding

University

students at West Virginia/ (Keller, et al, 1977) it was confirmed that there

were, indeed, extremely, few handicapped participants. Following that

initial review, a survey was conducted in 1975'of the 110 Student Science

Training (SST) programs for outstanding pre-college students funded by

The National Science Foundation, The objective of this survey was to

asertain the proportion of handicapped participants in the various NSF/SST

programs. The results of this latter survey 'showed that there was a ld to'

20 fold deficiency (l)in handicapped participants as compared to the

(I) The difference in these estimates reflects the range of estimates

of handicapped individuals in the general kulation.
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proportion of handicapped individuals in the general population. It was

noted however, that the reason for the
deficiency was. not due to the

,selection process of the various SST
programs, but was due to the fact

that very few handicapped students applied for,
positions in the programs.

With these observations, and with certain other pieces of information,

a proposal was submitted to The National
Science Foundation requesting

support for a specialprogram in the Marine
Sciences'for outstanding

handicapped pre-college students; The program fuided by NSF, was to be

carried out at the Marine Science Connor' Stn's
Wallops Island; Va.

r---7-
,

-----
'fadilitY, and was for blind, deaf,

and orthopedic. handicapped, students,

The program.was successfully concluded
on July 29; 1971 with 23 handicapped

participants completing the program. The
program started with24 participants,

but One of the severely handicapped orthopedic
participants returned homeoU

the third day.

The primaryObiectives of this project were to introduce outstanding

handicapped pre-dollige students
to Marine Sciences, to directly interface

these handicapped students with college.faculty,
and to assess the success ,

and failure of various components of
this program'as a function of the

.various types of disabled participants.

The approach was to operate the program in a traditional academic

Manner with lecture, laboratory, and field experience across three major

topics;
Scientific Communication and Methods, Mirine Biology, and

Oceanograph', For the academic portion of the program, the 23 participants''

were in the field about 45% ofthe time, in laboratory
about 30Z of the

time, and in lecture about 257, of the time,
Each student,alio had a



special mini-research project that he or she completed over-and-above the

regular presentations. '

"'It Is the intent of this paper to examine the findingi, including

general'impressions, of the project in regard to its various academic and

non-academic aspects, as they relate to the various types of handicapping

conditions.

DESCR,?TION OF THE PROGRAM

The "traditional" program was taught using lectures, visual aids,

laboratories, and field experiences, with
certain modifications such as the

use of braille materials and
tactile models as well as by the use of signers

and reverse-lnterprefators,

The Contwt ofthe program was divided into sub-topics under the

respective major disciplines viz., the 'sub-topics and experiences for the

first major topic (Scientific Communications'and
Methods) dealt With::'

descriptions of the general coastal area near Wallbps
Island, Vu,; introduction

to science and the marine sciences; science vs.
textbook writing; descriptive

scientific methods; hypotheses and their testing; design of experiments; types

of information; means, standard deviations,
and ranges; observational/

descriptive exercises;, barrier island transect
evaluations; and the transect

.sampling and analysis,

Sub-topics for the second major topic (Marine biology) included: zones

of the ocean; zones of the bay; methods Of collecting, identifying, and

preserving marine specimens; sampling the varidus zones for plants and

animals; ened transfer; trophic levels;lnimakhehoviort
habitat

sPecifical.on; coastal bird studies; kgx clamHigiatien; marine physiology;

and estuarine dynamics.
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Sib- topics for the third major topic (0:Lantvaphy) were: general

aspects of oceanography; components of the ocean asd'coastal waters;

equipment used in oceanographic studies; intrbdsction tometerology; A

e.

visit.to the NOAH meteorological station.; sak:otion; waves and currents;

tides and variation in tidal heights; water quality and its assessment', the

evolutiorrof barrier islands; and the filriation of beaches,

Along with the academic portion of program (given above) the

participants were exposed to a variety or ;tan- academic experiences including:

beach combing; sea shell handicrafts,',,cs, canoeing, wildlife films,

swimming, tour of NASA facilities,
e4.museums and a lighthouse,

clamming, fireworks, and hikes,

Three other intergal,aetiviti:::wece also performed: a seminar on the

progress of their mini-research, prujeuts, a final formol research seminar

presentation, and writing "laboratories" wre held (Maisly dealing with how

to write a scientific paper). c

The mini - research project was p...,Lirle Or7 t4a latter portion of the

program. The projects were short and were use,Ily completed in several

days, but they were scattered across the last half of the program... The

seminars were based on the topics of the parti-:Ipants projects. The

topics of the completed mini-resemtchytmjects are listed below:

1) Comparison of Sand Gra{e Sirs!, getweam the Beachei of Assateague

(open ocean)and Pvth Nallsps (protected by sand bars).

2) Sand Grain Size plod the recurrence of Donai Clams.

3) Preparation (incluri17.g brailling) of Heibarium Specimens of the

.
Planti from the Dune Areas of North Wallops Island.

4). Respiration Rates of Male and Female Fiddler Crabs at Two

Different Temperatures.



)

5) Substrate Preference of Blue Crabs.

6) The Humber of Trees with and without Calls on Small and large

Scarlet Oak Trees on the Marine Science Consortium Campus,

', 7) The Importance of Vision and Smell in Killifish Feeding.

8) Environmental Preferences of Male BluvCrabs.

. 9) Temperature Tolerance of Killifish.

. . 10) Food Preference of Blue Crabs.

The occurrence of Melampus Snails in Low Marshes.

12) :Periodicity of Clan Respiration.

13) Comparison of Salinity and Temperature at Low and High Tide at

Four Different Locutions.

14) Temperature Tolerance Ranges for Large and Small Mole Crabs.

15) The Effects of Tides on Salinity.

. 16) Enviraniental Re.te Sensing, .

17) The Activity and Respiration Rates of Killifish in Different

Types:of Water.'

18) Root Depth of Sea imcket Plants in Relation to their Distance from

the Ocean.

19) Coined Light Prcforence of Fiddler Crabs.

20) The Density of Bayberry Bushes in Three Zones on North Wallops Island.

21) . Feeding Time Preference of the Blue Crab.

12) Light and Cover Preverence of the Blue Crab,

23) The Effects of Temperature and Relative Humidity of Plant Density.

PROBLEMS OF Till PROGRAM

Aside from the usual problems of operating a summer SST program, several

unique problems were noted. The major problems were not concerned with the

academic aspects of the program, but dealt with the fr,e7time portion of the

program. Because of the'Severity of handicaps in many. cases (total

77'
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blindness, total deafness, or wheel-chair bound)
the' taff felt thatlbece''

was an extra degree of concern and attentiveness
necessary for the participants.

For example, the counselors were not all signers and
when dealing with the

deaf participants 'this caused considerable
difficulties, especially' in the

field activities, and in the after-hours activities.
Excessive dormitory

noise, by the deaf participants, caused problems far
the other participants

in terms of studying and sleeping.. Free time progranwtug of recreational

activities that were ullizab1e by.all participants
were quite difficult to

design and/or operate..

Another major non-academic problem of the program dealt with the lack of

air conditioning for the lecture and laboratory aspects of the program. This

is not usually a unique problem, however it can be for certain types of

handicaps (asthmatic, some orthopedic, etc.). Likewise, sleeping problems in

the non-coeled dormitories lead to certain difficulties (noise plus discomfort

were more of a problem for some specific handicaps as compared' to others).

The difficulties in the academic portion of
the project primarily

centered around theicommtinication
difficulties between the deaf and

hearing participants and the:instructors.
Although, there were two

excellent interpreters and reverse-signers
present (both science teachers)

throughout the program, the dialetic
differences in signiag, coupled with the

generally poor level of reading skill
among the totally deaf participants

greatly hampered the articulation levels
from the instructor and textual

material of the totally deaf students.
The pace of the program was slowed

somewhat by these communication problems and
certain of the other (non-

totally deaf). participants became annoyed.
The research projects helped

73



somewhat in remedying this problem since the after-lecture, after.

laboratory briefings (in a reinforcement, session by the interpreters) were

only attended by those individuals needing further explanations. The other

participants were free to work on their project, if they so desired, during

this reinforcement session. The blind taped the lectures and used the tapes

as reinforcera to the lecture' material.. 'bother problem, specified by the

blind participants concerned the lack of specific,braille materials, but

from the academic evaluations (presented in the next session) this

deficiency did not appear to significantly hamper the totally blind

students.

EVALUATIONS IN THE PROGRAM

Three participant evaluations were performed: 1) the description(

characterization of the participants, 2) their personality profiles, end

3) their academic performance.

PHYSICAL AND ACHIEVEMENT CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

The program included three general groups of handicapped participant's:

blind, deaf, and orthopedic. While an ardent effort was made to recruit an

eqqa number of each type of handicap (and.sex)., the end result was not an

equal distribution either for the type of handicap nor fur sex. The

'differences in the sex proportions could have been due to the interest

levels in Marine Science with proportionality more males interested in

Marini Science in the general:population. There were fifteen students with

hearing disabilities, five students with visual handicaps_and three with

orthopedic handicaps, Also, one of the twenty-three students had'a dual

handicap, being both totally blind and orthopedically handicapped (ho

was classified above as blind). Of the 33 respondents to the recruiting
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information there were only o minority students,. Both ofthese_students

were extended offers to the p ogram but it was not until the students arrived

at the Marine Science campus t Lit was realized that the one black student

1

decided not to attend, The rem ning minority student, a deaf American

Indian., accepted and participate in the program,

The science backgrounds of. th students were generally quite similar

having, on the average, two previou

\

science courses. These included

..,

biology, general science, physicallorence, earth science, or chemistry.

., ,

The average science grade for the students was slightly better than a
.

1" grade.

. The types of schools and academic ackgrounds that were represented

were extremely varied and, consequently, the indicators of general

academic. ability.were not as complete as Eght be desired, Of the nine.

students for whom I.Q. scores were availab e, the mean was 116.6.

Other scores were also included with the mot common, and useable, being

the PSAT scores. Of the six students submit ing PSAT scores, the averages

were 46.3 for verbal and 46,1 fOr math.

PERSONALITY EVALUATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Personality evaluations of the participants were done by the staff

who evaluated the students on the basis of twenty personality attributes.

These attributes were then grouped into three macr -categories, ail of which

were found to be scored above the median (i.e., favbrable)
on the scale used,

The most positive grouping of students contained' the attributes: friendly,

respectful, pleasant), patient, and cooperative. The'pecond (mid-grouping)

having intermediate scores consisted of the attribute: courteous,

participatory, adaptive, responsible, interested,
helpful, persistent,

resourceful, and industrious, The third and most negaqve grouping of

S



tudentaincluded- the- a t tributes : self- motivated; se 1 f -discip lined ,

considerate,vture, aggressive, and competitive. Although the data ere

'not evaluated in a formal manner, the three macro-groupings given above

'generally corresponded to the orthopedic, blind, and deaf; respectively.

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS

1 .

)

Ton separate test.. were used (each evaluating a specific academic

aspect of the program) in examining the various experiences 'of the

academic portion of the program in order to determine an average student

academic performance level, Thelltests were presented in both written, and oral

form. The tests were not signed although some questions were explained by

signing. After the individual evaluations, the participants were

'divided into five categories, acio'rding to handicap and to their

degree of handicap. The categories are presented in Table 1, along

with the overall average performance of the group. The lowest values

represent the highest (or best) scores,.'

a

Table 1. Student Academic Performance by Type and Degree of Handicap,

Handicap (degree of Ranking N Average Relative Score (1) .

Blind (partially) , highest 2 11,5

Hearing Impaired next highest 4 13.0

(partially)

Blind (total) q) third highest 3 13,7

Orthopedic next to lowest 3 .17.3

Deaf (total) (3) lowest 11 18.0

tl) The lowest score is best..

(2) The tests were usually brailled and the responses brailled,

(3) This group had an enormous difficulty In reading and writing in the test

environment (as well as in the program in general),.

+amTable 1, it i-s-n-k4thatthetwopart-6141b1+14stullentlhadthe

best average performance. These students with' partial hearing were second

in performance, followed by the totally blind, the orthopedic, and the
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-profoundly.ortotally..deaf;_respectivel, Although the totally, or

profoundly, deaf, participants/had the lowest average scores, it is not clear

/

whether, or not, the testing', rocedures was biased (against the profound or

totally
deaf),'nspecially/due to the fact that this group had the, greatest

degree of communication difficulty.

'EVALUATIONS BY THE PARTICIPANTS

At the beginning, and again at the end, of the program, a series of

eight questions pertaining to Marine Science were asked of the students, in

questionnaire form, on a 5 point ranking scale.

The eig t questions were concerned witts,whether Marine Science was:

fun, practi al, of great value, and did they like Marine Science, did

they like/field work, should everyone study Marine Science, do they like

laboratory work, and could Marine Science be of help to the student. The

average score for all questions, for both the pre- and post-evaluation

were above the median, However, there were three clusters of responses in

regard to changes in the attitudes of the participants between the pre-

,

and post-evaluations, The most positive changes observed occurred for the

three, questions as to whether Marine Science was: 1) practical; 2) was

fun; or 3) was of great\value, Amid-group of three questions concerned

.

0

with: 1) whether the students,likedMarine Science; 2) liked field

work; and 3) whether everyone should study Marine Science, were also

positively changed between the pre- add pest-evaluation, but not to as great

an extent as the first 'grouping, The final group consisted of two

questions which had no appreciable change, .These questions were concerned

with whether Marine Science could be of help to, the studeiiibilii the

students liked laboratory work, 'Hence, the attitudes of all of the questions



about Marine Science appeared to; be positively
changed except for the

questions concerning the tact that Marine Science
would be of gteat help',

... EVALUATION OF LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS BY THE PARTICItANTS

Each academic section was evaluated by the students. in the form of an

anonymous questionnairelat the end of the topic section (or,the day), These

wire divided into tour Classifications:, enjoyment,
difficulty, the amount

learned; and parity, Thfl responses were scored on"a scale ranging from

to.5, The results rlysis diviilod into the three major

5

functional grouping:, c la',', Ary, lecture, and. field sections,

Using% "fun-boriug" classification, the responses indicated that 'thd

11.e0 experiences are the most fun with the laboratory ratingnext and

the lectures the, least fun. In the'difficulty evaluation there was no

difference between WE lecture and field experiences, but at the 'easy"

. end of the scale, laboratories were scored, as being the easiest. It

r

was the general cencehsus of tEeparticipantsithe thelegree,of learning

was about equal from all three sectionl. The olasity aspectsindicated that

the field sections were the most clear, thellaboratories of intermediate

clarity, and lectures the least clear. , '

SUGGESTIONS BY THE PARTICIPANTS FOR IMPROVING THE PROGRAM
.

The open-ended portion of the student's evaluations is summarized below.

The most general comment concerned a desire to have the handicapped and .

regular (non:handicapped.participants) NSF pre-college programs together as

one integrated course.," Also, several students wanted to have SCUBA diving

included as part of the program.. 'While a few students felt that they should

have more.freedom after classroom hours, there were many others who stated

'that there should be more strict discipline and more 'strictly enforced

quiet hours. Tnis apparent contradiction seems.,to have come about between
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the non hearing (wanting um freedom) and the hearing students (wanting more

programmed activities),. Other commenis dealt with organization and scheduling,

1 1

Since this program was the first of its kind, there were numerous schedule

changes and, hence, an appeatance of a lark of organization to some students,

It was"deessary to alter plans due to oversights concerning the handicap

s
problems, weather, tides, and the coordination of equipment, vehicles, and

vessels. 4th the other MSC programs.
The need foi effective cooling of the

lab an4 dormitory rooms was another change strongly recommended by all

Participants,

I

, A fewlindividualslxpressed some
difficulty with certain of the

academic materials sulk as the scientific method, encrgy.transfer,in,!. . ,

ecosystems, and in developing their' ideas for the short research

investigations.
Other participants felt that ihe academic materials

should be covered in more epth'and sh'ouldeven,be accelerated. These

types of conflibting reco
ations are, pehaps, the met,difficult to

deal with becauie some of the students are slower to grasp'Materials than

others, not only because of communication
difficulties (due to their

various handicaps) but also due to their variety of backgrounds, Some were

"mainstreamed" in regular high schools while others were in schools for their

unique handicap, although this seemed to make a/difference , it was not

formally evaluated,

,There were a few specific comments that apply to certain of the

le

handicaps. One deaf student telt that the-signingluring-lectureswas-too-.

fast (hence also the lecturer's 'presentation), In 'the opinion of the two

Laigners/reverse interpretors on
staff, this student, Jlowever, did not appear



In the course of the program evaluationi, it was felt that it would be

useful to construct a rudimentary life func.tion facilitation matrix by the

major category of handicap which would assist in future planning activities.

In Table 2 is given the initial assessment' of needs in'a pre-college Marine

Science Course, according 'to type of handicap. These needs are those over

and above the usual needs of the "normal" or non - handicapped student. Many

of these needs,would also be required for any field oriented program and

are not unique to Marine Science programs.

As experience is gained in these integrated handicapped programs the

list of special needs will be expanded. The problemis could be amlioriated

somewhat with peer interaction. One of the bright spots of the program was

the peer interactions. aspects 'in which there was peer concern and assistance
. _ . .

throughout all phases of the program.
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Table Examples Of Resource and Personnel Needs for Teach Oiving Environment Equalization,

and Field Experiences for Various Handicaps In four Educational/Social Environments.

These Needs Are in Addition to Those Common Needs in Training Pre-College Students in

Marine Science.

Environmental

Situation'

Laboratory

TYPE OF RANDICAP

Deaf Orthopedic

to ng ca ceeator

tactile models, braille

materials, recorders

tactile graphics

assistants for tactile

graphics, assistance for

neutralization of

dangeroUs situations, (1)

and help with equipment

signer,

reverse-interpreter

captional films,

increased use of

visnaIs

Lecture

braille materials,

recorders, tactile

wwq.0,..wwwwwwwm

lelp with equipment

special tables (heights.

& designs), wheelchair

assistance

10.ft %

Multiple

Handica,4

combinations of

needs according

to handiCaps

signer, reverse-

interpreter, increased

recorder Jr note taker

graphics,. assistance for visuals, captional films

tactile ra hits and visuals
4.101.11.101.

'f
Readings

and

Vkulls

Non-Academic

recorder, assistance In signer, reverse -

description and tactile interpreter

aspects

.ftimmw.Wmmmm.......11...1.1.4.1.0mm..m.mwwmmmmionnammymmimmo

reader, or Optocon,

braille materials,

lair type

:,111,1Une,40,111Cals,-,

;(:t., in true:,

as in laundry,

:1 organt-

tatien Aonal and

alades.c , .1s

(1) For example, k.-11

claws, sea

captioned visuals,

supplement readings

with signed briefing

combinations of

needs according

to handicaps

wheelchair assistance,

tie down in boats &

vehicles, special

trans °nation 'weds'

none for .moderately

handicapped

-signer-and reverse- ..,,,.,,

Interpreter. for travel,

amplified telephones

b.

combinations of

needs according

to handicaps

assistance in travel,

assistance in laundry,

assistance fn bathing

.A.4111W=1=111.111.11.1.101 =11

combinations of

needs according

to handicaps

combinations, of

needs according

to handfcaps'

7/1:tp100 away from dangerm fish or animal parts (e.g., shark teeth, crab

ray tails, eta:,),



THE ROLE THE SCIENCE MUSEUM 1N,SCIENCE EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED
by Dennis Schatz
and Holly Overman

Science museums offer a unique resource in the science education of handicapped

students that is often overlooked both by the school educator and by. the museum

staff. This article is addressed to both of these audiences to encourage the'\

greater use of science museums in the total process of science education for

handicapped students.

Science museums are natural locatiams' for resource centers that provide

insert-ice workshops coucerning the teachia,g of science to handicapped students: .\

and "'rat' depOsrtbries for loan of:bdapted sc:ente-activitits,"aids-ard "appliances:

The often unigec collections, equipment, apd facilities of museums can also offer

science experiences at all levels unavailable ir. any loCal'scheOl district. The

need for these resources has become especially acute with the implementation of

PL94-142. This has planed a de:::,nd on the regular classroom and special education

ttacher to become knowledgeable about aids, activitiescurriculum and t,ching
..,,-

tec..a.cques appropriate for childreU gith different handicaps.

There are three printry ways. thit s,,:ienee museums can serve the needs of

handicapped students:

1. Become local resource ,:enters for demonstiating and/or disseminating

adapta..d:aids, appliances and curriculuc materials: ee47mmond resource individuals

who avt.> interested in woikinr handicapped !.tud.::hts, or have'appropriate science

materials for use by handicadp:d studmtd.

2. Provid.:: in- service workshops for both regular' classroom teachers and special

education 2.eacher F.i concern_n4 techniques and materials for teaching handicapped

students, espeej.Ally in a mainstream situation.



3. Offer muaeum programs which are appropriate for handicapped students,

and actively encourage participation by them.

AS A RESOURCE CENTER

There are a number of sources for adapted equipment, such as the American

Foundation for the Blind, the American Fr nting House for the Blind, and the

individual state's clearing houses for materials purchased from the American Printing

House. There are several curriculum development, projects which focus on materials

appropriate for various types of handicapped students (Science Activities for the

Visually Impaired, Adapting Science Materials for the Blind,'Scierce and Art for .

Special Children, Me and My.Environment). In addition, a number of individuals

have reported personal adaptations ald,equiPment or curriculumATombaugh,,Kaufman,.

Baughian and Zollmanl. Although there are national resource centers which keep

lists of.adapted materials and information on curriculum (such as the NUM in

Ohio), there are usually few, if any,4ocal resource centers for teachers where

they may find out about the existence of the material and also get information

on how to utilize these materials in their programs., Silence museums can play the

vital link ih connecting the existing materials and, activities to the teacher

in the' classroom. .

It is costly for each school district to provide the in-Service workshops

and dissemination of information concerning science materials for the handicapped

since there are relativelylew handicapped studedts per district. Science museums

Already function as a science resource for the community on many aspects of science

education, and they often serve a large region of a state, or an entire state.

Thus they are an ideal, cost effective location for housing resource centers

conerning science education for handicapped students. f' )ending upon the local

and state distribution system for items suCh as close-circuit video systems for

the partically sighted, the science museum may want to have these resources also

available, or at least available for use during in-service workshop.
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As a resource center for students, parents, 'and other science educators,

the science museum should make available for loan science activities adapted for

handicapped students. This should certainly include all commercial curricula ,

materials available (Me and, My Environment, Science Activities for the Visually

Impaired, etc.) and should be augmented as the need arises with other materials,

either designed by the science museum staff or located through the national

resource center (NCEMMH), or the milicas own list of appropriate materials:

A full set of basic aids and doliances should also be available for loan,

including such items'as brailled thermometer, and microfliche or large print

copies of activities for visually impaired students.

The science museum should also supply:

1. a resource file of people of interested in working'with special, ducation

teachers and etudents;

2. a bibliography of articles on science education)'for the handicapped;

3. general consultation services;

4. staff training for other science education centers, such as environmental

education centers, other museums, scout leaders, etc.

Item 4 is an important area that is too often neglected. Many handicapped

youth spend much time in community and/or
recreational programs,,including summer

,

camps, and after school programs.
The introduction of science activities in'these

informal learning situations can often be the'most rewarding and interesting.

IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS

Housing'of a resource center in the science museum leads logically to'the single

most important service that science museums can
offer, in-service workshops con-

'corning the teaching of science of the handicapped students.
Some workshops may he

offered through local college and universities
for those teachers interested in

obtaining credit.
Individual districts may wish to contract with the science

museums to offer in- service programs for their teachers, These workshops may

9'



vary from single afternoon, 3-hour workshop to a more extensiv multiple session

workshop. Many science museums are already familiar with this type of in-service

program in the. areas of elementary science and mathematics, or specialty areas

such as archeology or astronomy.

If external funding can be found, the science museum may want to arrange a more

comprehensive in-service mechanism for the entire area they serve. An effective

technique .rar doing this is to arrange a three to five week
summer workshop that

trains leadership.indlviduals to give similar workshops Oiroughout,the
local area or

state. These individifals would meet daily during t o 5 week period to obtain

information on materials available and techniques for using thesematerials,. They

would also learn strategies to give similar workshops.

During the following school year, these individuals would offer workshops on

the school distict leval to regular classroom and special education teachers

concerning the materials they studied during the past summer. They also continue

to act as local resource people throughout the year for the teachers in their

workshOps. The development of such in-service programs, no matter how extensive,

would complement nicely, and make known the resources available through the science

museum.

ls

MUSEkPROGRAMMING

Many 'science centers have collected materials and equipment which allow them

to offer unique science experiences fOr the students. The Oregon Museum of Science

and industries has,seience research programs for highly motivated high school

students that allow thellko do experiments and use equipment not available in the

schools. many science Museums 'dav,e archeological or biological artifacts, or have

expensive equipment, such as an alactrmn micro grope or plana+a,;cm, that arc not

available in the schools. Many scientists look back to their involvement in science

museum special programs as a key. motivator in their career in science. Science

museums need. to make such programs aCCQ5WC to handicapped students,
and this can be

N.
\,.

\

\
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easily accomplished using the aids, appliances and skills
developed as part of thi

science education for the handicapped resource center,

In addition to making more specialized
museum programs available to the handi-

,' capped, it is important that the science museum analyze its prdgrams at all levels

to encourage greater use by the, handicapped.
Science museums need to modify old

exhibits and develop new exhibits which give multi-sensory
inputs., Programs

at the elementary school level should especially be made inviting to handicapped

students, for it is during that time that the students are exploring and molding

their future interests, An elemendary level student fascinated by a science program

is a good candidate for the special high school class. In many cases it will not

only be necessary to adapt and, modify the.program,
but it will be essential to

actively encourage participation by handicapped students, At the present time,

landicapped students do not consider science museums as natural places for becoming

involved, Therefore, an effective advertising of programs available will be

necessary to get their participation,

Finally the Science Center becomes a logical place to develop science career

information, especially since science museums continually workwith scientists

in the community in the development of all their programs,

IMPLICATIONS R SCIENCE CENTER STAFFING AND FUNDING

Implementation of the programs outlined aboiie not only require the committment

of the scienco,museum staff,iut hiring of new staff or a change of assignment in

the present staff, It will also require the allocation of funding to cover the

cost of the program, If new staff is hired, this would be a very appropriate time

to implement an affirmative action program to hire handicapped individuals.

Funding of the program outlined above is substantial for at least the first 1

to 3 years as materials and equipment are required, museum programs are adapted or

developed and extensive workshops started. We are presently pursuing funds from

the Washington State Superintendent of PubliC Instruction to implement such a



program similar to that above, We recommend science museums pursue similar funding

in their state.
After the initial few years, we believe that the cost of continuing

such a prograh can be incorporated into many science museum's general budgets,

possibly augmented by fee for service arrangements with local school districts

and/or state agencies,

An essential component of any program for the handicapped isIthe continuous

imput from individuals in the community who are handicapped..and/or work with

handicapped students. An advisory group including regular classriiom and special

education teachers, handicapped adults4nd.xtudents, and local scientists can help

in giving appropriate direction to the museum's program. Equally important, these

individuals can help in informing the'community abut the programs existence,

Science museums are now in the position to offer a unique service to the education

coPunity,
Neither museum staff or school educators should pass up the opportunity.

f
Ja
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AN INTEGRATIVE MODEL FOR PREPARING REGULAR CLASSROOM

TEACHERS TO WORK WITH HANDICAPPED

STUDENTS IN SCIENCE

DONALD W. McCURDY

"After a long and complicated legislative and judicial history,

the Education for all Handicapped Children Act became Public Law

94.142 when President Ford signed the measure on Nov. 29, 1975.

This milestone' legislation provides for a permanent federal obit.

gation to help school districts raise the quality of education'

for the nation's eight million handicapped children to a new stan-

dard of excellence and opportunity..

Recent court decisions and new laws in many states have'de-

i,

termined that handicapped children have the same educational rights

as other children - that they are entitled to education according

to their needs. It has also been determined that these needs shOuld

be met at public expense either in special or regular classes

or some combination Of the te School programs and facilities

most be modified accordingly.

1

It is obvious that Colleges of 'Education must also makq nec-

essary modifications in their program to prepare.regular classroom

teachers who are competent to work with handicapped children,

The classroom teacher can no longer assume that handicapped young

,

sters will be carted off to special schools or special education



classrooms. Under the.principle of "least restrictive" environ-

ment, marginally handicapped children will he the responsibility'

of the "regular" classroom teacher. The special education teacher

will become a "resource person" who will help the regular teacher

with diagnosis, prescription, and the identification of specialized

instructional materials.

Institutions of higher education have responded in various

ways to the challenge of preparing teachers for working with handi-

capped youngsteri. Some states (e.g., Missouri) have Mandated

courses to prepare teachers for.mainstreau\9.

At the Udiversity of Nebraska - Lincoln, it became apparent

that establishment of a specific course relating to the educati;p1

of the handicapped in the regular classroom was inappropriate on

several dimensions., The most cntical of tbese was that a sepa-

rate course would be philosoohically inconsistent w..t.h the concept

of regular education participation in the education of the handi-

capped; this would tend to perpetuate a segregation of regular

education and special education functions. In light of this con-

sideration, an approach which Would integrate instruction and prac-

ticum experiences with handicapped students into the existing pro-

gram was seen as the best alternative. We have chosen to integrate

mainstreaming 'concepts, principles, and experiences throughout

the professional sequence. For example, in the freshman level

'Introduction to Education" course, such topics as the historical,
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legal, an legislative elements of the education of handicapped

young people are elaborated and discussed. The sophomore level

course in developmental psychology deals with selected physical

disorders and their psychological ramifications, this integration

is manifested most completely in the junior and senior level field

based components of the secondary level teacher education program

which will be described in the next section of this paper.

Competency Based Teacher Education - A Vehicle

for Preparing Teachers for Mainstreaming

For the past eight years, the University of Nebraska - Lincoln

has been involved in the development of a performuce/competency

based teacher educatidn program. This program has been identified

by the acronym NUSTEP (Nebraska University Secondary Teacher Educa-

tion Project). NUSTEP is an attempt to build an integrated and

articulated professional education program based on a set of com-

petencies to which the college is committed. It consists of a,

nine semester hour block of courses which are, used together into

a sequence of generic and specialized subject area modules. The

content for this block is special methods, learning theory and

principles, and a pre-student teaching practicum experience. Stu-

dents spend approximately half of the semester on campus in small

discussion groups, large group lectures, and individualized learn-

ing activities, Microteaching'with peers is used as a vehicle



for practicing and demonstrating selected skills. The other half

of the semester is spent in a public school where the student func-

tions as a teaching assistant. The assistant's responsibilities

begin with limited one-to-one tutoring experiences and such duties

as helping to set up laboratory activities. Duties Iridually et

pand until by the end of the semester the individual may be respon-

sible for whole class. instruction for several days at a time.

Many students are assigned to work in teams of three cor four

with a single cooperating teacher. Leadership roles may be rotated

$

among the team members so that by the end of the semester the in-

dividual will have beep responsible for planning a week of instruc-

tion and proviumg the team leadership for that week.

Since most of the classes in which the NUSTEP students aee

assigned are general education courses, many of them contain main-

streamed students with various' kinds of handicaps, This provides

excellent opportunities for developing the specialized skills needed

for working with atypical students,'

The NUSTEP program is based on a set of basic generic compe-

tencies to which the staff is committed. These competency state-

,
ments are organized about the six basic roles of a teacher:

I. The Teacher as Instructional Planner

II, The Teacher as a Director of Learning Experiences

The Teacher, as Assessor and Evaluator

IV, The Teacher as Humanizing Agent

V. The Teacher as Professional Educator

VI. The Teacher as a Subject Area Leader

4
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Examples of competencies under role #1 above (The Teacher

as Instructional Planner) are:

1. The teacher identifies and diagnoses learner needs.

2. The teacher specifies desired learner outcomes (objectives)

to meet diagnosed needs.

3. The teacher determines assessment criteria for each out-

come.

4. The teacher plans learning activities to achieve desired

outcomes (objectives).

For the past three Years, the University of Nebraska - Lincoln

has operated a project funded by tie Bureau of the Handicapped

entitled qducatingthe Handicapped in the Regular Classroom.'

One of the outcomes for'this project is a set of competencies for

regular classroom teachers in regard to their work with handicapped

students. These competencies are. Presently.in thebrocess of being

incorporated into the NUSTEP project and other segments of the

teacher education prograg. Some of these competencies are listed

below:

.1.
Recognize'the developmental sequence in the tool subject

areas.of language, reading, mathematics; science, etc.

2. Demonstrate the knowledge of basil etiology of exceptional

children.

3. Be able to identify or diagnose learning problems and'

other handicapping Conditions, .

4. In planning for.individualized instruction the classroom

teacher will use all the available support. personnel within

the school setting; resource teacher, educational strategist

special education teacher, speech and hearing personnel.

5. Will be able to identify the human resources available

and match resource personnel to student:need.



6. Recognize and identify sources for educational media ma- ,

The science education component consists of a series of fif-
terials for handicapped children,

7, 'Identify and explain functions of community resource agencies.

.8. know the background'of legislation concerning the handi-

capped child in the regular classroom.

9. Recognize and be able to relate the current legislation

and know'the role it plays within the classroom.

Competency Development Through Modules

The NBSTEP project is divided into two major segments the.
,

generic portion which deals with competencies needed by all teach-

ers regardless of discipline and the suhject area portion which

pertains tn the skills and knowledge peculiar to the discipline.

Examples of the leneriC modules are:

I. Teaching'Methods for the Classroom

II. Task Analysis & Behavioral Objectives

III. 'Assessing' Student Performance
'

IV. Cueing; Nonverbal, Questioning, Set & Closure

V.
Clas:rdom_Managem,nt:. Reinforcement Principles, Contingency

Contracting.

Vi. Individual Differences

A copy of module VI, Individual Differences, may be found

in the appendix of this paper.
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teen modujes, Some of thefitles of these.modules are;

Inquiry Teaching Strategies

2., Selecting Content and Materials in Science

3. Curriculum Development in Science t

4. Long Range Planning in Science

5. laboratory Instruction

The modules listed above are'presented in a variety of formats

including lectures, discuss-ions, self instructional mediated ma-

terials, and individual contracting. Microteaching txperiencei

are provided as a means for students to practice and/or demonstrate

particular skills, Often these sessions are videotaped for sub-

sequent analysis by the stuBentand/or his or her supervisor.

Each module consists 41f the following parts

.

I. Student Guide a set of instructions on how to complete

the module.

2, A probleni statement - an orientation to thepurpose of

the module.

3:1'module overview,

4. Behavioral objectives.,

5. An 'On Campus Work Sample" - (written or,oraliample

of the students' work pertainig to a simulated teaching

situation. .

.6. An "Off CaMpus Work Sample" - a written or oral sample

of the students' work pertaining to a real teaching situa-

tion in a public school.

1. Checklists for the work samples these chick,lists eiable

. the student to insure that he/she has provided for al'

the'essential"components,



8. Skill*quistion Sedtion - tbts section identifies vari-

ous printed and mediated materials which deal with the

various objectives of the module and are available in

the Media Center or University library.

A copy of the IndiVidual 04ferences Module is provided in

the appendix of this paper as an example of how the NOSTEP modules

are adapted to insure attention to the needs of handicapped chil-

dren. For example, three objectives from this module are as fol-

lows:

"The student will be able to identify at least one change

in classroom arrangement thxt would facilitate mainstreaming

of handicapped individuals."

"The student will be ablp,to describe two pOtentialinodifica-

tioes of materials and/or format that would facilitate-main-

streaming for individuals with handicaps."

"The student will be able to describe at last two ways in

which objectives and assessment procedures could be modified'

to facilitate mainstreaming of handicapped individuals."

An example:of an off campus work sample is as follows:

"For the off campus "iork sample you will:

I. Read the case of Mary (Mary is a fictitious

physically handicapped youngster who is con-

fined to a wheelchair.)

2. Analyze the classroom'environment of your teacher

assisting setting relative to meeting Mary's needs.

,3, Analyze your teaching style, or the one(s) to be

used in teaching your unit, relative to Mary's

needs.

4. In your off campus setting, identify who would be

involved in a staffing/referral process for the

case of Mary, and briefly describe their roles,

,NOTE In completing this'work sample, assume that Mary

is a handicapped student who is to be mainstreamed

in "your" classroom (one similar to your teacher

assisting setting) while you are teaching your

unit plan,"
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All of the generic and many of the subject area modules con

taro references to various handicapping conditions. Students are

required to respond in terms of how they would handle various prob-

lems and opportunities created by having handicapped children in

the classroom.

In the science modules students are asked to indicate how

they would adapt various laboratory activities for students who .

are orthopedically handicapped or students who, are blind or visu'

ally impaired. Students are also required to Consider' how the

selection of content and materials,might be influenced by the pres-

ence of various types of handicapped children. The choice of cur-

riculum materials is another place where students must consider

the special needs of handicapped children.,

There is very little current professional literature in this

field. Recent articles by Weems

1

and Baughman andlollman

2

which

describe physical science laboratory courses for the physically

impaired and blind respectively are rare examples of work in this

field.' More work has apparently been done at the ele4ntary level,

than in the secondary schools. The March 1915 issue of Science

and Children was devoted entirely to science for the handicapped.'

(Bruce Weems, "A Physical Science Course for the Visually

Impaired", The Physics Teacher, Sept. 1977, pp. 333-B38.

2James Baughman, Jr. and Bean lollman, "Physics labs for the

Blind", The Physics Teacher, Sept.. 1971, pp. I39-342.



such research and 'development work remains to be accomplished

in the area of science for the handicapped. It is a fertile field

that must be cultivated in the near future if science teachers

and science educators are to respond adequately to spirit as well

as to the'requirements of Public Law 91.142. Legislation alone,

without the enthusiastic support and,commitment of the teaching

profession, will not get the job done.
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Student Guide

I. .Read the Problem Statement and the module Overview. Try to predict

the sorts of behaviors you will be learning in this module.

2. Read the ON CAMPUS and OFF CAMPUS WORK SAMPLES which describe your .

tasks for the module,

3. Pay particular attention to the WORK SAMPLE CNECKLIST,which forms the

basis for evaluation of your work in this module,

4. Decide whether or not you can complete the ON CAMPUS WORK SAMPLE.

If you feel that you must first acquire more' information and skills

complete the tasks in the SKILL ACQUISITION SECTION choosing care

fully those items you think can help you.

5. A. ,Complete the ON CAMPUS work sample using the Work Sample Checklis

as an outline,

B. Fill out the Work Sample Checklist and then attach the checklist

to the ON CAMPUS work sample.

6. A. After meeting ill ,the criteria in the ON CAMPUS work sample,

complete the OFF CAMPUS work sample in your TA setting.

B. Fill out the Work. Sample Checklist and attach the, checklist to

the OFPCAMPUS work sample.

7, You will receive credit for this module upon meeting all of the

criteria for all, of ttie OFF CAMPUS work sample,



ProbiemStstement

Remember when you entered a new class not knowing any of the other students,

and feeling uneasy. about how you whould behave? Remember.the blur of

faces, so indistinguishable at first, and yet so different after you became

a member of the group? As you got to know them, the differences among

members of the class resulted in your making decisions, decisions such as

with whom to eat lunch, with whom to study, with whom to double-date.

fometimes those early decisiors were good ones, sometimes not.

Each time a teacher meets a ner class the same experience occurs. The

teacher seis.a blur of faces, but after only a few cliss meetings certain

differences among individuals begin to stand out Because student groupings

do tend to be heterogeneous, it is essential that teachers be able to make

Opropriati instructional decisions for a wide range of student needs. As

a result of "mainstreaming"Wich provides'that mildly handicapped students

be educated in the least restrictive environment that meets their needs.

the leait restrictive environment for most mildly handicapped'students will

be the regular class. Thus, the regular class teacher may have an even

wider :range of student differences to contend with. The purpose of this

.modulewis to help you deal rationally with questions as:

"What sorts of differences among students.should lead

to alternatives in how I teach?"

"When tam faced with a wide range of student differenCes,

partiCularly in the case of having a mildly handicapped

student in the class, howdo I adapt to them?"

"Can I behave in such a way. that each student will learn

t his potential?"

Clearly, books could (and have been) written about individual differences

among us humans, Since we are not writing a book", this module, will focus

on individual differences along two related dimensions:

A: The heterogeneous nature ofClassrooms asa whole,

and

B. The unique needs of mainstreamed,mildly handicapped

students,
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Module Overview

The goal of this module is to make sure that on completion of the NUSTEP

program you will be able to design a set of instructional experiences.

which will enable you to give maximum opportunity for learning to'every

student in the class. In the course of,completing this module, hi, will

investigate the nature of student differences (both "normal" and. handicapped)

and how those differences may, affect your decisions about how a class should

be taught. Particular emphasis has been placed on teacher skills in adapting

instruction for the mildly handicapped student who has been placed in the

regular classroom, i.e., "mainstreamed ";

NOTE

The tasks in this module will help prepare you to demonstrate the following

competencies (key competencies are indicated by an *):

1,1*

2.1*

2.2

3.1

3.2

3.3

4.1

4.2

4.3*

4.4*

4.5*

6.2

100



In the previous five modules you have learned the component skills essential

in indivIdualiz instruction, In fhe'course of this module you will be

studying the ; of individualization in the broad context of the heter-,

ogeneous classroom, ad more specifically, in the context of the handicapped

student who is mainstreamed, In 'the ON CAMPUS ARK SAMPLE you will have an

opportunity to analyze yourself as a learner,and as a professional in the

role of'teacher. In the OFF CAMPUS WORK SAMPLE you will have an opportunity

to analyze a case study of a handicapped student who could be mainstreamed

in your classroom.

BENAV1ORAL,OBJECTDES FOR MODULE VI

The Student Will Be Able To '(SWBAT) describe his/her preferred

mode of instructional input,

MAT describe his/her preferred mode of instructional output.

SWBAT identify at least two indivjdual characteristics which

inflbence his/her learning style.

SWBAT .:describe at least two ways in which the NOSTEPorogram;

1, facilitates.learning.in their preferred style.

'2, Inhibits learning in their preferred style,

SWBAT describe at least two Wdys in which the NUSTEP program;

1, individualizes instruction to meet the heterogeneous

needs of students..

2, coult'be modified in order to facilitate learning by

all students,

SWBAT identify at least one change in classroom arrangement that

would facilitate mainstreaming of handicapped individuals;

SWAT decribe two potential modifications of materials and/or.

format that would facilite mainstreaming for individuals' with

handicaps.

SWBAT describe at least two ways in which teaching style could be

modified to meet the needs of an individual learner.

SWBAT describe at least two ways in which objectiVes and asiess:;

ment procedures could be modified to faOlitatelmainstreaMing of

handicapped individuals. 53

0'

SWBAT describe at least two ways of evaluating the progress of

a mainstreamed student.

, .

SWBAT. Identify at least one responsibility of the regular.class-

foom in:

1, the referral process.

2. the staffing process. .

3.* the Implementation of the 1EP.

SWBAT identify those persons who would beinvolved in the referral .

and staffing process in an off campus setting and be able to

identify.at least one responsibility for each person/role iden-

tified.



A.On Campus Vibrk Sampb

FOR THE ON CAMPUS WORK SAMPLE YOU WILL:

1. ANALYZE YOUR OWN UNIQUE LEARNER STYLE.

.2. ANALYZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NUSTEP PROGRAM in

meeting your needs as learner.

NOTE

3, ANALYZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NUSTEP PROGRAM,in

meeting the needs of at least two handicapped students.

4. After viewing the NETCHE Tapes on "Afnstreaming,"

ANALYZE YOUR FUTURE ROLE AS A TEACHER who is, a,partici

pant in the staffing process.

1. It is essential that you view all three NETCHE tapes on
.

mainstreaming before attempting to complete this work

sample.

2. It is suggested that'this work sample be completed in'

. 'conjunction with any ','self-analysis" project yot complete

in yourdiscipline area (Spiral II),
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VA Campus VicikSnole

FOR THE OFF CAMPUS WORK SAMPLE IOU Wf4:

I. REAO:THE CASE OF MARY.

4,

2, ANALYZE THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT of your TA setting

relativeto meeting Mary!s, needs.

3. ANALYZE YOUR TEACHING STYLE; or the one(s) to be used

in'teaching yourunit, relative to Mary's needs.,

4. In your Off Campus setting; IDENTIFY WHO WOULD BE,

INVOLVED,IN A.STAFFING/REFERRAL PROCESS for ,the cise'of

Mary, and briefly describe their roles.

NOTE.

I In completing this work sample; assume that Mary is a

handicapped student who is to be mainstreamed in "your,'

classroom (one similar to your TA setting) while you are

teaching your unit plan.

2,1n Identifying the people involved in the staffing/

referral processede NETCHE )'ape#2 as a reference,

.Note that in the Off.tampus settihg you'may not be able

0 to identify all of the roles/people.presented in NETCHE

. Tape 42,

JJ

.`,,.



C.SkIllAcoisitledectIon .

Were you will find the'skill acquisition sourcisjor both the On and Off

Campus Work Samples. You will note that the readings are groupeci somewhat

differently, from the pattern in the other modules; they do not directly

correspond to the Beadings,on the checklist. It is antiiipitedlhat you

will view all three NETCHE tapes (found under C. Job Roles) before completing

the work samples, Also', you will need to read the case of Mary (found in

.2. a. iii.) in order to complete the Off Campus Work Simple,
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-. ,,,i 11., Exceptional Children in Regular' Classrc,lomS,` Maynard tf,. ReynoldS

.

and Malcolm O. Davis (Eds.), pp. 64-70 (batik):

iii, Mainstreaming:' oiligins and Implications, pp. 5.7 (book) ,,,,i

iv: Trends in Education\ Maynard C. 'Reynolds,,pp, , , '(bopEi.,..'\
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?NETCHE Tapes
,

I, If, and III (videotape)': ., '. \

1. Heterogeneous nature, of classroom as a whole.

a. Socioeconomic and cultural differences: .

I. The Way It Spozed to Be, J. Herndon, pp, 25.50 (book).

Cultural Differences" (videotape).

iii. "What.is Boverty," Jo Goodwin Parker (article).

lv. Mainstreaming: The minority child in regular classes, Jones (book).

2. Unique needs of mildly'handicapped mainstreamed students.

a. Range 'of individual differences:
.

I. Psychology for the Classroom, Gibson, pp. 377.404 (book),
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Mainstreaming Physically

Handicapped Studentsk,

Debbi Malik

The topic of mainstreaming has been. in the limelight for many months, Due

to the recent passage of laws which give physically handicapped children the,

right to receive an education in the least restrictive setting available, main-

streaming has been forced upon the public. This pressure. from the government

has taken too long to material*, Unfortunately, for years physically handl-

\ capped students have been subjected to segregation in 'Special schools' where

Ithey often received inadequate education, especially in science. Since this

working conference is on science education for handicapped students, I would like

0 direct my attention to what I-believe are the problems, solutions, and bene-

fits.of mainstreaming physiCally handicapped children into the academic field of

science.

. ,

I view mainstreaming as a desirable alternative 'to segregated' special

educationsetting;, which I believe, hinder more than facilitate science education.

i specifically refer to the special education teachers whose degrees enable

them tarouch lightly upon all the academic subjects, but not to provide intensive

instruction in particular subjects unless a Certain aubject is,a favorite, In

"addition; the student is usually faced with minimal,. if not totally Absent, lab

equipment and space, and with inadequate learning conditions,

As welcome as mainstreaming is, it nevertheless poses problems for all

involved. As a consequence of long established myths, many believe that the.

handicapped student cannot function physically in scientific fields, The phy-

sically handicapped student may in fact be spastic,.have weaknesa in'he hands,

And lack.coordination and control, This is why they are labeled physicaOhandi- 57

*The pteparatien of this paper wan supported in part by a grant from the

National Science Foundation,

capped. However, fields such as Occupational Therapy can help in developing

devices and other means'to enable the student to overcome physical barriers, and

Notational counselors can help pave the,way for emotional adjustmeit and act as

go betweens when difficulties arise.

It is unfortunate that society has taken'so long to accept the handicapped

individual as an equal, as it leaves the teacher who is faced for the first time

with a physically handicapped child unprepared' to cope emotionally or educe...,

tionally, The crux of the problem for,the teacher is facing the situation and

dealing with. his or her own tmotinnal reaction's, This must occur before any

successful mainstreaming. can begin. ,Initially, the teacher. may experiencea

feeling of inadequacy due to a lack of familiarity,withflthe student's disability,

and not knowing, what to expect with regard. to the child's strengths and limita-

tions (a child's records may not always give an 'adequate description, for example,
.

. ,

the report might say "needs cuff for handling pencils and Can write for ten

minutes," but that may mear10-minutea with a AO,minuterest period, followed by

NI ,

resumption of writing for another 10 minutes), .'other factors include hoW much

time the teacher he's had for preparation before the student's arrival, what kind

of inservice training the teacher hag received, how serious the disability is,

and the extent to which the child's mobility is'impaired.,

The problem of lack of information, combined with the teacher's own nervous-

ness about the on-coming situation, can easily compound the teacher's feelings

of inadequacy. Teachers may belafraid of physically or emotionally urting"

the student while teaching, 'Since they do not understand the full extent of the

disability, they don't know what limitations may exist, Also, there is the ever

present question of how the student reacts to his awn disability, especially if

'"



it is newly acquired due to accident or recently diagnosed disease. Teachers

,also runthe riak'of emba'rrassing the child or hurting his feelings. This can

,cause tension in the classroom and hinder the learning procesa for.allconcerad.

Such situations can become quite dangerous emotionally if not dealt with properly.

Since it id' easier to learn and teach if the working relationship, is sound;

overcoming feelings of inadequacy and fear in a priority. If they are permitted

to mushroom and become threatening, and the teacher feels he 'is not being assisted

in dealing 'properly, with the situation of Mainstreaming'the physically' handicapped

'child, anger may develop among all involved - ;school personnel, parents, and

last, but foremost, the handicapped child and his fellow classmates, The teacher

begins to feel the school has carelessly thrust him into an unreasonable situa-

tion that he cannot, adequately handle. I believe the teacher's anger at the

school, the parents, and the child is justifiable if there is not substantial

information about the child, he child's parents, and their' emotional and physical

ability to handle thee situation and condultation is not arranged before main-

streaming begins.

Once parents, children and, teachers are on a consultation basis with each
. .

other and doctors and other professionals,are involved, the mainstreaming ptocess
g .

'will begin toProsper. Informal meetings between the; teacher and the parents

and student prier to the student's arrival in the class would relieve tensions

for'both and' prepare rather than shock the system.' The teacher' can beceme:.

acquainted with thi child, his limitations and strengths, develop familiarity

with, the l`disability, and make any physical changes needed in the classroom before

the first day of classes. There are always changes made during the course of

the Semester, but.therphysically disabled student willnot feel as alienated when

changes are gradually made as situations arihe and will be mare comfortable if
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changes are already established in the classroom before his arrival, ..As tide

goes on the teachir, physically handicapped student, and his peers, with' the help
4 ,

of consultants, can work togethei and find solutions to the problems theyexpe-

rience,

If the school provided the teacher with orientation before the arrival of

the handicapped student, involving vital medical and psychological information'

on the disability the student has, as well AB information abouttespurde ersonnel

and programs that may be utilized, the teacher's fears may be, alleviated'. I

believe a colloquium style discussion would help the participants explore their

feelings about the situation, share previous experiences with the disabled, and

find possible solutions to old and new problems, Through such an exchange of

information, all can benefit.

Another major problem teachers experience is discipline. It is easy for

them to feel sorry for disabled students and give them more freedom to misbehave

thanthe nandisabled students. This can breed contempt'andjealouty among the

student's non-handicapped peers. This desire to'compensate for, the student's

physical handicap with more freedom intim must be overcome because the poten-

tial damage surely surpasses the benefits.

Of great importance in teaching any student, and especially the phydically

handicapped, is maintaining humor. Humor is something that can't be taught or

learned through orientation; it, just has to come from within.' But it needs to

be there for the teacher to get through the many frustrating situation's that he

or she will face when mainstreaming the physically handicapped. There will be

times when awkwird situations will develop and the devices used to overcome prob-

lems baCkfire. If the,situation calls for a laugh, evetyorie should feel fr'ee to

1.;



ly
,

egad it, I can't express enough that everything cannot be taken seriously.

When the physically handicapped are mainstreamed into science classes, it

is not only the teacher who is confronted by problems.
Non-physiially handicapped

students are also faced with a lot of new experiences when the disabled are

included in their classes. Some of these experiences may seem overwhelming, o

the non-handicapped students. First, they may need to overcome their reaction

to the outward differences between some physically handicapped and themselves.

Sometimes these differences can be quite grotesque by society's standards, and

they may be frightening and revolting to the non-handicapped.
These students

need to be given time to cope with the physical differences in their peer°. They

need time to realize that their peer may look different, but that basically, the

student is the same as them, with similar hobbies, likes, and dislikes,
surprising,

as it may be to the "sheltered". non-disabled.

To help facilitate overcoming reactions to physical differences, it would

be beneficial to all concerned to have a student 'orientation as well as orien-

'. tation for teachers. Ideally, this orientation would occur before the students'

first day, if the mainstreaming takes place after the beginning of the new school

year The handicapped student.could come in and everyone could, get better

acquainted. The students could'discuss their own interests, and explain to the

new student what they've been learning in class; Also during this time the

teacher could explain what is expected of the 'students' in the class, for example,

doing an expedient each week. This time would be excellent for explaining limi-

tations that will occur in the science classroom and finding solutions to prob-

lems. For example, the student may 'have weakness or spasticity in the upper

extremities or a sensory handicap and may need to 'borrow someone's notes or have

help in doing exoedienti. The teacher might assign all the 'students, including
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the new one, to think of some alternatives foedoing assignments, experiments,

and so on. The teacher could alio ask for volunteers' to help the student when

needed, Through such a student orientation, the awkwardness that is experienced

by new handicapped students can be eased,

Great emphasis must be placed upon helping the students overcome their fear

of hurting their physically handicapped peer. 'They must realize that we don't ,-

break that easily, and that if the student feels there is a danger of being

injured, he will voice it to the others. I emphaticilly feel it is the,disabled

student's job to be frank and open about the disability and its limitations. If

the child. Larne early, as ..trite as it may seem, that "honesty is the'best

policy," he will have a betterchance of being ccepted for who he is, a. person

who happens to have a disability.

Another, reaction non - physically. handicapped students may show is testing

the new 'student through ribbing and hazing, They want to see if their peer will

fight back, and if helms spunk, like all children; they want teknow if this,

new student likes to be kidded. I feel this,is good because it enables thehandi7

capped child to interact naturally with his peeis and enables all to become more

at ease. The students are in school not only to receive a sound science education,

but to learn about human nature, 'to better understand themselves
through inter-

action with others, and\ to learn how to get along with others, But I would like

to also stress that the teacher should be' ready to intervene if it appears that

the other students are becoming cruel or, that the handicapped, child is not able

to handle the situation.

Now I would like to discuss the handicapped student's reactions to being

mainstreamed,
The'student will be as nervous du any new student, but his anxiety

may becompounded by his true "differences." He doesn't know how the other



students will react to his disability, The disabled' student may also be ember-
,

reseed by the disability if it has aspects that are not socially accepted, such

ae the drooling that cerebral palsied children often exhibit or occasional incon7.

tinence caused by certain conditions.l. In such instances, I suggest that the

student merely be helped to get the situation under control ai well as possible.

Be might like to help explain. it to the class, so that the others will understand

.that it is beyond the student's control and learn to accept him for who he is.

The handiCapped.student may also experience a fear of failure, This is

prevalent among handiCapped students who have gone to "special schools" where

they live a rather sheltered existence. There is very little threat of failure

there, and competition is practicallylil. This is one of the worst aspects of

the special school system, The child ZoeSn't learn how to handle competition

until he goes to college, thus making the 'transition from a spicial.school to

college an exceedingly difficult task,

.Thislack of competition in special schools is another reason why main-

streaming.is essential. Furthermore, the quality of science education is much

better in a regular school setting, where the.child is usually taught by a

teacher who has expertise in science rather than a degree in special education.

The child!a fear. of failure is quite, real to him, and failure becomes more

probable the longer the schools wait to do mainetreaming. As it is now, very

few physicalOandicipped are academically equipped to go into one of the natural

or physical ocienees if they have attended special schools,

'A major result of Mainstreaming can' be an increase in the handicapped

-student's independence. BY elping the student develop. the skills to perform in,

a science course, theleacherran develop his independence. This can be achieved

through low cost environmental change's' and the, use of helping devitcs in the labs..
0

For example, an arm-raising device has recently,been invented by John Poulton,

a student at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institutelto help a biology student stricken

with muscular. dystrophy. By just using his fingers to operate a switch which

---
controls the arm-raising device,theetudent is able to raise his arm to pour

liquids in the laboratory, As a result of this invention, the student will be

better able to actualize his hope of becoming a physician. Architectural barriers

in the science classroom can be overwhelming to the handiCapped student, but

there are easy solutions to these otherwise catastrophic problems, For example,

students who,are confined to wheelchairs find it almost impossible to use the

regular -size lab tables, since they arc much tao high, This problem can be

.overcome.by the use of portable ramps that the student can wheel up and sit upon

in his wheelchair on a platform equal with the table, or by 'de of a hydraulic

pump action to' heighten or lower tables,

The buddy system can,alsO leused to enhance the handicapped student's

ability to perform in science courses: One problem the physically handicapped

student may encounter is weakness. Or spasticity of the upper extremities which

limits his ability to do classassignments. This difficulty,tan be overcome by

paiiing the handicapped student with a non-handicapped peer''so that they can do,

experiments together. The buddy system also works well with the sensory handl-

capped. The blind student can have the science experiment explained by his

'partner, while the deaf student can stand opposite a hearing student.to follow

. .1

each,step, Since the deaf will have difficulty reading lips and doing the experi-

' ment simultaneously, they need only to follow their partner who has stationed'

hiMself opposite to tomplete the assignment 'and understand the process.' In addi-

. . .

tion, all the disabled could use the buddy systee.to'supplement their class notes.

Another method that could be utilized, esiecially with the deaf, is to hand



ouran'outline of the experimental procedure the day before th class, This way

the student need only glance at the outline to follow the teache'r', Another

'

helping device that could be utilized for the blind, Particularly in biology

classes, would, be to supplement their inability to see
the various parts' of an

ani 1 by using a plastic model of the animal's' internal organs.
This would be

similir to models of the human brain that are presently used in science classes,

The bl student would be able to run his fingers over the model and thus compre-

hend more fully what the others are seeing through dissection,
These are just

a few practices that would aid In teaching science to the physically handicapped..

'Solutions to the problems haqicapped students face can
be found if a little

time, effort, and'usually a minimal amount of Orley are invested,

Everyone can benefit from mainstreaming physically handicapped students

into science classes in regular schools.
Those involved can learn to accept

Abets for who they are Mainstreaming tremendously.reduces,the stigma of being

handicapped and closes the perceived gap between the ,handicapped and'the nonhan-

dicapped, once both groups realize that the differences are quite minimal.

After the handicapped student has been in a class for awhile, the teacher and

the other students realize that the handicapped
don't wont or need a lot of

extra 'help, The handicapPed want to achieve as much independence as possible,

and will let others know their limitations.
Through all of this, everyone is able

to develop interaction skills in a
variety of situations with a variety of People,

The primary reason for mainstreaming is that it enables the handicapped tmlearn

in a competitive atmosphere which prepare's them to
function better in,our compe-,

titively oriented world.
In addition, it allows them 'to receive a more adequate

science education and pOssibly to choose a science career. Mainstreaming of the

physigally handicapped is essential to open the doors to a aareer in science,

that, have been shut against them for too, many years.
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"MAINSTREAMING AND THE LAW" Frederick Weintraub

Aeummary ofithe luncheon remarks made by Frederick Weintraub

is presented below.

1 Interpretation of Education of the Handicapped Act,

P.L. 94-142, began with a discusSion of semantics and a

definition of terms:. For purposes of P.L. 94 -112, children

with disabilities are defined' as handicapped if they,require

Special aducation'under any circumstances. Special eduCa-

tion is specially designed instruction to meet the unique

Jneeds of the child. The degree of specially deSigned in-
,

struciion will vary depending on the child and will vary

with the ame child:over time. Related services are.defined

. .

as those services necessary to support the specially designed

instruction. Several examples were cited to distinguish re'-

,lated services from special edlication.

The central featurt. of, M. 94 -142 is. Provision fOr.the

Individualized Education Program (IEP) which includes the

handicapped student's unique instructional problems and needs

along with short term instructional objectives, The IEP can

serve as a tool to find out whether the seidces being pro.'

.vided are working and what adjustments need to, be made',,

According to Mir. Weintraub, mainstreaming does not mean

that all handicapped children will be entering the regular .

,classrooms. The law, provides that handicapped children should

be educated with non-handicapped children.to the maximum extent

appropriate for the child'. The law requires that handicapped.

11:

children have available to them'a free, appropriate public

'v

education in the last restrictive environment. P.L. 94-142

serves as a vehicle tb move children who, do not, belong in

special institutions out of the institutions and into less

restrictive, settings.

To provide more science educatiOn to handicapped students,

school must provide adequate IEP's. There is almost no mention

of the,sciences in the IEPs written the last year. Educators_

must look at not only the quantity, but also the quality of the

kindi of programs they are developing for children. ,P.L. 94-142

is :a. simple.statemeht of how the educational'system should

Optimally function for children.



"MAINSTREAMIMG AND THE LAW" - Patricia Morrissey'.\

A summary of the. luncheon remarks made by Patricia.Morrissey

is presented, below,

,Twoassumptions 'underlie 'least restrictive environ-

ment" piovision of P.L. 94-142: 1) that proximity of handl',

capped students to non-handicapped students is a good idea;

and 2) proximity is a critical ingredient if a handicapped

child. is to reach his or her potential,

Section 504 of the National Rehabilitation Act of 1973.re.

inforces and expands on the concept of. equal opportunity pre-

sented in P.L..94-142. Unlike P,L, 94'-1421 Section 504 is

mandatory in civil rights' legislation and recipient's of

HEW fundi must comply with rules and regulations addressed in

ti

that section,

The prOvisions of'504 cover the handicapped individual

throughodtmost'of his life. They prohibit discrimination on

the basis of handick) in education,' employment, and health

and welfare services. In summary, 504' p visions require

HEW recipients to provide an equal opportunity for the handi-

capped indiVidual: to obtain the same results, to gain the same

benefits, andto reach the same level,of achievement as his

or her'normal counterpart. Section'504 deals with: employment

practices; program accessibility; preschool, elementary and

. secondary education; post secondary education; and health, wel-

fare and social services, Section 504,also addresses compliance;

monitoring, and self evaluation requirements.

. Implications of the federal mandate will depend on: public

awareness; system-wide coordination; broad based in-service .

training opportunities; and consideration of'potential.conse-

-quences of specific accomodations to the handicapped.

The implication for science anOthe handicapped student'

include the following: 1) Vocational counselors should include

a, science option for the handicapped. 2) Program modification.

to .serve handicapped students must include sensitivity to indi-

vidual differences and preferences. 3) Program modification must

,balance equalization of opportunities against the, practical.

constraints of certain types of modification.. .

In conclusion, given the pervasive nature ,of recent.legis-

.
lation aril the special needs of handicapped, tudents with not -'

mal or gifted potential, three'goals seem imperative:, 1). the

establishment of systems for determining priorities for serving

handicapped students through science; 2) development of deci-

sion rules and,standardt for judging efforts and facilitating

change; and 3) dissemination of recommendations, status.reliorts,

and effective practices to critical audiences in a timely manner.

4
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TEACHING SCIENCE TO THE HEARING IMPAIRED:

A RESEARCH AND REVIEW OrPERTINENT LITERATURE

Dean 0. Brown

This presentation will attempt'to give an update on the current "state

of the art" of science instruction of the hearing Impaired by eportiOg the

. findings of an extensive search of the literature on this to ic. Through

the efforts of Ben ThoMpson (39)* and hislwork with the Science for the

Handicapped Association (SMA), an excellent reference entitled "Science for,

the Handicapped Bibliography!! has provided valuable assistance in the

preparation of this paper.
.

:Although it is difficult to establish the exact number of handitapped

students in the United States between the ages of 5.18 years of age, it has:

been estimated by several government agencies that based on 1978 .population

estimates, there are between six to nine million youths with some tyPe(s) of

handicapping conditions, Gearheart,Weishahn (15). ApproXimately 0.6-0.82

of the schocil,Population or 330,000.440,000 students would be identified as

having a type of.hearingloss, enough to'be classified as hearing impaired.

For'the purposes of this paper, the term hearing' impaired will be used to

include the.entire range of auditory impairmenti, inclusi:ve of the deaf child

as'well as the:child with a very mild loss, Moores (23),, Deaf and acoustically

impaired will also be.used if these terms are so used by the referred authors..

Davis (10) and Moores agree that there is Much confusion among professionals

With the inability to reach consensus on terminology, but both agree on the

term hearing impaired as a functional definition.

* See references.



At the present time, there are no
national science curricula designed

specifically to teach the hearing
impairet,so it is the rolelf the science

teacher or special educator todapt
existing methods and materials to accom-

modate the language impairment that
deafness usually involves. As this paper

will indicate, some investigators have
successfully adapted.programs such as,

Science Curriculum Improvement StUdy
(SCIS), ScienceA Process Approach (S-APA),

.Elementary Science Study (ESS), and Biological, Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS)

ME NOW with bearing impaired students,' but
the majority of teachers are still

,searching for materials, methods and curricular aids
to utilize inmaking

.science, a successful eyerience for handicapped
youth

The language performance of the average
hearing impaired child compared .

to, that of his normally hearing
peers demonstrates anever-increasing gap in

vocabulary growth, Concept forpalion, and
ability to comprehend and produce

complex sentences, Davis (10).
Because language and speech are seen as the

major need for hearing impaired youth, content
areas such as science And

mathematics receive low instructional priority. Moores (23) su. is that

'often class time designated for academic
subjects' is devoted entirely to speech

and language reoediation,
Since most teachers of the hearing impaired have

not been trained in subject
matter,. jdst as most science teachers have not been

trained in special education, the
tendency to sacrifice content is intensified,

furth's (13) criticism of deaf education
deals mainly with this intellectual

neglect, and,is the basis of this
appeal for more cognitively based learning

experiences.
Problems with communication are further complicated

by the con-.

.tinued controversy over
suitability of modalities or channels of communication',

auditory/aural versus visual,

What'does.the preceding say to us as 'science
educatorsregarding the

education of our hearing impaired
youth? How do we fit the uniqueness of

the P ocesses 01 science into a most
worthwhile program, 'be it in the
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residential, day school,,resource.room, or
11 a mainstreamed science classroom?

.Science educators Wan inherent
advantage over teachers of other content

;

areas due
to.a positive motivation and a high occurrence of hands -on

activities

in most materials and'activities
used, Egelston, Mercaldo (II). Hearing

impaired children are scientists by
disposition according to Owsley (26), They

ask questions and Use their
remaining sensory channels as well as, reasoning

powers to explore their physical environment,
Science can be of great

1

assistance to the teacher of the hearing
impaired in the development of cog-

,

nitive skills and language because'of the
high interest level and great

variety of ideas to be,explored.
Jerome Bruner (6) in describing thetrans-

lation of experience into language states: 'But it is obviously not

language perse that makes the
difference; rather, it seems to be !the use of .

language as an instrument of thinking
that matters, its internalization, The

verY young child uses language almost as an
extension of pointing, and recent

mirk shows that the likeliholid of a Word's use
in the early linguistic career

of the child is vastly.ncreased
if the object is either in hand or in direct

sight,'

Athey (2)Implies that language cannot
always be relied upon to convey

concepts to.a child,
Piaget (26),:itates that children may verbalize without

understanding, first as they may.understand
without .being Able to verbalize.

He has demonstrated that the
ability of, children,to deal with

broad concepts

.
depends'On their direct sensory experience,

Mary Budd Rowe (35) suggests

that in order for,language t.o,
develop rapidly in,the context of science

activities, 'it is necessary to,have all
data avai,sble to every child, Hearing

impaired youth can profit from a somewhat
prolonged exposure to directed experi-

L

ments designed to focus
attention on patterns of interaction

in physical and

biological systems,, and can develop more
elaborate forms of thinking With

early success.ln reasoning
about'what they observe and how systems respond to



Using the survey data the following su 114,11 iry deicription

of .the characteristics of sample H.I schools science.curricula can be made, .

b.l. About 20: of the schools teach.no 'regular science,

2, About 50: teach basically unmodified public school science.

3. About 33% have developed a program specifically modified for the

4;

5,

6.

About 172 are oriented toward or deliberately teach scbge process
u.

or inquiry skills,

About 20,1 attempt individualized, self paced or some sort of structured

sequence other than topic or unit approach to a whole group.

About 15: have specific strategies of teaching and evaluating science

for.the hearing impaired.

0b

7, More curriculum development for the 'bearing impaired is'occurring in

midwest schools than in other regions,'

If this sample is typical of all schools'specifiCally designed for the hearing

impaired, the autpors conclude that science curricula in a majority.of schools are

not providing minimal help in educating the young hearing impairid. The ratioule

and needed changes for this judgement are discussed next.

' State of the Ar(t,Analysis

Regardless of the type or source of the science curriculum, schools for the

hearing impaired are Consistently faced with decisions regarding the selection, dev-

''' '

elopmeni:and modification of effective science material. Typically, this is done

in 'a superficial manner with little thought given td a complete analysis of the

materials.in question, In an effort to structure curriculum decisions in selection

or development, we are proposing a set of guidelines to be employed for analysis of

curricula before the decision is made to select or continue the use of school science

curricula.

The guidelines have beeh generated around a basic conceptual approach to curri-

culuradvocated,by Ralph Tyler. They are centered around four fundamental questions

4 which must be answered in developing any curriculum and plan of instruction. These
80

are:

1! What educational purposes should the school seek to attain'?

2, What educational experiences can be provided that are likely cc

attain these purposes?

I

3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?.

4, How can we determine 'whether these purposes are being attained?4

Additional physical descriprion and analysis components were added to complete

the guidelines (see Table 2), The resulting itvtrument."Analysis Guidelines for

Science Curricula for the Hearing Impaired".is presented below with added parenthe-

tical comments to, further delineate the subcategories.

In keeping with the nature of this convention, we are presenting this in order

to Iblicit your feedback to make this guide more complete and generilizeable to all

professionals involved with teaching science to the hearing impaired. The analysis

process involving the following "Analysis Guidelines" is designed to be used after

k 0
a review of all the components of a ?articular Curriculum, All materials should be

inspected aince, typically, various oomponents support each other, Following this

review, the analyst should briefly address he categories listed below, which are

appropriate,, in the format which ii described,

Analysis Guidelines for Science Curricula for the Hearing Impaired

1. Science curriculum description and development

A. Title:

B. Author or institution:

C. Publisher:

D. Age levels:

E. Science content: (topics, themes, problems) list them.

F. Developmental process, and field evaluation: describe.

It

G. Curriculum components: .list with cost,

H.
Current extent of adoption in schools for the hearing impaired:'



I; Teacher training recommendations (recommended, provided for workshop

available, teacher's guide with videotape available).

Time needed for lesson preparations (long-range planning needed,

extensive preparation, leSson review only).

K.
Avtilability of laboratory materials (provided with program, supplemen-

tary purchased from different sources),

L. Storage considerations.

M. Others,

What are the gotls of the science cur um?

A. Purpose of the curriculum design (to meet state requirements, to enhance

the language development program),

B, What are the goals for the learner? (to deVeloP inquiry skills in students,

facilitate cognitive skills).

C, Target student types (hearing impaired, physically handicapped),

D. Special hearing impaired emphasis (hard of hearing, deaf, multi -handicapped

MHHI).

E, Communication system emphasis (aural/oral, total communication; cued speech).

F. Goals specifically for HI (specific science content, language expansion,"

career education),

G. Designated use in schools (total curriculum, supplementary, enrichment),

H, Others. ,..

3, How is the science content organized?

A. Scope of the curriculum (breadth, depth).

B, Curriculum sequence (hierarchical, isolated topics).

C. Lesson organiza:ion (units, modules or lesson cluster, daily lessons),

D. Concept and language sequence (hierarchical, spiral, many examples through

recycling).

E. Theoretical basis (Gagne, Piaget),

F. Lurriculum emphasis (process, content, mixed),

G. Purpose of supplemental activities (for advanced work, remedial, generalizing).

H. Content focus (objects'or systems, patterns of interaction or relationships).
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I. Lesson flexibility (short lessons.to allow for expanded tine factor, exten-

sive lessons which may be appropriately divided),

J, Allowance for current science concerns (environmental' concerns,

metric concepts).

K. Others.

What methods are used in teaching?

A, Method of presentation (individualized, group),,

B. Presentationstyle (self paced, learning, center, demonstration).

C. Presentation'seqbence -- outline the sequence (pre-diagnosis,f!

activities, overall group evtluation, individual evaluation),

D, Instructiohal methodology (rote, passive, activity-oriented),

E. Language presentation style (natural language, transformational

grammar (structural approach),

F, Presentation emphasis for HI (StrUctured simple directions, students

assemble apparatus, extended time possible for data interpretation),

G. Specific identification of problem vocabulary., (Pre-teaching of

vocabulary, structured plans for terminology presentation).

H. Presentation cues' (visual orientation of materials, speed of pres-

entation),

Others.

5, How is learning evaluated?

A. Purpose (achieVement, diagnostic).

B. Types (structured test situation, observation of classroom behavior),

C, Characteristics, (paper and pencil', task performance", cognitive,

affective),

D. Reporting system (anecdotal report, checklist, grade),

E. Cthers,

6, How do the design, components fit into a total effective curriculum?

Summarize the statements above evaluating the curriculum as to its

applicability and projectediffectiveness for the teaching of science to

' hearing impaired students in your local setting, Each. component should

be addressed as to the suitability of the curriculum for the.students,

teaching staff, administrative concerns, and physical plant. Comparisons



should be made with other curricula; Finally, make a statement as to

the desirability of this curriculum for your school setting.

The total proceis in which the AnalYais Guidelines should be used involves

the selection of.a science committee, selection of appropriate science curricula,

performing an analysis on each curricula using the Analysis Guidelines, and a cola-

,

parison of the analysis reports by ranking-of-each-ol-the-selected'curriculalor a

e

final decision,

Experience in using the Analysis Guidelines would build a frame of reference

by which educators Would be able to intuitively evaluate science curriculum 'effec-

tiveness for the hearing impaired; To date, intensive use of Analysis Guidelines

Instrument on more than a dozen curricula In use today for the hearing impaired,

'indicates that,no commercially produced materials are available which are,specifi-

cally designed for. the hearing impaired. These curricula generally assume too large

of a linguistic'repertoire, consist of activities which need to be selectiVely sup-

plemented and make few allowances for visual representation of taped materials, Some

can be successfully modified, .such as SCIS. Analysis of locally designed science

curricula for the hearing impaired indicated that all had structural defects or

problems that apparently'may seriously effect successful science teaching with the.

hearing impaired, Current research, principally that of Hans.Furth; seems to indicate

that hearing impaired children develop cognitively comparatively the same as their

normal hearing counterparts,S These locally developed curricula appear,to intro-

duce high level cognitive tasks at too early an age.

Summary

Given the present state of the art future science curricular development or

modification of curricula need to take into account the issues addressed in the

guide more thoroughly, whether as a help for curriculum development or curriculum

selection, An analysis scheme such as the Analysis Guidelines is,needed for a

structured attack on producing and'selecting effective science curricula for the

'hearing impaired,

T

Footnotes

1. Row M, B., Teaching Science. as Continous Inquiry, McGraw Hill, N.Y., 1973,

411.

2.

3, Ob,.Citi

4, Tiller R. W., Basic Principles of Curriculum and. Instruction,' The University

---L-Of-thicago:Fress,-Chicago,71949, ' .

5. Summary of latest research done by lens Furth at Catholic University in

Washington, D.C. over the last three years.
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SAMPLE SCHOOLS

ARIZONA STATE CHOOL FOR EAF AND BLIND ,.

AFKANSAS SCHOOL FOR IHE DEAF

160TON SCHOOL FOR 1HE EAF

. .
CALIFOFN(A STATE SCHQOL FOR HE DEAF) BERIcELEY .

LLARK CHOOL FO IHE DEAF) MASSACHUSETTS

CENTRAL FOR IdE DEO) ST, LOUIS) ISSUURI

QLORADO SCHQOL,FOR TH uEA7

'DE;AUL

SCHQOL FOR IHE'DEAF) rEPSYLYANIA

LORIDASCHOOL FOR DEAF AN bLIND

,SEORGIA. SCHOOL FQR DEAF

SOVERNQR BAXTOR SCHOOL FOR DEAF) KHO ISLAND.SLAND. ..

ILLINOISTATE SCHOOL FO THE, DEAF

AWAII SCHOOL FOR IHE DEAF .,

IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF BLIND.'

IOWA .SCHOQL FOR IHE EAF

KANSAS. STATE SCHOOL FQR HE DEAF .

KUTZENBACH SCHOOL FOR IHE,DEAF) NEW JERSEY

KENIUCKY SCHOOL FQR'IHE DEAF

LINCOLN' DEVELOPMENTAL LENTER ILLINOIS

IOUTANA STA E SCHOOL F RI E DEAF

IIEBFASKA HOOL FOR dE EAF

MARYLAND CHOOL FOR HE EAF.

MINNESOTA CHOOL FOR HE, EAF

7IISSOURI CHOOL FOR HE EAF

NEW MEXICO, CHOOL FOR IHE DEAL

NEW YORK SCHOOL FOR THE .DE F

CENTRAL NORTH AROLINA

SCHOOL

FOR E EAF

ASTERN NORTH LARQLINA CHOOL FOF HE DEAF

OKLAHOMA SCHOOL FOR IHE DEAF

OREGON SCHOOL FOR THE 'DEAF

PORTERYILLE STAT OSPITAL) CAL FORNIA

IJORTH DAKOTA CHOOL FOR IKE EAF

ENNSYLYAN1A CHOOL FO HE EAF

BOCVESTER SCPOL FQR WE EAF EV YORK

'SCRANTON STATE SCHOQL FQR HE EAF
.

ST, JOSEPH SCHOOL FOR IRE DEAF) MISSOURI

MARGARET STERCK SPOOL FOR HEARING IMPAIRED) DELAWARE

ST. NIT SCHOOL FOR DEAF) NEW TORK

,IEKAS SCHOOLFOR THE DEAF

HTAH SCHOOLS FOR IHE DEU AD BLIND

VIRGINIA.SCHOOL'FORAE DEAF,

'VIRGINI SCHOOL FORIHE DEAF An GILIND

WESTERN VENNSYLYANIA SCHOOL FOR IHE DEAF

EST VIRGINIA SPOOLS FOR 1EAF AND BLIND

WISCONINASCHOOL FOR HE DEAF

. : WYOMING SCROQL FOR,3dE'DEAF

KENOELL DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL; WASN'INGTON) D,C,

I

Appendix

Response Sheets for

Ar.,11):sI; Guidelines for Science Curricula

for theilearing Impaired.

Complete each.section rieily describing component and/or evaluating

effectiveness,

1, Science Curriculv, iescription and,developmene

A. Title

B. Author or ix.ccitution

C/1, Publisher_

F4.:Age levdo

C, Science cont4t

F. DevelopoNt process and field evaluation -- describe.

Curri.-tm Co*mts list with cost

H, Cara: extent of adoption in schools for the hearing impaired.

I, Teacher tattling recommendations



3. How is the Science Content organized?

84

A., Scope of the 'curriculum.

B. Urriculum sequence

C. Lesson organization

D. .Concept and language sequence

E. Theoretical basis

aw

F. Curriculum emphasis

G. Purpose of suppleme4tal activities
.

H. Content focus

I. Lesson flexibility

J. Allowance for current science concerns

K. Others



4, What methods are used in teaching?

A. Method of presentation

B. Presentation style

C. Overall presentation style

D. Instructional methodology

.

B. Language presentation style

.

F. Presentation emphasis for HI

0, Specific identification of problem vocabulary

11, Presentation cues

I. Others

5,' How is learning evaluated?

A. Purpose of evaluation

85

br

3. Types of evaluation sugg fted or supplied

C. Characteristics of suggested evaluation

S. Reporting System

TS

6. How do the design components fit Into al total curriculum ?

'Summarize 'precedingitaleiints by evalua in \ relationship between components

and with the elements in your school setting 1'



Effectiveness of this science curriculum is yOur school setting.

2,4
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SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR THE DEAF

/Henry Vlug

Nearing impaired students

/

comprise a well defined and sizeable group of

students. Compared to many of the other handicaps this group has been and

continues to,be rolatively well served by educational programs.

As of October 1, .1976. (American Annals, 1977) there were 44,949 students

in 671 schools and clossea. These had a total educational staff of 13,793

/
,

including 7,743 insttuctors. 15,043 (33%) of the students had "residential"

status as compared to 29,906 (642) students with "day" status. 6,008 (13%)

were and an additional 7,511 (17Z) were partially mainstreamed.

. 0.

10,859 (24%) of,the studenti were multiply handicapped--i.e. had a handicap

in addition t deafness.

Achievement

The shortcomings of standarized tests, especially when used with minori-

ty groups sqch as the deaf, are well known. Still,the scores do give some

indications of the magnitude of the problems facing teachers of the deaf.

The deaf consistently 'score below their hearing peers on achievement tests.

Figures 1-3 (Trybus and Karchemer, 1977 and'O.D,S, no dote) demonstrate this

clearly for three subtests of the Standarized Achievement Test. Reading colt-,

prehension is generally agreed to be the most critical area for school achieve-

ment for. the deaf. Math computation, besides being of o'vinus relevance, is

the area in which hearing impaired children reach their highest, test scores.

a

Scaled scores fastesd of grade levels are used because scaled Scores are

.11

more appropriate for combininglcores across test levels. A scaled score of

132 is eqqal to or grade equivalent score of 3.2 and a scaled score of 182

is equal a grade equivalent score' 8.2, The other scaled scores correspond

less closely to grade equivalent' scores,
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figure 1: Redding Comprehension StUNS Ndliondl Distribution

of Hearing Impaired Students
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Figure 1 shows that the median (50th Percentile) rending score at its

highest point,, is 147 (grade equivalent of about 4.5). Thus half the students

at any age read less than a mid-fourth grade level. Even the high-achieving

group (90th Percentile) reaches only about an 8th grade.level. The low-achiev-

ing group (10th Percentile) reaches only about a 2nd grade reading level at Its

highest point. In more concreto terms this means that even the high achievers

will have difficulty reading science texts written for their hearing peers.

When working with low achievers you meet the students who need help in spel-

ling "car."

/

The mathematic computation scores (Fig. '2) are a bit brighter, The high-

achievers renal about the same level as the means for hearing students. The

median score reaches about a 7th grade level. Even the low-achievers get up

to about a 4th grade level.

The sciencesubtest.scores (Fig. 1 are similar. The high achievers get

to the 8th grade level. The median gets up to the 1th grade level. The low-

A

achievers don't go over the 1st grade level.

Deaf Scientists

In spite of the low achievement scores no tests, quite a few deaf people

become scientists. *Ile there is no reliable data on the number of deaf

scientists there are some Indicators. Thus, 6.6% (versus 10.61 for the U.S.

population) of 1,920 deaf workers were found to be "professional, technical

and similar workers" (Lunde and &lemon, 1959). However, most) (3.6 %) of them

were teachers. The national census of the deaf found 14.51 in professional

and.related services industries while 9,21 of the males and 8.1% of the females

were classified as being in the professional and technical occupational cate-

gory(Schein and Delk, 1974). A study of 87 deaf professionals (other than

teachers) found 23 to be in Chemistry, 25 in Engineering, 7.in other sciences

for a total of 55 (or almost 213) (Crammate, 1468), An additional 9 were in

Mathematics or StattstIcs, for a total of 64 (or almost 3/4 of the professionals).
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Science Curriculae

Science curriciiiae for deaf students are to a large degree written by

indiVidual teachers (Table 1) (Rosen, et al, 1975),
Teachers also have a

very large degree of responsibility for curriculum development, textbook

choice and sequence of presentation (Table 2). This individual responsibility
.,

results in a large number of different programs or textbooks beingweed

(Table 3). The Concepts in Science Series is popular through the 7 -8 grade
,

level. Although. the survey was made during a time when the use of the new

science programs (ESS, ASAPA, SCIS, etc.) developed during
the 19608' was near

its peak (1972 -1971) very few teachers reported using these programs.

Table 1. Sources of Written Science Cutricular

Individual teachers independently 61.8%

School 23.9%

City or County 13.9%

State 1.2%

National funded project 7.2%

Total 120.0k

*Total exceeds 100% because respondents reported different sources for

different parts of the curricula.

Table 2. Degree of Teacher Responsibility for Curriculm

Area of responsibility

Number of

Respondents

Degree of Responsibility

Total Substantial Very slight None

Curriculum development 183 46.4% 45.4% 6.0%' 2.2%

Testhook choice 181 39,8% 39.8% 13.3% 7.2%

Sequence of presentation 187 65.8% 28.9% 3.7% 1.6%

Table 3. Programs and Textbooks Used by Science Teadh&s

Level

Number of

Respondents

Number of Different Number of Teacher- Most Popular

Programs and. Texts Made Programs or Texts Program or Text

K-3 49 25 5 Concepts in Science .(11)

4-6 55 28 6 Concepts in Science (11).

7.8 55 ,39 0 Concepts in Science (9)

9-10 58 19 4' Modern Biology (7)

11-12 39 28 2 Pathways in Science

Chemistry4 Physics (6)



Science Teacher Qualifications

Table 4 (Rosen, et al 1973) summarizes some relevant aspects of quali-

fications of science teachers for the deaf. More than half of the teachers

had at least a Masters degree.
More than half had taken a science methods

teaching course. Less than a quarter had received more 'than 20 credit

hours in undergraduate level science courses, Almost all had. some kind

of teacher's certificate. Of the 139 respondents who,reported having cer-

tificates in a content area 34T were certified in science but this is,equal

to less than 25% of all 195 respondents.

Table 4. Science Teacher Qualifications

Category

Number of

Respondents

Bachelors degree
195

Masters degree . 195

Science method teaching course 195

Council on Education of the Deaf certificate 175

More than 20 hours in undergrad science 186.

Some'gradunte work in science

More than 20 hours In graduate science

State certificate

State certificate for science

186

120

195

139

State certificate for special education 184

State certificate for ed. of hearing impaired 18G,

Percent of Respondents

in this Category

44

56

54

49

22.5

61.5

9

93

34

11

70

89

Model.SccondarySchool for the :beef

In partial response to the need for leaderst4 in developing curricula

(including science) for the deaf, Congress in 1969 established the 851.

The MSSD is chaled with developing and disseminating curriculum materials

for 'the deaf and with.provlding instruction for a student population

of up to 600 (enrollment in 1977.78 was approximately 170).

MSSDhas eight science instructors who are working to meet the charge nf,

development, dissemination, and instruction. MSSD also has a staff of cur-,

ticulum development and VC! specialists to assist instructors in their

development work. Most of .
lurk of these specialists has gone into areas

other than science, partiali.. ;. response'to the lower priority educators of

the deaf assign to science (Cw.L, 1916; Summers, et. a., 1977)..

None of MSSO's science instructil ...1:trials are ready fox dissemination

at this time and.there is nO.Indicari,i a lien any materials will be ready

"asemination. There are, howur. umber of courses in various

stn, e. development. Information a '4 0.... cuserchily:sysilabla

mater1cls .i been published and more :,. publication,

MSS)) BSCS's (Biological S.,. 'rricelum Stogy's) two pro-

grams that wet ,A1oped for the mentALy retarded (Grant, 1975) ana

Me2221± !Avi.smEt., The'third prv.rnm in the lories le kIle Future which

BSCS is now was developed with the arr.lcipation.of one ol,M3SD's

science .1.,structrrs. MSSD's experience with ESB (Elementary Science Stedy):6-

terials and with GSGS's Invitations to Discos/ is being prepared for publi-

cation.

.

MSSD has under' development courses in Animal's, P12C Study, Genetics,'

bum Biology, Chemistry I "Scientific. Procedures", Chemistry II "Physical

Propetties", Chemistry 1II "Matter", Chemistry TV "Atomic Theory", GeOlogy,

Environmental .Studies, Measurement,. and Weather. Most of these' courses have

An "Instructional Package" (IP) format,' An IP topically consists of written



materials, books, films, equipment, and any other materials that may be

geded to complete a lesson,
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A REPORT FROM THE NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION
SCHOOL FOR, THE HEARING IMPAIRED:

SCIENCE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Daniel D. Burch

For the purpose of this presentation, Kendall Demonstration
Elementary

School's approach to curriculum development will be dealt with on a chrono-

logical basis., First, a brief history will be outlined of the'present

curricular project. Second; a philosophical basis will be presented and how

it is manifested in our curricular work, Finally, the plan for future revision

and curricular work will b'summarized,

Kendall Demonstration Elementary School has had national demonstration

status now, for ,a, little.oveuix,years.We received,thisatatusand omr.,budget,, ....

from the United States Congress. As such, we are charged to develop models for

administration, management; budget, and instruction, and to disseminate these

models\throughout the country, and on an international basis.'

Like'ao many other schools serving the hearing impaired, we are also in'

the process Of curriculum development. Our process'has'been outlined to a five

step process. Initially, outside consultants were given the task of developing .

eight curricular areas; mathematics, social studies, socio-emotional, functional,

language, reading/writing, and science. (See Appendix I for prototype). The

\.
I

faculty used this'prototype for one year.

The second step was begun in the summer of 1977.. An in-,house'committee

was chosen for each curricular area. For the purposes of this Paper, only the

science curriculum will be dealt with from now on. The science committee consisted

of one departmental supervisor and oni rePreseitative from each of nut four

departments; pre-school, primary,, elementary, and middle sloal, During this

session, the curriculum objectives were re-worked and organized into a checklist

recording system. (see copy' of Curriculum; Appendix II). It wag also at this time

that a philosophy ofescience education was addressed.
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It became apparent that to
revise an existing prototype into a workable model

fur the teachers, that a cohesive
philosophical approach had to be decided upon by

the committee attempting the
revision work. It was felt that, due to the nature

of the handicapping condition
of the population, the base 'for which the curriculum

Would be disseminated, and Multiplicity of backgrounds
within the committee,

that an eclectic approach to
learning theory, should be decided upon.

Thus, the firit step of the committee was to
agree on the use of content!

process approach in science
instruction, basedheavily on an esperientisl,"hands-on"

1

approach to teaching. To represent this feeling,
first the eight processes

outlined by 'Science: A Process Approach II were adopted. These are:

TRANSPARENCY I

I.
Observing: "using the senses to obtain

information or data about

objet or events";

2, Using space/time relationships:
"the description of spatial

relationships and their change with time,,,,";

3,
Classifying: imposing "order on collections of objects or events";

4. Using numbers: the manipulation
of measurements "to order objects,

and to classify objects":,

5,
Measuring: quantification of observations using measuring instruments

and carrying;out calculations
with these instruments, as well as

choosing the appropriate instrument
for measurement;

6,
Communicating: the use of "oral and written

words, diagrams, paps,

graphs, mathematical equations,,and
various visual demonstration";

1.
Predicting: "a specific forecast of what

future observation will be";

and ,

8, Inferring: ',using logic to draw conclusions
from what we observe".

91

These eight processes are dealt with differently and receive different

focus depending on 'which department
in the school the science curriculum is

used.

TRANSPARENCY II

It has 'teen stated that these eight processes
are used by children in the

early grades as independent models.
However, as the child's thinking processes

mature, the child begins to
integrate until he/she is using all the proceshes

in an integrated manner to solve a given problem. SAPA II hai outlin 've

integratedTaTUMThearater--

TRANSPARENCY III

1.
The ability to control variables

2. Interpreting data

3. Formulating hypotheses '

G. Defining operationally

S. Experimenting

Second, in our consideration'of
strategies of learning, came Robert Gagne'.

Gagne' is a descendant of the Skinnerian
School of thought. Be has delineated

four stages in the development of a scientifically, aware
adult. These are:

TRANSPARENCY' IV

1. The ompetentlearner
pre-schaal to grade 8 - this is the stage

of acquiring A broad base of knowledges - at this stage the teacher

1 J,



and the child are involved in the development of performance

capabilities, or skills. These skills include number computation,

spatial manipulative skills, observing, classifying, measuring,

describing, inferring, and model conceptualization,

The student of knowledge - 9 through undergraduate - the learning

of broad critical knowledges - controlled obiervation, classifications

measurement, inference, and the formation of knoWledge.

The scientific enquirer - graduate'level'to Ph.E, - this level

.incltides speculation, the formation and testing of hypothesis, and the

discipline of self-criticism - observing, classifying, dedribing,

inferring, and conceptual invention.

4, The independent investigator - out of school - this is where the

investigator begins new lines of investigation in a disciplined,

responsible manner, with deliberate attention to what has gone before,,

but with o mind that is unhampered by tradition.

Therefore, according to Gagne' - we here are working only with the competent

learner.

Gagne', besides his breakdown of strategies of the development of

investigative thinking is also well known for his reliance on the Skinnerian

objectifying, or quantifying, of behaviors leading to terminal behaviors, The

influence of this man can be seen in the lists of behavioral.objectives that

appear in almost all new curricula on the market. The implications for the

revision of the curriculum guide for this school is toward a more concise and

precise way of stating desired behavioral outcomes on the part of the

children, especially within the content objectives,

Third, Jerome Bruner has based his work on the hypothesis that "any subject

can be taught effectively in some intellectually honest form
to any child at

any stage of development", Ills theory is based on Piaget'a stages of

cognitive_development, which will be looked at in a few minutes. Brunerla

major contribution to curriculum development has been the Idea of the,

"spiriling curriculum",

The spiral approach, that of teaching.each area of content at each

level of instruction, and teaching the salient features based on the level

of cognitive development can best be seen in Kendall's curriculum by looking

at the science network.

TRANSPARENCY V

Each area of concern in science is to be dealt with at every leVel of

instruction within?the school. Once again, as far as curriculum revision,

each area must be re-examined to make sure that the salient features are

included, that extra material is deleted, and that each lower stage leads directly

into the next higher level of instruction.

The learning theorist with the most impact on contemporary education is

Jea Piave. He hai broken down cognitive development into four basic stages:

These re:

TRANSPARENCY VI

1, Sensori-motor - birth to 18 months - this stage is a pre-verbal

stage. It can be characterized by the "out of sight, out of mind"

paradigm.

2. Pre-operational - 18 months to 7 or 8, Here) the child is beginning

to organize his/her language and symbolie functioning. Logical thought



has not yet appeared.
The child is incapable of multiple

quantifiable behaviors (again according to
accepted,, procedures as defined by

classification, has no conservation of matter shills, and learns by

a trial and error method.

3.
Concrete - 7 or 8 to II or 12. Here, we should see the emergence

of elementary logical' operations,
the development of simple

claesificati'a, conservation of number, substance,
length, area,

weight, and volume. Here also, reversible thinking develops.
The

child still, however, cannot
isolate variables, making cause and effect

relationships unclear.

4. Formal operational - 11 or 12 on. In this final stage, the child begins

to develop hypothetical thought. Here also, is evident the combination

of systems and the unification of operations
into a structured whole.

The child is finally capable of controlled experimentation, the

isolation of releviat variables, and reversible thinking.

Piaget has been, and will continue to he, manifest in our curriculum by

the arrangement of content objectives;
for their suitability for the age group

,

Mr mien tney.are intended,

1

CURRICULUM FUTURE,

.,The next section of this presentation
will outline the future of the

DES science curriculum In terms of objectivesoctivities, evaluationrand

teacher preparation,

In the summer of '78', a science committer will
again be designated to

revise the exhting science curriculum (i.e., our list of objectives). Close

attention will be paid to the appropriateness of the
objectives to the level

(agin, Incorporating the research of Piaget), to a clearer statement bf

I

Gagne'), and to a blend of content
and process objectives on a spiraling

continuum (as outlined by SAPA II and Pruner).

Along with the revision, the
committee Must keep in mind the.intended

use of the curriCulem.
The guide must be general enough to be used cross

culturally.(i.e., throughout the
Unlied,Stntes and on an international basis).

as well as specific enough to be used with our own population. It has:been

proposed, that the science committee be
composed of personnel currently using

the curriculum guide and outside
professionals involved in teacher preparation.

Vith this revision, teachers
'will be asked to begin contributing lesson

unit plans, and specific/activities pled
toward the mastery of the

stated objectives. Activities/and
suggested materials will oleo be pulled from

&se, Time, Energy, and Matter:
An Elemehary Science aa (S. T. E. MO,

I
the Modular Activities to In

Science (M. A, P, S.), the pimaEat

Childhood Eit (Lavetelli)(,,and Science
K113. These activities will be

accumulated and
collated.with the objectives to serve as suggestions for teachers

in the field.

As with any form of instruction,
allowance must be made for some form of

r,

evaluation'of student progress.; This progress can,
of course,qe mapped out

on the science networks;
To do this, there needs to,be some

digdard form of

measurement; 'a, standard
instrument for evaluation.

Out graphics artist and our

materials developer, along with our
science teachers, are currently involved in the

development of pre-post - test materials
that will eventually be packaged to

go along With the curriculum dissemination,

:

/

Upon total completion of_tht-ge-post -
test package, the Model Secondary

School/for the Deaf, our
neighbors at Callaudet, will be contacted for the

puspoSes of further field testing.
MSS!) is currently involved with identifying

93s
/

schools within the area that can be used to
field test materiale before their



necessarily be lost, It has also been my experience that teachers are

more satisfied with their programs if they can revise and update them as

desired.

The computer has specAl attributes, which can not be matched by

:/ other means. One such attribute is that of patience. There !.8 nothing more

patient than a computer terminal waiting for a student response. It

will just sit there humming until some responee, is mane, and will repeat

a question or answer or renorse or experience as long as any student could

ever.wish.

Another virtue the comvuter has is that of similar variety. The

computer can generate almoet en infinite cumber of examples for student

practice; -These problems would or could all be similar in style but differing

in one small value, thus offering practice without exact reretition.
Any

of us would tire of this after 8 telO such examples but the
computer will

:ladly serve up 50 of them if the student requests.

As interesting project has been developed in North Carolina. CAI

with voice response for tutorial instruction and practice gives
vocal
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feedback to blind students. Using appropriate tones the students are

taught by the eystem the computer keyboard, and their questions and answers

(3) ,

are vocalized by a voice synthesizer. The project uses a microcomputer

whose major components are "off-the-shelf", that is, available on the

general market end not developed specifically for that project: While

subject matter is data processing, I believe-that Project VOCAB,,ia a

groundbreaker which should develop into a monumental beginning for teaching

blind students.

An interesting and one of the most promising statements concerning CAI

was made before a House aubcommittee. It was that federally, funded CAI

;projects in Los Metros, California had reversed a16 year decline in math

(4)

achievement scores. "Before computers, the district had tried to improve

students' academic'achievement by hiring more teachers, teachers' aide°,

and bringing in enough volUnteers to have one adult for every seven students

in the district. But after three yeeie, student achievement had actually

dropped slightly." 24 microcomputers vith CAI reversed the trend and

improved the scores by 2 years' growth on achievement scores and
there was

also improvement in other than math scores which were due to CAI.

GJJ



A final example relating to the.special advantages and to the
, BIBLIOGRAPHY

flexibility of Computer-assisted-instruction is from the American Annals 1. Hewlett-Packard Educational Programs-Contributed Program

(5)

for the Deaf. and it concerns the teaching of poetry. To enhance the

non-hearing persons' feeling for poetry "textured-words" are used to

relate poetry visually. The texture animated presentation of language is

used to alter the apace-time presentation in which the concepts of the

poem are delivered similar to the way in which a poem is orally rendered.

The words and phrases appear in special urder and arrangement in a special

rhythm to live the student a better feeling for the content of the poem

than would the wards by themselvesoffer.

It has been the purpose of this paper to indicate to the reader

some of the ways that computer systems could be used in the teaching

of physically handicapped etudente. It is my belief that by such use

the quality of such education would be higher than can be obtained in

other ways and the cost could be substantially lover. It is not.the

&newer to our problems in teaching. It is an answer teueomo very tough

questions concerning the edUcation of our future citizens who need

special help.
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S AND PHYSICALLY. HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

"Project SCI-PHI: Science Career Information

for the Physically Handicapped Individual"

"An Intervention Program for Occupational

Stereotyping by Deaf Students"

"Geology as a Career for the Disabled"

"Attracting Severely Disabled High School

Students to College Careers in Science"

(Ho Paper)

"Science Education and Careers: Personal

Views from Nbeelchair Level" .

arson
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PROJECT SCI -PHI: SCIENCE CAREER INFORMATION

FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUAL

Neal H. Berger

What can the physically handicapped do? Well that's like

asking, "What can a Imo pound gorilla do?"... Anything he wants

to Handicapped people can and are already functioning

fully in numerous science careers that many people previously\

thought were impossible, or just for the non-handicapped: 31ind\

electrical engineers, deaf biochemists and individuals like a \

research surgeon with no legs and opposing digits on hi's only

hand, are successfully participating in science careers.

Many times, we as educators and counselors have played-down

or discouraged the handicapped from entering the world of work

in science. Rarely, have scientists discussed with the en-

couragement that a science teachei, vocational rehabilitation

counselor or school guidance counselor has given them. The

Handicapped Scientists, with whom.I have, spoken throughout this

country, have indicated that the greatest' andicap that they have

to overcome has been the attitudes of./ethers, and not their own

physical handicap. There are perhaps thousands of people with

orthopedic, visual and hearing, handicaps, with excellent abilities

in Science, who are now working at jobs such as broom making.

Many of these people might have .;provided a new technique g dis-

covery to revolutionize our world.



Our objective in Thomasville, Georgia h been to provide

til information on about 210 science-re dted careers which

id be of value to anyone, handicapped r not. Quite inten-

ially, we have not said whether som `no should or should not

cider a particular career. Rather, we have tried to design

er guidance information which w 11 not single out an indi-

ial simply because. of his/her ancicap. It has been the judge-

: of many members of our nat onal handicapped science advisory

rd, and consultants, to provide the right kind of information

that an individual with ood decision-making skills, can de-

:, for theuelves.

The purpose of Pro ect:SCI-PHI is to provide an integrated

once- related carcerguidance.system which will encourage and

ist physically hi idicapped individuals to undertake science'

ited careers( he target population in this' project includes

for high stud nts through adults, with orthopedic, visual and

ring handicps. Project SCI-PHI is supported in part by a

Tonal Scis cc Foundation grant under their Handicapped in

encc Pr 'ram, 1977-78.

SCI- which is an acronym for Science Career Information.

the Physcially Handicapped Individual, is a complete set of

ec guidance materials which are appropriately designed for

specific needy of the' physieally, handicapped. The content,

Rat and approach has been endorsed by the project's National

ence Advisory Board, which is composed of over.30 handicapped

entiSts, nationally known educators, and vocational rehabili-

ion experts from the Georgia Department of Human Resources.
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Prior to developing the materials, a national telephone

survey was conducted to determine the need for developing a

science career guidance system for use by field and public

school counselors, science teachers and rehabilitation special-

ists, who work with the physically handicapped. Almost without

exception, these instit6tions, agencies, and individuals 'stated

that such materials were non- existent and further, appropriate

science-related career guidance materials could act as an indis-

pensable resource from whiCh many other guidance services and

career decisions could evolve for the physically handicapped:

Following this assessment phase, we have contacted hundreds'

of.handicapped and non-handicapped scientists throughout the

country for assistance in this project. The response has been

extraordinary! Many handicapped scientists have provided taped

interviews and many other contacts by phone and letter have pro-

vided us with excellent input for the SCI-PHI Project.

Some.of the Aducts resulting from this input include:film-

strip/tapes, Braille career information, an audio library, and

over 200 science career briefs in hard copy and microfiche formats.

Each of these components will now be explained.

. The first component we will examine is'the filmstrip/tape

series. Here interested students have d choice of viewing ten

different filmstrips. Fifty people in science related careers

were.interviewed and photographed on- the- job..to assemble this

particular program segment. Students. are offered a basic job

description, while simultaneously seeing and hearing or reading



lepicted, In addition, the scientist offers

Acerning coping strategies, motivational fac-

Is about their career.

pages of Braille in ten volume's offer the

isers a chance to explore the 200+ 'science ca-

aes will provide complete job briefs covering

ember, (six and'nine digit codes), a general

ible working conditions, educational.back-

mities for advancements, worker characteristic

look at wages, In addition, a tape with cop-

litional infoTInation for the visually handi-

Accompanying the volumes of Braille will be a

:te tapes which permits, all users except the

iame 200+ science careers.

I the use of these materials the printed copy

qs,has been included: Atypical career

pages of information which is written on a

ing level, and has been printed in 18 point,

:h of these briefs contain the. same informa-

the Braille and audio cassette materials.

)e a handling problem in.using the more

lecided to also provide aset of microfiche

:rs. By using microfiche, 1,000 pages of

"educed to 15, 4"x6" pieces of film which

I in a reader devIce. The microfiche is

copy briefs,
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As a means of encouraging the handicapped into science

careers we have also developed a series of T'.V, and radio

public service announcements, Two, one minute, 30, 20, and

10 second T.V, shots have been produced. These will feature

actual handicappedseiencists.

In closing, there are many intricate and interesting

details that I would like 'to share with those interested in this

project. Insights into the surveys, interviews'With. the scien-

tists, and even the process of compiling all this information on

such a tight budget and time-line, can be interesting. However,

this will have to be for another time.

Mistakes have been,made, but to be honest to yeuand my-

self, we have assembled a wealth of data that has never been

collected before. In a sense we have only scratched the surface

of science career inforMation for the handicapped. We hope that by

pilot field resting these materials this Spring, we can provide

a variety of ways, in which these materials can be effectively

used and improved. We hope to locate additional funding sources

to provide for additional field-testing, product revision, up-

dating and the addition of more valuable features.



AN INTERVENTION PROGRAM FOR OCCUPATIONAL

STEREOTYPING BY DEAF STUDENTS

Judy Egelston DOdd

The handicapped face many barriers to successful career development in

science and technology. The most notable include the lack of role

models, deprivation of science content in their schooling, and discrim-

ination based on negative societal' expectations and personal aspire-

. tions. Deaf students must face all these and overcome the additional

burden of a communication barrier.

There is abundant evidence of highly consensual norms and perceptions

regarding males and females. The stereotypes attributed to men and boys

are perceived to be more socially desirable,and more advantageous to a

Person seeking a niche in the world-of-work of a scientific environment.

Many occupations in the United States have traditionally been divided

according to sex, "men's work" versus "women's work." Although men And

women have recently entered fields where fewer than thirty percent of

the jobs were held.by someone of their respective sex, many technical

and scientific occupations still remain dominated by one sex. Since the

passage of Executive Order 11246 in 1965, very few occupations can be

legally restricted by sex. However, if an individual feels that a

particular job is inappropriate for his or her sex, that occupation is

as good as closed, bedause he or she will not aspire to othat job as a

personally-potential occupation.

Deafness, likb sex, represents a characteristic regarded by society as a

handicap for holding certain jobs. Hearing-impaired students suffei not

only the same curriculum deptivations that perpetuate stereotyping of

occupations as their hearing peers, but they have also. not had career

education exposures which have been planned and implemented with their

particular type of handicap in mind (Munson and Egelston, 1974).

Junior high school-aged deaf adolescents are reportedly' three times more

'likely to stereotype occupations by sex than are their hearing peers

(Egelston and Rovolchuk, 1976).

Not only are deaf workeia found in dispropertionately large numbers

among low paying, low status, dead-end jobs, but the majority of deaf

students at both Gallaudet College and National Technical institute for

the Deaf are enrolled in programs traditionally appropriate for their

sexual identity' (Cook and Rossett, 1975). Both distributions show the

effect of self-selection and aspiration based on traditional stereotyped

notions of what deaf men tq deaf women can do. 'Deaf adolescent women

reportedly have a more traditional view of their sex role as manifested .

in vocational choices than do their hearing peers.
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Freshman at National. Technical Institute for the Deaf rated jobs 1) as ,

appropriate for males only,' females only, or both; and 2) ash appropriate.

for only hearing workers, only deaf workers, or bofh.p Correlation

analyses showed males tend;i to stereotype jobs by sex more than fe-

males, as expected since most of the technological majors represent

pioneer choices for women. The strongest correlation (p .001) re-

Vealed that students who stereotyped jobs by sex also regarded deafness'

as a ;imiting handicap (Egelston-Dodd, 1977).

Intervention in these beliefs through science career planning seminars

targeted at secondary school age deaf students could liberate their

personnel aspirations from the stereotypes of, sex and deafness. A

program for educators of the deaf which serves to raise their awareness

of the detrimental effects of such channeling has its precedent in

hearing schools where a deliberate attempt to overturn societal values

and eradicate racism and sexism. has resulted in response to Title IX of

the Education Amendments of 1972. Such a plan in schools or vocational

programs for the deaf,. where stereotyping is even more rigid, has never

been undertaken. It is past due.

For deaf people the effect of societal pressure to fit the doubly stere-

otyped occupational roles mandated by their sex and their heating im-

pairment is abundantly evident. "The channeling:of deaf males into

machine or printing trades and of deaf females into keypunch operation

or domestic duties is one result of the failute of schools and reha- .

bilitative social and vocational services for the deaf to counteract the

.effects of this stereotyping.

The need for materials. and strategies for a science career education

effort.which counteracts sexism and other discriminatory societal influx

ences has been documented by Dr. Joanne Stoltecdirector of the NSF

project, Science Career Development for the Deaf (1977). Deaf sci, .

entists, particularly females, are not readily available as role models.

Schooling for the deaf; mien through 'secondary level, emphasizes lan-

guage development to the exclusion of science content. The business

community views with pessimism the difficulty, inconvenience and expense

of communicating through an interpreter, learning manual communication

and installation of teletype equipment to serve as telephone substitutes

for potential deaf employees. Th'e infeasibility and rick of a 'hearing

handicapped person working with science equipment has been cited as '

'rationale for the low participation of the deaf in careers in science

and technology. The Philadelphiarbased project proposes to proyide

successful role models, enhanced science content and'positive expecta-

tions for career development in.science in the hopes of stimulating

scientific aspirations in secondary deaf students.

In light of such.current development effort the design of'aisaradigm

or philosophical context for the production of materials and strategies

seems timely. o

29:



aided Research and Utilization of Educational Media

Deaf, held in Nebraska in 1973, which focused in career

novative career and vocational learning activities, it

noun that' materials' that work well with hearing students

needs 'of deaf students. AlthOugh they can be modified

cd,'etc.) they do not offerthe expOsures and eXpe-

e essential in the education of deaf students. Rarely

tient detail are the kinds of work problems and eta-.

workers encountet in the safety regulations, communica-

relations aspects of a job.' .

ton (1974).have reported a career education model which

tly developed for intermediate and secondary level deaf

SEED model was explored as wart Of an action research

I project in three New York State schools for the deaf.

resulted in the preparation of a'program for meeting

aer education needs of deaf students.

general trends in the American job market which will

lth structured and frequent career education experiences

and bring "pay off" in eventual human marketability.

:ional trends that affect the employment of American

I automation and'the replacement of low-level, routine

luiring a high level of education and training, 2) tech-

silents which require sophisticated knowledge and skills,

realm of sub-professionals who perform the less complex

arried out. by docto:S, nurses, teachers, counselors and

at developments represent changes which impact fortui-

career'development for the deaf. These positive

Lade 1) the tremendous success achieved by the National

ate for the Deaf in providing, skills and opportuniCies

L fields which were previously. closed to the deaf,

:ending of the deaf and their problems which has in-'

Indy during the Pest few years due td. television, antl-

lislation aimed at all minorities, and a growing na-

)r Making all handicapped fully participating members of

and 3) career education which is rapidly becoming a

)f the ,dotal educational process in our schools.

as developments to augment the science career potential

learners, there must be.alirm,grasp of the 411edreti-

lerpinning the career education movement. Egelston-Dodd

aced the field as revolving around four positions. On

1 continuum the first concept represents only the eco-

:eer education. Another position widely covered in the
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)crofessional literature is the specific training required in the preps-
' .ration.for a job or some paid employment. The third conceptualization

Which is most compatible with an intervention program such as the one

described in this paper, includes employability and occupational educa-

tion but'is not limited to the economic or work role. This position
'defines; career education as a comprehensive self-development and career

decision-making,irocess approach. This concept el/dives into position

fouri, a life-time career development approach with the intent being an

eventual provision for a total life-span tied to career development.

As we begin ;to.view science career development in its broader, more

encompassing dimensions, we are better able,to.accept it as vital for

human maturation and intellectual development. Recent research on self

esteem and self concept has suggested that children whehave a positive

self concept tend, to achieve more. In the science education of deaf

learners we should be able to keep in perspective the disability caused

by hearing impairment and highlight the identification and development

of each student's individual attributes and skills.

A science career education program can be infused into the existing ..,

secondary curriculum offerings using these four basic channels: 1) the

self, 2) the conceptual, 3) the informational, and 4) the experiential

(Munson, 1971). Briefly each of these can be differentiated as follows:

Self exposures focus on the individual'and his or her "being" and deal

with the many component concepts of self, that comprise'the total self

"-concept of the individual. Activities can be designed to provide deaf

students with opportunities to explore their values, attitudes, abili-

ties, aspirations, personally held stereotypes, and personal treits from

the perspectives of their sex and the limits'of their hearing handicap.

Science classes, epresent neopproprinte medium for teaching the analytic

skills involved in such self evaluation (R. Egelston and I. EgelstOn,

1973),

Conceptual exposures contribute to the individual's general understand-

ing of the nature of work, work functions and work roles, and also

emphasize.the development of attitudes and understandings that permit an

individual to think abstractly about'the role of work in their lives.

Language serves an important function in conceptual learning.' Deaf .

students need to understand the special vocabulary associated with the

work function concepts. This vocabulary can be infused into instruc-

tional content units where the terms would be appropriately studied as

part Of the regular. academic curriculum. Such work function terminology

as negotiating, Computing, and analyzing.are Already a part of typical

science classroom experiences. Conceptualization of the tasks involved

-in a work:situation may occur with repeated exposures and teacher

guidance.

u i
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Informational exposures provide for input of a factual nature and deal

basically with expanding students' knowledge about- specific science-

related jobs and career opportunities in-the world of technical and

scientific occupations. The informational channel must provide the very

special information about job duties, work requirements and qualifica

tions so that an individual has the needed knowledge for problem-solving

and decision-making activities satiated with his or her' career devel-

opment. Students cannot be cm, Id to all the career information.which

they may eventually need. They 12., learn how to locate information

about the general duties of a job, typical work situations, the physical

demands and conditions of an occupation, the personal qualifications and

preparation requirements. Because the informational channel has a much

stronger tradition in guidance and education in general, this material

must be examined carefully for the stereotypes,which could limit full

career development iii,science. The failure to illustrate a mixture of

males and females or handicapped and non-handicapped workers'in the

literature depicting a scientific career is a potent message to the

reader which will impact on career decision-making. Teacher interven-

tion involves bringing live role models of deaf workers of both ssKes to

the science classroom to serve as a direct source of career information,

when they are available. If not, use of media which show an appropriate

mixture of workers will help break the stereotypea.
c

Experiential exposures permit individuals to evaluate their feelings

toward and skills in specific science-related jobs or work role rela-,

tionshipa. This potent channel is rarely tapped in the typical science

education program. Labor legislation' has increasingly excluded the

young from these real exposures, and economic conditions 'have limited

..part-time and summer work opportunities in any field. Although actual

work provides real,experience, life-like experiences of a,simulated

'nature can be planned. Other Strategies which can be employed to pro-

vide deaf'students with experience in the actual dynnmicslof work in-

elude field trips to work sites, classroom and laboratory,work, and

,homework assignments. In school diaf learners engage in work functions

associated with data, people, and things. Schoolwork demands are real, -

and an individual's experience with these tasks, with the demands and

pressures of completing these tasks and with the nature of the condi-

tions in which the tasks must be accomplished can be converted into

meaningful experiential learning. Science teacher sensitivity to stere-

' otypes regarding what deaf males'and deaf females ."can't" or "shouldn't"

do must be displayed in the assignment of tasks so that engineering and

physical science work doesn't go exclusively to the boys and record

keeping or lab technician chores wind up assigned to the girls.

Women and especially deaf women (Connor and Rosenstein, 1963), are very

aware of and sensitive to societal expectations. Therefore, another

application demanded of any'endeavor to enhance science career education

is a model which works to undermine the stereotyping of jobs, interests
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and 'abilitiesaccording to:rigid ideas of the limits imposed by sex or

by possession.of a bandicap. Adherence to the guidelines established by

the NEA's recommendation for the elimination' of Sexism in curriculum

materials is mandatory for the content, illustrations, language And

philosophical baie of any such program.

.
Finally, all of these changes depend on the positive and.unlimiting

attitudes of educators of the deaf toward Sex roles and the handicap of

deafness. Strategies for freeing educators of. culturally derived biases

have been developed for the hearing population through HEW sponsored

programs. Infusing such strategies into the pre-service and in-service

training of educators of the deaf can raise their awareness of the

oppressive effects of stereotyping and demonstrate positive models of

teaching behavior, counseling techniques and school policies which can

intervene in sex -role, stereotyping.

3nn
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GEOLOGY AS A CAREER FOR THE DISABLE.)

Carol Faul

Of all the'Physical and biological sciences, geology as a course of study

is among the most amenable to the orthopedically disabled student, In

most areas of geological study, modifications can easily be made in the

laboratory. Abundant employment opportunities exist in the academic world,

In state andfederal-government "agencies, and in private industry. With

the current emphasis on energy sources and the continued concern about the

environment, the field of geology is strong in employment opportunities now

and will probably be even stronger In the future. This paper explores the

problems and solutions for the orthopedically disabled geology student and

the professional geologist. Some refgence will be made to the visually

impaired student.

ED !CATION

BOth classroom and laboratory work are, in almost all instances, very

adaptable to the individual' needs' of the 'disabled student, Classroom work

In geology usually consists of lectures and rarely, demonstrations. The

student' with ambulatory difficulties should have no special problems, Those

with manual or visual disabilities' can employ the special aids such 'as type-

writers or tape recorders used in other lecture courses.

Unlike chemistry, physics, and biology, the academic content of the

laboratory work is of a nature that furniture, equipment, and techniques

eanoften be modified for the maximum `efficiency of the individual student, ,

A

disabled or not, In the geology laboratory, tables are usually normal 'sitting

150 height. Most mineral, fossil', and rack specimens used in elementary

;courses are ,"hand specimens", easily handled during study. Identification

I

'
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:chniques for minerals include crystal.form, color, rhandness tests, plus ;`;

ther tests using simple portable equipment, Since many techniques are

ommonly employed, the manually orvisually impaired student might choose

lose techniques' be can perform most easily. Fossil identification is often

isual or may be tactile. Auxiliary techniques may include making tin.

ection slides or separating,fossils from their matrix. The student with

casual or visual disabilities may prefer to'concentrate study on fossil groups

hat do not require special physical techniques. The student using a wheelchair

hould encounter no problems except perhaps reaching the sink. I have

aught, paleontology laboratory without any physical barriers hindering me

lthough the laboratory was designed for a non-disabled instructor;

Geological, topographic, and other maps are an integral part 'of geological

raining, They are, of course, easily movable to a convenient Study height,

For the visually disabled elementary geology student, excellent molded relief

naps are available from supply houses. ,Equipment used In geology teaching

and research is Often portable. For advanced, students, Tetrographic micro-

scopes are easily moved to a convenient height,' sedimentology sieving,

equipment is mostly, portable, and so' on. Of course some equipment, because

3f its size, vigidity of construction, or by virtue of its function, cannot be

moved. Examples would be s-ray diffractometers and 'mass spectrometers..

Since this sort of specialized equipment is fedora used by undergraduates,.

problems of Limit, use would almost never arise. For a graluate student

needing to use equipment with limited avessibility, machines can almost .

.'
always be modified at little cost. For exantOle, the control panels on a .

mass spectrometer can be lowered,or the control knobs modified by a little

c.
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thoughtful engineering, . In fact, any disabled student who chooses to work

with compleX.equipment would probably welcome the opportunity to assist in

modifying the "tools of the trade" as part of his education.

Field work is an integral iart of the study of geology: Even the non-

majoring geology student must become acquainted with geological formations

and structures, geomorphology, and fossil, mineral, and rock specimens

observed in place.. Every student in geology wants to be exposed to geology

outside the classroom and laboratory; 'Lis a fundamental reason why many.

students take a geology course. Fortunately, our read-building penchant

can often serve to provide accessible rock' outcrops to disabled students,.,

.
including lose in wheelchairs._ On heavily traveled roads, Ore-trip' planning

shotli;iiclude contacting the highway police for permission to stop and

collect. A lice escort can sometimes be arranged for 'safety. For less

accessible localltfes, most geology depdrtments own a rugged field vehicle

to carry equipment and the collected specimens. The disabled student could

ride in this vehicle and since much geology field work is a team effort, the,

student could do his share of the work right',from the vehicle. Ills work

could include observations on structure or bedding, interpreting maps; and

making field identifications.

Some athletic specialized activities such as and antarctic

geology would likely not be practical for a disablcdstudent."-Anyhow, the

number of students chosen for such 'endeavors are few and there are

more geologists back in-the warm dry laboratories working on deep-sea cores

or Antarctic fossils than went out to collect them.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The field geology and the employment opportunities for geologists

are expanding. Employment is available in teaching, research, museum

work, private industry, and government regulatory, advisory, and exploratory

orgihizations. Geology is now taught extensively from junior high school on.

Many general science teachers. may have a bOckground In geology. Most

college instructors combine teaching and research. The academic researcher

often has the bonus of students to do his hill climbing and collecting for him.

Museums can be excellent places of employmentfor the imaginative disabled

geologist, Answering phone inquiries, Identifying specimens brought in by:

the public, designing exhibits, and maintaining and adding to the collections'

are a few of the museum activities easily adaptable to the disabled geologist,.

Private Industry employs about one-fialf of all geologists, with petroleum

. eompanieS the largest employer.' Although:surveying and geophysical

prospecting is an Integral part of the Industry, micropaleontological, gco-

chemical, and geophysical studies are usually done in comfortable laboratories.

Mining companies see even more field oriented but they too maintain well

equipped laboratories with numerous opportunities for employment pf the

disabled scientist, Public relations Jobs for the person with geology training,

photographs.
_

Federal and state governments employ about one7fifth of all earth

. scientists, with the United States Geological Survey employing over 1500.

Other federal agencies with geologists on their staffs include the Bureau Of.

Mines, the National Park Service, the Department of Agriculture, ine

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric' Administration, and N.A.S.A.

Many government geologists choose to do a combination of field and laboratory

work. Often they inay spend a few months as pert of a team studying or

collecting In the field and then the remainder of the year in the laboratory

studying the material collected, constructing maps, writing reports, etc.

The disabled scientist might wish to-emphasize the laboratory aspects or

specialize in technical writing, -editing, or library research. After all,

not every government geologist,..collects his own samples - compare the ratio

of those who collect moon ,samples to those Who, study. them in the laboratory:

To summarize, the disabled student: should find the field of geology one

very. adaptable to his needs. , Little equipment Cannot be made accessible to

the ambulatory or manually disabled' student. The'visually disabled-student

will find' many areas of geology/ 'fessiblemith the, aid, of existing regular .

teaching aids. 'Geologists tend to be inventive In their equipment and li any

teaching situatioo there will likely be eager volunteers to adapt eidsting

equipment.' The image of geology as an athletic male - dominated field becomes

more and more obsolete in the emerging emphasis: on laboratory studies,
." '

computer geology,'and regulatory and advisory services. Geology is truly.,

an equal opportunity science.

sN,

are increasing in private'industry.

There are between 2000 and 3000 consulting geologists In the United

Statea. The able and experienced disabled geologist might become a con=

natant, especially In conjunction with other employment. For example, the

college professor might spend summers advising local go'vernMents on

environmental planning, soil studies, highway planning, and interpreting aerial

0 7'
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ATTRACTING SEVERELY DISABLED HIGH SCHOOL

STUDENTS TO.COLIEGE CAREERS IN SCIENCE.

Heidi Fawber, Harry N. Ash, 'Howard T. Slane, Debra Boots,

Margaret A. DeMichele, G: Edward benslow, Richard E. Desmond,

Linda E. Hewitt, Debbi Swaiuk

The purpose of this paper is to report progress to date of a project based

on the notion that perceived opportunity affects educational and occupational

attainment. The project is designed to testa global method of influencing

perceived opportunity structure among severely disabled high school seniors who

show academic ability to further their education. This global method has

several aspects:

l'. We encourage students to apply for admission to college

and offerlheassistence.in the application process.

2. We invite them to the Pitt campus for a week-end during'

which 'they meet and talk with' college students, both

handicapped and nonhandicapped, and faculty represen7

tatives, to gain an impression of college life and how it

:can.accommodate handicapped students. .

3. During the week-end visit,' students also meet and talk'

with severely disabled career models - successful adminix-

traterei.doctors, engineers, and so on.

, .

4. we proVide academic and career' counseling based on

students' aptitudes and interesbsidthe context of 'a

voluntary, continuing relationship.

5. We reduce social and physical barriers againsr mobility

and communication and attempt to creatcan atmosphere

which encourages the freesnexpression of personal

abilities and talents:

The project is being conducted within an evalAation framewArk that will .

allow us to draw inference's about the effectivelesa of the method being 'used.

Specifically, we havesystematiCally selected severely disabled high school

seniors'who are receiving servicedfamthe state Bureau of Vocational Rehabil

itation (BV11) and who have an average or higher I.Q., 'good highechool grades,

*The preparation of this paper was supported in part by a grant from the National

Science Foundation;
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SAT scores above 750, and/or rank in the upper third of their class. We have a

complex definition of severe disability; simpl- stated,, it refers to impairments

from any cause of hearing, sight, skeletal structure, or musculature which affect

physical mobility, affect ability to manipulate objects, and/or interfere with

communication of inforkation. Selected students were randomly assigned to either

a treatment or hontreatment group. Bothgroups.are to assessed before and ,

after treatment on' measuresof perceived opportunity, vocational interests, and

work velues. In addition, we are obtaining. relevant social background information

and outcome data regarding college admission and enrollment. We are predicting:

that after one year, treated students will show greater increases in perceived

'opportunity measures than untreated students and that more treated students will

be'enrolled in college than untreated students. Information collected in

\Aubsequent'years will be oriented toward choice of science majors and science

careers,

With this brief description of the project in mind, we want to report today

concerning early findings in three areas; 'subject selection, treatment, and

dvielopment'of measures; The areas of subject selection. and treatment,,in

particular, have impliCations that go. beyond our projedt and relate to recruit-

ment of jundicapped persons into science fields generally.

Our original plan was to obtain computer listings of all high school student

BVR clients and to screen the lists for students who met our disability criteria.

We then intended to obtain information about academic ability from the client's

BVR counselor or school guidance counselor. From the resulting list, we would '

randomly assign clients to treatment or no-treatment conditions, and contact them
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accordingly. While we continued to rely on this procedure, it proved to be

sufficiently cumbersome and problematic that we developed other procedures to

identify severely. handicapped students.

Mention of some of the difficulties we have'run into may serve as a cautionary

tale for others who need to systematically sample populations of severely handi-

capped persons. The problems were threefold and involved (1) the quality of the

computerized data base, (2) discrepancy betWeen our definition of severed ability

and that, based on federal standards used by BVR, and (3) adherence to rigorous

butilecessary confidentiality procedures..

Data Base, Sixteen district offices report client:data to a central office

computer.. Seniors in high school usually don't begin to apply for BVR aid until

late fall.or winter of the senior year. Allowing for normal delay in getting

this information coded meant that information about many seniors was not avail-

able in time forus to screed computer lints, identify clients appropriatefor

theprogram, obtain confidentiality. clearanch, and get th$ client into our

program so that we could be fhlly of use to him. Further complications include

individual variations among Offices, in 'the manner in which, data art coded,

For example, one office only infrequently used the code for high school students,

preferring to code most high school clients as intakes. Another office submitted

client-data periodically rather than continuously, so that:codes were often

eut-of-daie. And aeon.

Definitions of Severe Disability. Disability codes used. by states ere

based on Federal definition's developed by the Rehabilitation Seivices Adkinie-

tration of HEW, :While we had few problems with cedes for visual or auditory

handicaps, codes for orthopedic and other conditions provideel little information



about the extent of functional impairment. In order to make clear-cut statements

in this regard, we found it necessary to contact district offices and individual

. counselors. This placed another time burden on subject selection, A separate

code for severe disability used by BVR was defined more broadly than our defi-

nition, but did prove useful when clients with mental retardation and other

mental/social handicaps were Screened out.

Confidentiality Procedures. During the entire process of subject selection,

we dealt only with client I.D. numbers in order to preserve confidentiality.,

Once a client was selected for the project, we submitted his number to the

central office. From there, letters describing the program and inviting the

client participate in it were sent to the'client and to the client's parents;

these latters requested parents and client to sign'a form.authorising BVR to

give.us the client'S name and address and to snare infOriation in the client's

folder. Only aftei.the signed release farm was returned to the mentral office.

did we know who the client was. This completely necessary procedure proved to

be cumbersome, time-consuming, and subject to communicational error (in the,

version of this paper to be presented at the April meetings, data not now

available about the proportion of acceptances by clients will be provided).

Further, the necessity to preserve confidentiality prevented us from obtaining

information about intellectual ability from schools when this was not available

in a client's BVR file. placed additional burdeng on Mil counselors to.

obtain this needed bit of information.

As some of these difficulties became apparent to us, we began to explore

other means of recruiting students to the project. We had already been in con--

tact with the model school at Callaudet College, and we stepped up this effort.
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In addition, we sent letters to public, parochial, and private secondary schools

in the greater Pittsburgh area and to large communities in Western Pennsylvania.

These letters.explained our program and indicated how school counselors, students,

or students' parents could contact us directly. While thiS was a less systematic

way of proceeding, it short circuited the selection process involving BVR client

lists (in the April presentation,. we will provide data on the success of this

effort). .

These observations should not be taken to signify thiC State BVR's represent

a poor means for recruiting promising youngsters to science careers. To the Con...:

BVR's clearly deal with the largest number.of handicapped students. If

recruiting efforts were Accommodated within State BVR's; many of the pfoblems of-

accessibility of records and confidentiality procedures. would be automatically

solved.

One other observation: on the basis of our experience so far, it is

probably better to begin the process ,of facilitating transition from lash school

to college. in the latter part of the junior year instead of during the senior

Year. This allows time to take medical, social, ability and interest fetters

into account in choosing the institution most suited to the individual student.

Cfreatmeht

Our progress to date on program development has, for the most part,, bean

very encouraging. University receptivity to severely disabled students in

science ha's been mostly favorable, and there are existing services on campus that

dovetail neatly with aspects of our program. The University has an office for

handicapped students which is run' by a blind staff person; this,office-serves as

a fulcrum for advocacy of social' and ptiysical changes'in. thellniversity to



,facilitate education for disabled students. Further, we have a BVR counselor on

site attae University who is responsible for BUR clients enrolled here; she works

out of our program offices.

Administrative support has.been consittently present. For example, the

Assistant Dean of Alumini Affairs, a long-time advocate for the handicapped,

represented the administration during the oh- campus visit of prospective Students.

Many key. individuals on science faculties also support the program. An

astrophysicist is developing a summer piogram which includes a lab program'for

high school students aa a transition to college. She is desirous of including

. disabled students and making modifications in equipment or devising organizational

means to provide' the highest level of training. On the other aide of the ledger

are faculty members who believe that scientific work, particularly 08 it involves

laboratory manipulation, is not possible for students who are blind or confined

to a wheelchair. They view deaf.students 88 more able to master lab procedures

brit unable to grasp material preaented'in lectures. However; none would attempt

to keep a student from registering for one of their courses, although they would

not be likely to make acconuodations for disabled students in their classes.

Our attempts to recruit successful career models proved to be extremely

'fruitful. . There are a number of highly successful administrators,'engineers,

physicians and others who'graphically portray the rewards to be gained by the,

severely handicapped person and. the, problems he or she faces in attaining educa-

tional and career goals. They are living proof that the'opportunity structure

is 'more open than maay'disableeiersons have been led to believe.

'Our experience thus far suggests that universities are generally 'receptive

to severely disabled students and are prepared to make modifications in the
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social and physical environment that 'make educational opportunitiesas open and

accessible to disabled es to nondisabled students. The matter appears to be

largely one of education. Everyone sees the need for,curb ramps and related

mobility facilitators. But the need for interpreterso_audio_Wit1,,taille

, texts, appropriate examination foris, and other communication innovations is

often less clear - not necessarily because'of prejudice, but because of lack of

knowledge about the implications of different handicapping conditions.

'Development of Measures

We are,leaturing vocational interestsand work values'with standardized

instruments of, known reliebilitY.and validity. The Strong- Campbell Interest

Inventory (Campbell, 1977) measures vocational; interests, and the Work Values

Inventory (Super, 1968) measures work'values. Because of previous work'on these

tests, pilot studies were not necestsry.

Our measures of perceived opportunity are based on work by Jeasor and

associates (Jessor, Craves, Hanson, and Jessbr, 1968) and, include three instru-

ments: a personal valueaquestionnairean expectations questionnaire, and a

life chances fnventory.. The firsetwo focus on relativefy,immediate goals in

the peer group and, in the school situation, whereas the life chandes inventory

is designed,to' tap "more distant goaltand'values. While some psychometric work

was done in the early 1960's on concurrent validity and internal consistency of

the values and expectations questionnaires, the results'are now outdated; further, \<,

the test-retest reliability characteristics of the questionnaires are unknown.

As'for,the life chances inventory, we have revised and:lengthened the origirial

version of it, so it is in essence a new measuring device.



In order to assess the internal consistency, time reliability, and concurrent
0

validity of thhse instruments, we administered them, along with some questions

inquiring about social background information, on two'separate occasions two'

weekaapare to. a sample of 47 female nondisabled high school juniors.

The findings for the girls indicate that interned Consistency as measured

by coefficientMlpha is acceptable fa', all three scales, ranging Erom .84 to .96.

Test-fetest reli b lities were .80 and .93 for the personal values and expec-'

tations measures, respectively, and ,75 for the life chances inventory. While

the latter figure is on the low side, ie is nevertheless acceptable, considering the

fact that this scale consists of only 10. items and is based on 47 observations.:

Concurrent validity coefficients for personal values were in the expected

direction when self-reported scholastic achievement (grades) was the criterion

and, though they were not high, ranging from .25 to .57, all were statistically

significant. 'When family socioeconomic status (SOS) was the criterion, there

were no significant correlations, although most were in. the expected direction.,

The life changes inventory showed,no significant relationship to either grades

or SES,,although correlations again were in the predicted direction. The findings.

concerning the validity of.the instruments were not as Strong as.we would,wish,

buVt aie nevertheless generally in the predicted direction (we plan to test a

group of high school boys and'Will present these data if they are available in

time for the meeting),

In summary, we have presented the rationale, operations, and some findings

to date concerning means for identifying intellectually promising severely handi-

capped adolescents and for helping them to achieve their vocational goals. As

we continue to work with these students in their college careers, we will actively

.-.aupport and encourage those with scientific interests and science career objec-

tives. to obtain the education they require mrealixethese objectives.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION AND CAREERS:
PERSONAL VIEWS FROM WHEELCHAIR LEVEL

Barbara Jane Mendius
.

When I read:that one of the objectives for this confer-

ence'was to "develbp recommendations for science education and

careers in science for handicaPped students," I was pleased,

because having just been through the mill,. I hoped that my prac-''

door experience could be useful to others. I acquired my entire

formal education while in a wheelchair. Since sixth grade my

major academic interest has been science; this, culminated'with

a.M.S. of Biology from the University of Illinois in October,

1977. From my multitude of experience I have distilled two

Ir,

generalizations which I feel applicable to most handicapped stu-

dents. One generalization deals with science education, the other

with science careers. I will elaborate on each in turn.

As a scientist I am open-minded about, but always question-.

ing, information I encounter, What are the assumptions? -How

were the data collected? Does the conclusion follow from the

data? Observing everyday phenomena, such as. rainfall, I. wonder,

How fast do raindrops fall? Whatdetermines :raindrop size? How

do raindrops form? I begin inventing hypotheses and then design,

experiments to test those hypotheses. Control experiments are

essential to any test to reduce the possibility of spurious cop;

elusions. This approach to questions follows the standard sCi-

entific dogma outlined for me yearly since about fifth'grade.

The question remains as to hoW that standard scientific approach

actually becomes incorporated into a person's thought patterns.
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Which experiences in a student's education help him to think

scientifically;? In bonsideringly own etucationI firmly be-

lieve that my laboratory experience was the most profound shaper

of my scientific at5klity, Therefore, GeneralizationI states: the

first major obstacle for the handicapped student of science is

getting the hands-on laboratory experience so important to

engender scientific expertise,

aucky indeed as I recall the variety of lab work

,

whichj petformed in school, I have thought carefully about the

factors which contributed to my .successful scientific education; '

it all comes down to people -- parents, administrators, teachers --

willing to 'cooperate in my behalf. Realizing the value of .

scholarship, my parents took an active interest in my education.

'Active, but not pushy. Beginning in fourth grade I attended the

local public school. For class, field trips Moin would drive'one

of the groups to the museum, br to the nature center -- for labor-

atories are not only found in schools. Dad went to all thepar-.

ent's nights, talked with my teachers, and came home glowing

about myprogress. Impressed with my parents'. interest.and.my

ability, school administOtos were wonderfully cooperative.

For some of the a8ninistrators, i was their first and only hand-

icapped student. One particularly superintendent
r.

played musical classrooms with the three - story -no- elevator junior

high school so that I could have those teachers who normally

taught upstairs. Luckily, the science rooms were on the first

floor -- transporting'gas lines isn't quite as easy as trans -

portingglobes. Back then,.junior high.aciencewas mostly



teacher demonstrations, and although science fascinated'me, I

had not yet gotten my bands into it,

That all changed'in high school, There, all of my parents',\

interest, and all of the administrators' cooperation would have.

been 'dated were it not for enthusiastic science teachers who

gave me the freedom to do as much as I, could of what everyone

else was doing. Sometimet it only meant'.putting a microscope or

analytic balance on a low table.' Sometimes it meant:rearranging

the greenhouse so I could get down the overgrown aisles. In

one case it meant encouraging this shy student to'enter the State'

science fait and helping me choose an appropriate experiment which'

I could carry out myself. My teachers were the ones who'ultimately

placed science in my reach. I can't stress enough that their en-'

couraging attitudes'kept the You Can't Ogre locked out of my ;And.

But we worked together, so my stubbornness and preseverence

deserves some credit'also., Science had piqued my brain; I was

determined to 'learn as much as I could, actually dot as much

as I could. I realized that if I wanted to.do the acid/base

experiments'I would have to show that I could carry solutions

around in my lap without spilling. If I wanted to firepolish

my own glassware I had to shOw I could use a 6unsen burner .

out setting myself aflamd If I needed to move a microscope to

a lower table I had to show'that I could do/ that without smashing

it to smithereens. I had to prove myself all along the%ay,

but my teachers accepted my physical abilities and, although I

often caught a watchful eye on me, they did not stifle my

enthusiastic investigations.

In summary then, my major recommendation for science edu-

cation is 6 involve the student in lab experiments. Visual,,

auditory, tactile,. olfactory, and gtistetory.clues can elucidate

scientific principles; ,ingenuity and perhaps some extra work are '

all that's required. Ideally, teachers could contadt a central

'..office'which collected..and distributed experimental designs

suitaple. for students with various disabilities.

Based on their experiences up through secondary school, some

handicapped students will terminate their scientific meanderings

in high school; others'will embark on a scientific Career... For

' the latter group Generalization II suggests: the most difficult

challenge for handicapped students on tcienceAt to match one's

mental capabilities and one's physical capabilities with a pro-

'ductive and satisfying career, Persohal bias perhaps makeS me

single out this problem as the most crucial, I did acquire a.

good science education; but I have not yet totally succeeded in

choosing a career which is both mentally satisfying and within

my physical capabilities. 'I do feel that my personal experi-

ences in science career seeking have several worthWhile take

home lessons of value to all handicapped science students and

those who counsel them.

In examining my entire science education, I note almost a

complete lack of career,. counseling related to my physicalabili-,

ties. By pursuing a science education'I realized that(' could
, .

become a science teacher, a doctor, or that wonderfully nebu-



lous crerre calle4.a :scientist: Specific other careers- were

fairly unknOwa to me. Knowing full well what a science teacher

and a doctor had to put up with, I opted to become a scientist

fully confident that when I became' one I would know what my job

was. I maintained that painfully naive view almost to the end

of my' undergraduate years. As a senior I dove into' the

on-campus interviewing process applying for those jobs for which

my coursework qualified me, mostly lab assistant positions. As.

.interview 'after 1:nterytel.Nnded With,' "I been nice talking

;. With. you -- we'll contact yo .if necessary," I realized 1 was
I

`going to be an unemployed bilochemist (and:m ving back to the

safe' but suffocating home nist) if r, didn'tjget my act together
;'

very ,soon, The point rea bed home that: labassistani jobs. went

1

... .
, .

to 'people who could reach all of';the equipment and all of the

chemicals, not to someone 4who could 'reach almost everything if
\

the lab were modified, After some quick careful thinking about

.

employment problem, I dhdse to ,tri hospital lab work, taking

six additional months of training 'in cancer screening. My

thinking paid off because, indeed, I had worked my way into a

-,profeialon which valued .intelligent, meticulous workers, and .

which had jobs located in hospitals (virtually-always acces-

sible). I was suddenly very employable; for two years that

kept me going as the near fiasco at college graduatibn faded in

`' my memory, The novelty of .employment wore off though, .and I

realized whereas my job suited my physical capabilitiesNperfectly,

I was mentally very understimulated. ;I turned to graduate school,
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,treated myself to a mental Orgy, and earned a Masters degree.

I'm now looking for that job which will use my mental and physical

abilities to the fullest. I have more options with an advanced

degree and I am more aware of what will constitute a satisfying '

job for me,

Certainly though, such a circuitous route to a career is

not necessary or desiable; a few recommendatiOns m y help others

follow a more direct' course. .The handicapped student who is

Serious about studying science; should be exposed, as early as

possible; to-the variety .of jobs which are available in the

sciences, He should also be encouraged to think .about what types

of careers would be compatiblewith his particular handicap,

or alternatively, hOw to-overcome various physical problems which

might .arise in a 'less obviously cpmpaable career. The AAAS

Resource Group for .the Project on the Handicapped in.Science. is

ideal for providing career examples and role Models for 'the

handicapped stUdent; ,I'hoOe ftilat pamphlets aimed at various age

,group will be. developed using ,the Resource Group as an inform-

'tion base, Such material could be:distributed though the acheols

by superintendents, deans; teachers, and, counselors. A little..

guidance at an early age can sat. the stage for continued mature

planning throughout the student's' education.

I also feel that the handicapped student must be encouraged'

to prize his mind and develop his mental abilities just as an

athlete prizes and develops his body.' The handicapped student's

strongest asset in job competition is his mind; it is his

.1



responsibility to keep it sharp. In order to accomplish that

the handicapped student should be cautioned to seek a career'

which will use those mental abilities fully. If an advanced

degree is required fora desirable job, the student should pre-

pare for those extra years. If a job loses its challenge, he

should change. The handicapped person must learn to never sell
I

himself 'short -- unless he is willing to let everyone, do it to

him also. Choosing a career is .a hard decision for everyone;

for the handicapped student it can be especially frustrating and

frightening. With.some assistance in planning and some guidance

in one's personal value, career choosing can be exciting.

Finally, let me emphasize that in this technological era

science is a' vital part of every child's education.. Some young

people, will choose to pursue scientific careers. Some of those

young people will be physically handicapped. I ask parents,

school administratOrs, and above all, the teachers to let those

students do all that they Are capable of doing, show them their

responsibilities to themselves, and .open their eyes to the

spectrum of scientific careers which exist. Your reward Will be

their success.
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.LABORATORY SCIENCE AND ART FOR BLIND AND DEAF, CHILDREN:

A MAINSTREAM APPROACH
'

Doris E. Hadary

A program of "what can be done" - not only "what should be,done"

(This paper is accompanied by films and slides showing the areas of teacher

training, curriculum design, implementation, and scenes of Social interaction

in the classroom.) , .

Introduction

In partial response to the question of the present status of science

for physically handicapped students, I offer a description of Project Seefee .

which was started six years ago at The American University funded by the

William T. Grant Foundation. The program went through a process of develop-

ment, starting in 1971 as a science teacher training program to which in

1972 was, added curriculum design and research in adapting science materials

for blind and disturbed children. Adapting science materials for the deaf

was added in 1975, as well as a related art program. Mainstreaming this

program began in 1976. It is presently a program of laboratory science and

art used as a vehicle to advance education for blind and deaf children.

The project is a small, mainstreamed, multidisciplinary prfigram for handi-

capped children which combines the inextricable elements of teacher training

with emphasis on content and communication, eurriculum 'design and implementa-

tion. These, are essential elements to the success of any program for the

'handicapped - and for all children, The interdependence of these elements,

I am sure, is recognized by educators, however, it is neglected and exists

as fragments of the whole which need pulling together.
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The present project consists of a fetal itpulation of AO ordinary,

children of the Horace Mann Elementary School in Washington, D C: Blind;
-\\

deaf and disturbed pupils are bused into the school foOrafternotni a week'

from nearby school districts for mainstreamed laboratory sieqe-and:iii

classes in grades Kindergarten to 6; The handicapped children work side .

by side with the ordinary elementary school children. (Film)

Science and Art Curriculum

The curriculum consists of adapted science experiments and related 'art

experiences which are based on the major science curricula being used.today

in elementary'schools nationally and internationally. (Slides)

As a result of, my participation in the development of science programs

for elementary schools, I have had the opportunity. for many years to make

contributions to and make comprehensive reviews of many of the major;

.science curricula being used today in elementary schools, in schools for

blind children, for deaf children,. and disturbed children. It is from

these programs with the cooperation of Dr. Herbert Thier of Projects SAVI

and ASMB, and various faculties from schools for the deaf that I have

adapted science and art experiences making Project Seefee a program appro-

priate to the needs of hearing impaired and visually impaired students.

The hearing and sighted children receive reciprocal benefits from the ex-

perience - academically, socially and spiritually. (Slides = scenes in

the classroom.)

We have designed, adapted; implemented, and tested approximately 150

science lessons with matching art lessons from the following:.



Biological Sciences

organisms

life cycles

ecosystems

Physical Sciences

material objects

experimenting with 'Common objects

gases

Interactions and Systems

/ "inventing" the interaction concept

evidence of interaction

"inventing" the systems concept

.systems in the classroom

gathering evidence through various senses

exploring pulleys :

comparing pulley systems

"inventing" interaction-at-a-distance

magnetic interaction

electric circuit puzzles

Subsystems and Variables

solutions and,mixtures

'objects that can close a circuit

separating a powdered mixture

"inventing" the subsystems concept

"inventing". the solutions concept - filtering crystals

separating mixture:

properties of freon aid water

whirly bird variables - controlling variables

Energy Sources

temperatures of water and ice systems

"inventing" histograms

"inventing" energy sources and receivers

transferring energy . .

Experiments on these topics were deVeloped for gifted youngsters en-

rolled.in the Enrichment Science Laboratory at The American University:
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energy transfer

water wheels

energy chain concept

Archimedes principle

heart sounds and pulse

properties of light: refraction, absorption, reflection

properties of sound: vibrations, frequency,'pitch

effects of string tension

effects of change in length of string

the resonator , .

the bridge

cmedia for carrying sound

periodic motion

propagation of sound waves

medium through which sound propagates

vibration.of the gong .

properties,of air: weights and.elasticity

structure of the ear.as an orgad

frequency limits of the ear

coupling the vibrating string to a resonating box

vibration:from the string to the body of the violin

'dampening the resonator

vibrating column of air as origin of musical tone

thermodynamics - experiments to measure directly the mechanical

equivalent of heat

(Slides)

Teacher Training

Our training program addresses itself to the new image the elementary

school teacher must take on in the "real world" of the educator of children

today. The teacher must get an appreciation of science as a powerful tool,

of communication with children and among children, of science as a mean's,

for development of self- esteem, of science as a way of the child'slrelating,'

understanding, living in one's environment,.of science as a means of com-

pensating for a sensual lack, of,science as a means of making a handicapped

child feel "complete". The teacher must be sensitized to the different

needs of the handicapped children in general, and as they relate to the

learning of science through the experiential approach. To accomplish this

3DD



goal the pre-service program for our future teachers is content-oriented.

(1) An interdisciPlinary.laboratory course enveloping chemistry,

physics, and biology is the base of the training. The teacher must 'live"

the experience of .the experiential approach, the scientific method of problem

solving, to learn the vocabulary that allows understanding of scientific,Con-

cepts, and, above all, experience the excitement of discovering and under-

standing the concepts of science = to be able to-effectively communicate

\ with tBe handicapped child through science. .

It is absolutely essential that teacher training with emphasis on

science content must go hand in hand withlearning skills of communicating

,
with the handicapped child through subject matter. In order fOrthe teacher

to be able to deal with problems.of Communication with the handicappedchild

he/she must be knowledgeable in the philosophy of and science content in-

volVed in the experiential laboratory approach: This is extremely im-

portant since our experience shows that the approach provides a successful

means for dealing with problems °fall 'levels of communication that almost

all handicapped children have.

The program prepares teachers to guarantee the handicapped child im-

proved science education which is essential as a foundation for upper level

science education and career preparation.

The teacher learns to adapt laboratory materials slides) in accordance

with the sensory channel preference of each child. In our practfC6 he/she

does so by actual experience with the child - always testing, revising,

and adding better ways of communicating to all the children - being con-

stantly aware of learning content, learning rates, and learning styles.

(Slides) Our teachers learn Braille and sign language. (Slides)
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(2) Our teachers take part in seminars once every three weeki with

psychologists, specialists in working with blind, deaf, and disturbed

4".

children.

(3) Lessons in Braille, sign language (total communication), and

Due speech are given once a week.

(4) Research teams work with research directors and graduate

students-in,designing and making studies of evaluation of, the program.

(See references:)

'(5) ,Practicum in teaching. science to ordinary Children.

Practicum in teaching science to blind children.

Practicum in teaching science to deaf children.

(6) Laboratory. .sessions in perfo'rming elementary school science ex-

periments. Learning use of adapted materials. Discussion and practice

of teaching strategies.

The following page is a flOW ch ry- of the pre-service

training curriculum.



ADVANCING EDUCATION FOR THE BLIND, DEAF, AND EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED:
THROUGH LABORATORY SCIENCE /ART ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Required Basic BacXground for teacher's

Science as vehicle
"Lecture-Discdsslon:Chemistry, Physics, Biology; Math

"Laboratory Experiments-DisCovery Projects': Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Math

*Laboratory. Activities-Experiments: Elementary School Science Programs

SAPA, ESS, SCIS, COPES, OTHERS.

i>

Practicum for teachers, Implementation of

curricula at Horace 'Mann Elementary School

as mainstream. Handicapped children from:

Lowden, Montgomery, Fairfax and .Prince

Georges County and Washington D.C.

Adapting Laboratory Science/Art Materials

for Blind Curricula (Coop A.U. Physics'

Dept. and Lawrence Hal I' of Science.)

'"P

Design, leering

DeVelopment,

impAementaflon

Adapting Laboratory Science/Art Materials

for Deaf Curricula (COOP A.U. Physics

Department.)

Design, °sting

Development

Implementation

Curricula Design for Emotionally Disturbed

(Coop A.U. School of Education).

Evaluation Research(Lawrence Hall of

Science, University of California Science
Research Center, A.U. Psychology Dept.)

Administering Tests

Special Course for Teachers (School of Ed.)

Methods In teaching laboratory Science/

Art to Deaf,Biind and Emotionally Disturbed

'0
Public School Situation,

Mainstreaming Situation

Private School Situatior

Itenerant Teachers

Seminars 1 >Specialist Consultants

Writing Team laboratory Manuals

---->1_,ConventIon

Migazine Articles

Resource Book for Teachers)

Teams Setting Up for Conventid6S 1AAAS, NSTA

Students working with A.U. Dept. of CanonisationFilming Crews

Photo Essay Taaml6tudents working with A.U. Dept. of Communication

Lessons in various forms of communication with-the

handicapped child. Braille, Total Communication and
Que Speech

3 .)
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Research

I should like to briefly mention some results of the most recent re-

search pertinent to mainstreaming deaf children in science classes in our

program.

Three forms of evidence suggest the advantages of the mainstream .situi

tion. (1) Results of cognitive tests show no difference in gains between

resource students and mainstream students. (2) Results of obseliation of

the performance of resource and.mainstreamstudents indicate that in both

situations students can engage in interactive learning experiences, although

in the resource setting there are more opportunities for .discussion and

reporting of results verbally, whereas in the mainstream situation there

are more opportunities for working with apparatus. (3) Results of the

questionnaires administered to non-handicapped students in a mainstream

situation. indicate that students, in general, were very favorable about the

presence of the halidicapped. children in their classes and, in fact, very

frequently pointed out the advantages of having the handicapped children

for their own educational benefit. In addition, only the youngest students

were concerned about the presence of handicapped'children, and their: con-

cern, appeared to stem more from their lack of familiarity with handicipped

children than from any specific aspect of the instructional program. Thus,

it is likely that the concerns expressed by these second grade children

would he ameliorated over time.

Clearly, mainstreaming can be effective. In addition, deaf students

are likely to feel more positive about themselves when theY find they can

learn along with regular peers. It is likely that regular students will

be more accepting of handicapped students when they all learn together.



Many questions require further research including the impact of having

,handicapped students in class on the' cognitive gains of regular students,, and

1. .

characteristics of teacher training 'necessary ta'achleve a successful Main-

stream class.
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Program Films

Laboratory Science and Art for the Blind, Part I. lfimm. 18 minutes.

Color.

Laboratory SCience and Art for the Blind, Part II (Advanced and Gifted,
Handicapped). 16 mm. 18 minutes.. Color.

Touching Science.

Mainstreaming Laboratory Science and Art.

Slide Presentations

Laboratory Science and Art for the Blind.

Laboratory.Science,. Music and Art for the Blind.

Laboratory Science and Art for the Deaf.

Laboratory Science and Art for Special Children.

Mainstreaming, How It Works in the Science and Art Room for Deaf, Blind,

Emotionally Disturbed and "Normal" Children.

History: Laboratory, Science and Art°1972 - .Present.



MAINSTREAMING VISUALLY .HANDICAPPED IN }TIM .

Dorothy Tombaugh

Mains 'visually handicapped students in biology presents no

major problems.,\A few improved techniques which benefit both sighted and...\
non- sighted,'aiit u extra consideration on the part of both grasps and a\
sense of team partirpatioNare all that is required. There is little need

to have added exiles' c for specs equipment. Most items can'be readily

produced by students teachers and friends.

The program discussed in this paper iginated at Euclid Senior High

School, Euclid, Ohio.' It has been used,for.ave ge and above average college

bound sophomores. It was continued in the second Far biology course for

.7'seniors

The objectives of the YSCS Green Version Biology (2nd edition) serve as

la basis,for the program'. _Six of these goals start th ' n understanding of . .

and the seventh with "an appreciation of . . ." Visual a tY and technical

ability with a microscope are not necessary for success biology. The

use of student teams provides the handicapped an opportunity to be\ active

..

partners in every laboratory investigation. Sighted lab paitners nernally

.. \ .
depend upon each other, so minimal dependence by the blip students uponil

others does not require a change of procedure, :When Miciiiicopes are
,...s."-sf.,.

shared by two sighted students, it is seldom on a 50-50-tiaiils, -Learning is

not impaired' for partners where one continually furnishes verbal or raised

337
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drawings of his observations while the other repoile on. interesting items

from 'reading,

Preparing Slides

Standard prepared slides are often used in biology. These are inter-

preted by Braille paintings for the blind, A.sketch of the mieibscopic view

is outlined with Elmer's glue, Mo're.pronounced raised lines are made by

pressing string and rope into the glue to represent cell membranes and walla,

Further elaboration is done by using straws, pieces of tubing, beans, peas

and radish seeds to depict cell inclusions. These paintings are' correlated

with the descriptions and sketched in the text and laboratory manila',

Dissection

Some students have prior experience with dissecting tools but only a few

have tactile sense sufficient to benefit from the dissectioh of earthworms, .

Scissors, mall probes and forceps are preferred to scalpels in the dissection

of frogs and fetal pigs. There is as much excitement in feeling a beating

frog's heart and checking the expansion of the lungs as there is in seeing

the phenomena. The animal skull, the human skeleton, the life-size torso

'model and one's own muscles serve for the final unit, in anatomy,

Chemical Formulas and Equations

To prepare students lacking the prerequisite chemistry for the advanced

biology course, selectedchapters from a chemistry review book were

Brained for summer perusal. Organic structural models are used to study

9 rt
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by counting cells with a microscope. A blind laboratory assistant suggested

collecting carbon dioxide by displacement of water an in fermentation to

indicate yeast population. Graduated cylinders are good containers for

collecting the gas, The volume can be read directly by the sighted students,

The nab- sighted students weigh the water remaining to determine the amount

of gas formed, A graph of daily readings gives a curve indicating a population

in a closed enironment.

Chlorella and Euglena replace bacteria to teach sterile technique, These

microorganisms are grown,on minimal media which lacks glucose and beef

extract in order to reduce the possibility of contamination and to eliminate

pathogenic opportunists capable of growth on nutrient agar, Thin was first

done so blind students could touch colonies of Chlorella to determine if

growth had secured, It was.continuedforall students, Warmth from the

Bunsen burner guides the hand in flaming the inoculating loop, .Streaking

a Petri dish presents no problems. Broth cultures arc best in wide mouth

flasks, For study with the Gram stain, the blind student prepares and stains

The rate of diffusion is shown in oie senior course by weighing at timed

intervals ()membrane tubes containing sucrose solutions of varying concentra

lion. The data is plotted on Braille graph paper to, show the equilibrium

curves, Graphing techniques designed for the blind are usable for demon

stration models for the whole class, The wire mesh graph uses lines of

various colors of ribbon, yarn, string and rope, Pegboard using dowel rod

and golf tees to mark poipts for graphing is another way to use bath. visual

and tactile demarcations,

Field Trips

Field trips offer enjoyment and learning for all. The Natural History

Museum affords a special program on the ecology and behavior of wild

animals native to this area, Some of their tame young animals are available ;

I

,

to be held. Fossils and artifacts will be brought out of storage for examina-

tion if prior arrangement is made with the staff. A museum volunteer may

act as a special guide while the class looks at the exhibits,

For. an excursion to the zoo, fellow students are good guides, A big

slides of microorganisms. The sighted partner describes the microscopic
cat, a bear and an elephant no longer leave a cuddly stuffed animal impression

view and draws it on clay,
when one hears their calls and listens fo,their feet touch the concrete, The

The passage of glucose through a membrane is shown by a'iolor change
petting zoo offers an opportunity to become acquainted with,semkomesticktied

inTes-tape. This experiment was changed to inchr!e other Cabgances
1

animals. The sounds of the multitude in the bird building give an unequalled

which involve formation of precipitates, The switmlicylic acid test for'
impression of diversity in the animal kingdom.

'albumin, silver nitrate test for chloride ion, limewater for carbon dioxide

and Benedicts solution for maltose were among the additions, With more

tests the sighted and non=sighted have a better investigation,
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The field trips on the nature trail at the arboretum and in Metropolitan

Park are preceeded by classroom use of tapes of common'bird calls, Tree

3;



characteristics are noted and leaves collected for use in preparing a dichotomus

key, The blind students introduced new concepts in classification by texture,

odor and frequently overlooked details particularly in stems, They,should'

produce a totally new key for plant identification.

Genetics

The study of genetics begins with an investigation of probability in which

coins are tossed for heads and tails, Calculations can be done algebraically

or on Punnet squares on Brain paper, Fruit flies are too small for visually

handicapped students to r!iscerii structural differences. Genetic corn, however,

is excellent for experiments, reen and albino corn ratios can beidentified

by the difference in the texture of their leaves, Tall dwarf plants are easily.

separated a week after germination, These characteristics arc available
,e1t3,

in monohybrid and dihybrid crosses. Dried ears of corn showing smooth-

shrunken alleles can.be counted by touch for use in genetic problems,

Blind Student Originality

The accomplishments'of the blind students in biology are shown best in

the variety of research projects undertaken, Many experiments arc possible

with microorganism"when there,are suitable ways to measure growth, Yeast

and algae can be growtovith various sugars, media, minerals, vitamins, and

,,,antibiotics to give suitable variables, The quantity of Chlorella was first

estimated by growing sufficient quantity to filter, dry and weigh. A more

accurate method is to measure the density of a broth culture with a B any

L spectrophotometer, When electronic meters reading in sound can be added

110

to this instrument they can work unaided, The students prepared all of the

chemicals and media used in these experiments.

The study of plants is a favorite topic, Not only does it provide a wide

range of subjects for research at school, but it leaves a store of useful tech-

niquos for growing plants in the house or garden, Manual dexterity is evident

in a project for which the blind student did the tomato potato grafts, The

sighted partner did the tests for vitamin C content of the plants as his contribution,

Behavior can be studied in animals as small as the meal worm, Tenebrio.

,Among the vertebrates the land tortoise is a favorite subject, Our tortoises

cooperated by eating a wide .varity of foods to establish food preference, Hash

of various hues was fed to them in order to show their color preference, During

environmental studies bells were taped to their shells so they could be located

as they wandered about the greenhouse. The variations in color and texture

of their eggs plus theirsmall size make quail suitable for genetic experiments,

Gerbils enjoy the extrwattention afforded'during metabolism investigations.

Tape recorders and Braille slates are used to collect research data.

An abacus aids in mathematical computations, Formal, typed research

reports complete with charts and graphs are expected at the completion of each

project, When each student has an instrument such as the Optacon to free

him to do his own library research, he will be even more independent in biology,

Any hesitancy in showing movies in classes with Visually handicapped

students present was quickly dispelled when it was learned one blind student

could operate a projector and give a'resume of films seen in junior high,

is a senior laboratory assistant, Bill helped design and test new techniques



to, be used with blind students in the sophomore class, He was the first

blind person to enter a Science Fair in this area, The work on this project

won a superior rating and an award, His major contribution, though, was

in carrying the message BLIND STUDENTS CAN SUCCEED IN BIOLOGY

AND IN LIFE.
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LUNCHEON, April 4 - Science Education, the Handicapped, and Careers

Maynert Kennedy, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, discussed

the BSCS model'program for handicapped elementary students, 'A

written message of support which is reprinted on the'following

page, was delivered to the conference from Senator Muriel Humphrey..
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Dr, Helenmarie Hofman

National Science Teachers Association

1742 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20009

Dear Dr. Hofman:

. I regret. that I an unable to be with you today,

but I an pleased to note that the conference on

Science Education for Handicapped Students is centering

its attention on increasing the participation of

handicapped individuals.in science related careers.

As you know, the problems of the handicapped

and how they are resolved have been issues of great

concern to me, This is a subject in which I have

a deep interest both publicly and privately.

For.too long, the special career needs of the

handicapped have been given inadequate attention, The

sciences offers tremendous opportunity, for challenging,

professional careers for handicapped people. By

bringing together expert participants who will focus

their attention' during this conference on these needs;

new worlds of opportunity and achievement, will be

opened" to those who may otherwise never have realized

their potential.

I look forward to the results of your meeting

with great interest and hope,

t 4'11,

Muriel Humphrey

3 A N.1
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SUMMARY - Mary Budd Rowe

A summary of the conference as presented by Mary Budd Rowe is out-

lined by the following notes and flowchart.

Early Exposure to Science

science as a powerful instrument

for assisting youngsters to begin the prOcess,of under-

standing the world outside themselves

for developing language anclseif-confidence

-- home delivery

elenonlary school.

Handicapped Students in Regular Classrooms

diversity of stimuli

goal- setting

multisensory input adapted for various kinds of modalities

improvement of, science education for everybody, not just

handicapped; for'example, socio-economically disadvantaged

also benefit

Appropriateness of Assessment Techniques: Testing

-- time as a variable

handicapped students take longer to do thin. a

research needed to reduce this time difference

Parents

responsibility

-- expectations

-- perceptions,.

-- exposure to toys; museums, etc.

Career Counselina,

education ofcounselors

changingtheir'expectations for the physically handicapped.



early access to science and mathematics to be able to enter

science as a career

equal access to human and physical resources of a school

Peer Education

socialpducation

.attitudes

values

--. misconceptions and misunderstandings

Socialization

introversion of science-oriented people in general

coupled with the isolation forced upon the handicapped .

interaction - development of respect

builds through shared eiperiences

Role Models

-- someone to identify with

someone who believes it relevant and appropriate that the

student pursue a science career

an impaired person learns about other impaired persons

who have succeeded

Students

1 .

-- research into assessment techniqUes for impaired students can

lead to discoveries about testing for all students

e.g., wait time research,

deVelopment of expectations, attitudes about careers in

science

each type of,impairment reqUires special adjustmenti

social, psychological

safety faders in the laboratory

must deallithjarge amounts of energy, persistence, frustration:.

Retention

-- getting the handicapped to stay in regular ,programs once they're

there

need support systems

peer support

support from non-handicapped persons

e,g., working with a group on'a computer, etc,

Employer Education

-- interagency cooperation

-- cross-discipline

-- cross-peoples .

Science as a Language Development Tool

strong positive long-gains in language may be made through science

A:Recapitulation

This is a very complex System requiring cooperation from teachers,

parents, handicapped, counselors, non-handicapped, government, private

organizations, potential employers, researchers, planners, etc.

We need to put together feelings and, ideas, knowledge and attitudes,

Gwen Frostic's lovely,poetry gives us a message that's relevant:

The lines Of the wind blown sand on the dunes

- - - of the snow as it,falis in beautiful drifts

the lines of the clouds

in the sky above

and the water that washes upon the sands -

forever and ever these lines repeat.-

always and always

each one is unique , , .....



"So I'm part of the repeat, but I'm also unique."

Dry leaves rise in a gust - - -

- tiny birds in little flocks - -

gulls soar

insects swarm - 7 - -

seeds whirlnd sail - - -

millions of times the formation repeats

each time - -'each thing

unto itself uniqUe

Gwen Frostic

Poem from "Wing Borne"

"It's this paradox that we're trying to cope with -.the .

pattern and the uniquenesS. What the research does is

tell us about_the_pattern. What teachers have to do is,.

express the'pattern individually - that's the uniqueness.

All the stars on a clear, Still night and all the leaves

on' a single tree, the many ideas that one may have, over

and_oveLthe_basio_conceptaep.eats.,2e.,_egIsta;.,:_each,
Teacher

leaf, each idea is unique," ,
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SUMMARY - Alan Humphreys

A summary' of the conference as presented-by Alan Humphreys is re-

produced below.

Learning is often measured in terms of behavior change, This

s,

conference has and will change my behavior, but I must say honestly

that the words and talk and tests are, for me, far less effective than

little folks like Ricky and Stephanie and all the kids at. Michael

Dowling School for Crippled Children who have helped me better under-

stand the real world of courage, happiness, and boundless optimism,

Browning asked, "If man's reach does not exceed his grasp, then what's

a heaven for?" In my life, it has 'been little children and science

that have best helped Me to answer that question.

It is my understanding that the purpose of 'this conference is

to provide guidance and direction in the development of a White Paper.

Furthet, that the purposes of such a position paper Ire:,

--to describe the current condition of science education for

physically handicapped children in the U.S.;

--to describe the nature and the level of support needed so that

educators can effectively comply with the several federal and

state laws and regulations specific to the science education of

handicapped children; and

--to suggest in clear and precise terms what we believe the facili-

tation pos'ture of the several funding agencies should be.

Although the synthesis I have made is expressed in my words, I have
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tried to reflect honestly and sensitively what -P have heard the

participants say, collectively and individually.

First, we would like proposal selection criteria to be developed

so that Money is 'Wisely assigned, but also so that all aspirants re,-

presenting,a wide range of needed developmental efforts will have fair

and equitable access to funding.

Secondviae believe that the clearinghouse concept needs to be

translated and implemented into one or several functional centers--

existing and new--which will provide a cascade of services including

rapid access to studies, data, curridplum materials, selected biblio-

graphies, and sources of instructional materials.

Third, pre- and in-service programs which provide specific infor-

mation, about and direct experience in the delivay of science for the

physically handicapped child should be available from institutions
b .

state and regional centers.

Fourth, any study, project, workshop, dissemination program, etc.,

to be funded, regardless of nature or purpose, must define its pur-

poses and expected outcomes in operational, measurable terms and must

expect to submit a detailed description for publication and a de-

tailed account of the accomplishments, data, and/or fundings derived.

To this end, there needs to be a fulltimerfunded person (per-

haps.a member of the NSTA staff) whose, task would be to coordinate

these efforts.

We said many other things. These, are included in the extensive

group reports. We are in reasonable agreement that:



I. Physically handicapped children must have .good K-12 science

education available in the least restrictive environment.

L. Hands, -on, multi-sensory activities offer great promise as an

an effective science instructional Methodology for all children. '

3, Sciendetareer information should be, when appropriate;'in-.

corporated into science courses end counseling courses at all

levels and should be available to and used by' elementary,

middle, and high school guidance counselors, as well as

teachers.

4. Although the central thrust must be sound science education at

all levels of instruction, activities aimed at buildingcod-

fidence, providing access, reducing bias and prejudice, and

engendering supportive behaviors by teachers and children

(often called ettitudinal education)' need to be developed

as an integral part, of any science education program as needed,

:It should be noted that this calls, for empathetic support

focused toward maximizing independence and developing the

fullest self-responsibility level on the part of the,hanHi-

`Capped child.

POSITION STATEMENT

To assess the state of the art and develop recommendations

for new directioni in science'. education and caieers'in science

fof the physically handicapped student, the National Science

Teachers Association (NSTA) convened a conference on Science

Education for the Physically Handicapped Students. The conference

was supported with a,grant from the National Science Fecundation

The ultimate Objective'of this conferenu was to affect

the, quality of science education for the physically handicapped

student. Throughgworking ,sessions the conference participants

developed a position statement on science education for tf;

physically handicapped student.., (Beier to the ppendices--terms

and paititipant list.)

, Handicapped children have a right and a need to learn basic

science ' content and skills.
Evidence presented at the conference

indicated that handicapped' children are
interested in and 'capable

of learning science.
Handicapped students haVe similar needs to

those of non-handicapped students,
therefore, it is necessary that

equal education opportunities
be offered to handicapped students.

Science courses ahould be an integral part of the education

of all handicapped students from
kindergarten through high school.

Physically,handicapped students should receive the same compre-

hensive exposure to the various fields of science as do non-handi-

students. Aspects of the science curriculum should include
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early.childhood and elementary programs as well as middle/

'junior high school and secondary school science programs, The r,

teacher who, teaches science to the physically handicapped must

possess 'a strong comprehensive science baCkground. 'Science

teachers utilizing multi-sensory instructional techniques and

laboratory-centered programs are able to effectively teach

p ysically handicapped students in regular classes or special

cltases. The instructional strategies, techniques, and procedures

found to be effective with the physically handicapped in science

are those also found to be effective with, the non - handicapped

student, A great need exists for the dissemination of education-

tl information about science materials, ,teaching aids, techniques,

conferences, workshops, etc,, to both the regular and special

educatiOn teachers who teach science' to the handicapped students.

Although many of the conference recommendations are some-

what costly, failure to meet 'these obligations will'most probably

be more costly in terms of the loss of the physically handicapped

individuals' particular cOntributions to science and/or society.

The societal.loss will be professional, human, and economic,

The anticipation of this loss provides the necessary rationale

for following through on these recommendations,
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STATE OF THE ART

The way to begin eliminating obstacles to the succeps of

physically handicapped students in science education is to iden-

tify the specific problemS. Knowledge of wh'at exists in the

field is essential.. Based on the expertise, evidence, and ex'7.

perience presented by the conference participants, an overview

of the state of the art for:science education for physically \

handicapped students is presented here.

Conceptual and practical experiences assist all students \ 6

in preparing, for life.' If educators will help the handicapped

student to understand, use, and appreciate science, then these

students may be more able to consider science or related fields

as career possibilities. Science is 'a vehicle for the develop

ment of children. The, study of science helps meet the psycho-

motor, psychological, and social skill development needs of both

the handicapped and non-handicapped students.

Through sections on science education, careers, teacher

education, materials, and evaluation/assessment present posi-

tive and negative practices are presented.

SCIENCE EDUCATION

Present positive practices:

0 A. current. trend exists to involve handicapped and non-

handicapped children in science experiences at an early point

in their schooling.

' e Individualization in' curriculum planning -- specific to the



student's needs--helps prepare for the ongoing implementation of

Education of the Handicapped Act, PL 94 -142.

Placing handicapped students in the most appropriate, least

restrictive educational environment is mandated by PL 94-142. This

includes science education'.

a

The trend to resiove major architectural, communicative and

attitudinal barriers in the schools facilitates learning, in science'

as well as other areas by. physically handicapped students.

Present negative practices:

Science is not considered an important component of the cur-

riculum for physically handicapped students.

0 Physically handicappedJtudents,are not receiving compre-

hensive or regular exposure to sciences at any educational level.

Present programs, facilities, and instructional strategies

have not .been adapted to meet the needs'of the physically handi-

capped students in both special groups and mainstreamed science

courses,

0 Teachers are not always aware of and sensitive to; the unique

needs Of the_ physically handicapped student.

Teachers tendto limit themselves' to visual or auditory

strategies of instruction which may penalize some physically handi-

capped students.

I Presently, there exist negative feelings about mainstreaming

the physically handicapped student that stem from a number of

stereotypes, e.g., the stereotype that physically handicapped are

also mentally handicapped.
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Many physically' handicapped: students are being barred .

from science. courses, especially those courses that include

laboratory experience:by'Physical barriers, teachers with

negative or fearful opinions, overly cautious counselors, ap-

prehensive parents, etc:

II Ph 94 -142. is often abused by mainstreaming handicapped

students, ,into disappropriate' programs,'

When physically handicapped students are placed in regu-

lar science classroOms, the'teacher generally has not been ade-

,--quately prepared for rhe placement of these students, and 'has

not been provided with the insight, special materials, skills,

and/or techniques to effectively help the. physically handicapped

student learn science.

CAREERS

Present positive practices;

0 A recent' trend addresses the need for opening career possibili-

ties, through presenting role models and'identifying 'educational prere

quisites to science or science related careers for handicapped student

Present negative practices

I 'Generally, science teachers are unfamiliar with the various

career opportunities available in science and related fields

for the physically handicapped student.

There is no central information,dissemination system, or

source; serving as a resource for' persons interested in career

opportunities in science for the physically handicapped.



While schools are becoming more accessible to handicap-

ped students, most schools have not and'are not currently hiring

handicapped teachers for regular classes.

TEACHER EDUCATION

Present_positive practices:

0 There are teacher education programs to prepare teachers

for integrating the physically handicapped into regular science

, classrooms; howeyer, these programs are limited to the efforts

of a few individuals.

Some teachers who have expertise with a particulardis-

ability group are beginning to share findings with other tea-

chers,

Present negative practices:

The attitude of science instructors, career counselors,

and employers toward handicapped students is Often neither en-

couraging nor appropriate.

0 Little agreement has been reached' as to what new skills

and -knowledge science teachers should possess to be competent

in meeting the learning needs of handicapped students who en-

ter 'regular classrooms.

I Many science teachers (especially elementary level) do

not have enough knowledge of science education to make appro-

priate adaptations for special students; or they do not have

enough faCiarity with the facilitative mechanisms of the

various taabilities of handic'apped students to understand what

adaptat..ons are necessary for an optimal learning environment.
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I Most pre-service teachers, iu-serviceleachers., and para7

!

professional science education programs have not had to consider

the needs of the handicapped.

0 Many teachers and counsOm have inaccurate expecta-

tions of handicapped students which often result in prior student

performance.

9 Some teachers are Over-vmpathetic toward their handi-.

capped students,'this. doer mt allow,the,handicapped students

equal opportunity for academic success and/or failure. ,

MATERIALS

Present positive ractio(1:

0' Curriculum develepmant efforts haq demonstrated that

Physically handicapped stpdenta can and, indeed's' 6 succeed in,

science Class0 at the elementary, sexond.ary and poit-secon:

dary levels, often with mcimum :/.tvi.ptent'adaptations,

0 Major linancial support foL ronerials is not necessary

to teach many scienceconcepts.to the handicapped student;

however, creativity is needed. t.cience with things

(i.e.s. tin cans, rubber buds, paper clips, etc.).can be an

invaluable learriing experi,,r?e, particularly at the elementary

level.

0 The handicapped student can be a° valuable human .resource ,

in the classroom 14-th respect to his/her handicap (if and onlx

if it is a comfortable situation forstudente).

0 The use of the hands-on approach for a portion. of class

time in science' rather than only lecture.and demonstration

nuues the kncylecge more accessible, meaningful, and more appealing



to handiCapPed and non-handicapped students.

-0 The use of partners (mutual choice). for some handicapped

students has proven to be quite helpful in, the science class-

room laboratory.

The multi-sensory apprbach is being used by some science

teachers. This practice'in the mainstreamed clasiroom can be

very successful, It allows the visually,.auditorially, or the

orthopedically handicapped students as Well' as the non-handicapped,

students to expand 'their science'experiences,

Present negative practices

I At all educational levels there is no current systematic

way in which knowledge, resources,
materials, etc., on teaching

science to the handicapped can reach
the classrooM teacher on

a regular basis.

. ,

Thereis an apparent lack of materials and/or adapta7,

tions in science for the handicapped at various levels and in
:V

various.science disciplines,

4 Most teachers do not have tine to devise: creative adap-

tations and materials for science education for handicapped,

students.

EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT

Present positive practices: I/

The research on special programs in science education

developed fOr 'a particular handicapped group in; ome model

program is commendable,

J
,)
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Present negative practices:,

Ai Two recent nationwide surveys, indicate that the major

percentage' of handicapped students are not receiving A quali-.

ty education in Science, A study done by Dr, Benjamin Thompson,

University of Wisconiin-Eau Claire 1976, revealed that state

and/or other agenCies have virtually no available information

relative to science and the handicapped,The_American Associa7:

tion for the .Advancement of Sciende "Project for the Handicapped

through Science" survey, directed by .0r,liartha Redden Ross,

1976, indicated that'handicapped.students receive little science

institution and what they do receive is not academicallTade-

quate,to allow them.to pUrsue science,' science education, or

science related fields aspossible careers,

'There is no clearninghouse to provide teachers with ,

information about 'science education materials resources, et4.,

concerning'science education for the physically handicapped'

student.

0 There are a few definitive studies on how various

handicapping conditions themselves influence teaching methods,

materials, and activities' used to teach science,

There are no definitive studies detailing which'of the

programs and strategies currently 'available are most appropriate

to the, learning problems presented by the various handicapping

conditions,

Many of the programs, materials and learning activities

developed to enable physically handicapped
individuals, to par-

ticipate in science education have been designed for specific

individuals of for groups'of individuals with a similar handicap,



condition, Consequently, the content, appropriateness, nd flexi-

bility of these activities for use with, many individuals over the

broadspectrnm of physically handicapping conditiOns is not knocli.

RECOMMENDATIONS .

The recommendations that emerged from the conference address .

concerns about current and future problems in providing .quality

science education for physically handicapped students.

CAREER'CONCERNS

Handicapped students should have equal opportunities to pursue

science' related careers.

11. Careers in science should be included, among areas of career

exploration and skill development for handicapped students; i.e.,

science should be an integral part of career awareness, explora-

tion, and vocational preparation programs.

1 Appropriate rehabilitation agencies personnel, should be

o

made aware and provide for many handicapped persons who need

long-term educational preparation rather than shortterm prepara-

tion for semi-professional or semi-skilled and unskilled posi-

tions,

II Counseling and guidance training programs should be en-'

couraged to include components pertaining to,employment oppor

tunities for the handicapped in various areas of science in

their pre-service and in- service curricula,

Projects.which encourage the preparation and dissemination

of information concerning career decision-makingor handicapped

students should be supported. This information should include

information should include role iodels, career sketches, and

further resource contacts, and should be disseminated to

elementary and secondary schools,

e The skills, experiences, and abilities of successful and

established physicallyhandicapped scientists and science educa-

tors should be fully utilized in deve9.oping, implementing, and

encouraging the science education and emploimeht of the physical-

ly handicapped.

0 Science and science education associations should assist_.

science oriented employers -in becoming khowledgeable about the

physically handicapped person's potential

1 Where possible and desirable, physi ally handicapped

students should have a work-study .experien in science,

OA network for the dissemination of c reer awareness, in-,

formation and opportunities should be develo ed to inform

science teachers, career counselors, physical y handicapped and

non-handicapped students of possible emoloymen opportunities

In science A4science-related professions.

g Science career awareness, information, a d opportunities
.

for physically handicapped and non-handicapped s udents, i.e,,

career education, should\be a part'of the regular science in-.
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struction process.

TEACHER EDUCATION

\
Pre-service. teacher education should prepa\ e prospec-

tive classroom personnel to teach science to handicapped students;

and. in-service prOgrams should provide 'school personnel access to

current information on teaching science alhandicappsd students.
.

0, Education of the handicapped should P6rmeate the whole tea-

1,,

cher and counselor program. Special emphasis sh'auld ba placed on in-
Ml

A !

.14

A,



creasing sensitivity to and awareness of the unique needs of. the

:.:physically handicapped 'student as well as the needs of students

jith other special learning needs in science classes, while em-

phasizing the similarities to non-handicapped students.

The training of special education teachers of physical-

handicapped students should include specific science instruc-

tional methc,4 and curriculum materials that have proven to be

successful.

Teacher education programs should provide pre-service

teachers with opportunities to work with physically handicapped

students and to observe these students learning science in

regular and special science classes conducted by effective science

teachers wherever possible.
.

1 Pre-service teachers, inlerviceteachers, and para-profes-
,

!.

sionals should be trained in preparing Individualized Education

!

Plans CIEP).

'Funds for special education teachers should be provided

'to permit them' to attend training workshops and institutes on

teaching science to the physically handicapped.

Funds should be.Provided to facilitate the training of

teachers in the modification of instructional strategies, materials, :

and equipment to meet the needs of the physically handicapped

student In science courses.

1 Teachers should have access to, guidelines and prilciples

for the adaptation of existing science programs/materials (i.e., in-

service) and support from and personnel.

.1

le
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In-service teach: education programs should be provided

for school administrators and counselors by professionals who

have taught science 'to physi011y handicapped students in regular

and/or special science classrooms.

METHODS

Methods used in teaching science to physically handicapped students

should provide opportunities for them to learn how to be indepen-

dent learners and how to interact with non-handicapped persons.

The science' classroom environment should be as natural

as possible. /

1n helping the ,physically handicapped student, solve prob-

lems, the teacher /should limit their assistance so that the physical-

ly handicapped s udent has a basis for independent action to be

transferred and utilized:in the "real" world.

1 Scienc .teachers should encourage physically handicapped ,

students to pursue independence in learning and augment that in-

dependence with strategies such as peer teaching. z!

1 Non-handicapped students and physically handicapped stu-

dents should work together when possible using scientific problem-

.

solving to invent techniques and devices to assist one another in

learning science.

Science courses for non-handicapped and handicapped stu-

dents should include as much hands-on activity as appropriate.

Science educators should urge physically handicapped stu-

dents to participate in science fairs and other science competi7

tions sponsored by such organizations as the Junior Academy of

Sciences.

3 (
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MATERIALS/PROGRAMS

Special consideration should be given to the identification and

development of instructional materials/programs that will help ,

eliminate the bariiers to the study of science for physically

handicapped students.

II, Funding agencies' should give special preference to funding

science programsNhich'include the physically handicapped at the

elementary, middle school and seondary levels.

0 Cgriculum,develonmelt prjects which provide for the

'physically handicap 'alts in science should, be undertaken.

In addition, 1 uvH,uluM development,.emphaOs should

also be placed on the all-ution of;.ekisting curricuia as well as

roh

on developing new curricula for/the physically handicapped.

It should be required in the development of new curricular

materials that atePtip be paid to illustrations in pictures and

text. Such materidIS should include' the physically handicapped

as role models, both isltudents and as sciertistsjin scientific courses,

0 FundinOhould be.makayailable for all related services

(Le., braillers,,recorders, computers, group hearing aids, in-

fF

terpretirs, etc,) to enable the physically handicapped student

to particOq in the normal activities of science education.

I Specialized materials such as captioned films, or materials

developed,by organizations like. the American Printing House for,

the Elind must be made available to the regular classyoom teacher

of mainstreamed physically handicapped
students.

11latent edUcation is needed to inform parents about materials

and instructional aids and services that are available to

30/,

tate the science education of their physically handicapped child.

DISSEMINATION

In order for classroom teachers and counselors to plan and im-

plement desirable science programs for physically handicapped

students it is essential that they have on-going access to cur-

rent and relevant infoonation.

1 The curriculum materials now available for teaching science

to physically handicapped students need to be disaebinated in a

variety of ways,

O The development. anddisseMination of a newsletter con-

cerning physically handicapped students in science education would

help !form teachers and other physically handicapped students

who may wish to pursue, science.

O Publications, conferences or,workshops devoted especially'

to science education for the physically handicapped should be

"announced" in journals widely read by regular classroom teachers.

0 Professional education jounals should have regular fea-

tures on science education for the physically handicapped student.
/

Science Education' for the Handicapped Conference Proceedings

and position paper should be announced through educatioL11 jour-

nals and newsletters.

A central clearinghoCseshould be developed which would

provide resources in the follOwig areas for the science education

of all, handicapped persons:

a. Career oppottunitiepylicareer.eflucAtiPn_materialsi___

b. Teacher training

c. Curriculum development

d, Personal aids to assist learning

e. Science, education fop handicapped.stud'ents,
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Such a clearing-house would make these resources available for

widespread distribution.

I Educational Resource Information Center /Science Math and En-

vironmental Education Clearinghouse should receive information such

as the following:

a. The proceedings and papers produced during this con-

ference and other conferences on related topics.

b. Articles and papers relevant to science education and

physically handicapped atudents..

c. ERIC/SMEAC should search. for and encourage the sub-

mission of articles and papers relevant to science

education and the handicapped student.

\

ERIC/SMEAC information must be made available at little

or no cost to science teachers. One way to do this would be to

develop a hotline phone number available free to classroom

teachers at all levels for gaining access to the ERIC/SMEAC system;

and to advertise this service in professional journals.

O Science teachers must have easy access to the holdings

of .the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped clearing-

houses fOr materials for the handicapped such as the National

Clearinghouse for Educational Media and Materials for the Handi-

capped.

Professional educational conventions, both national and

regional, that are related to science education should encourage

and recruit displays and presentations by people who have been in-
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volved in science education. for the physically handicapped student.

AllAuch conventions should be barrier-free.

EVALUATION /ASSESSMENT

In the absence of a body of empirical knowledge on teaching science

to handicapped students, systematic, efforts to gather, organize,,

synthesize and disseminate this knowledge should be conducted.

Funding in science education for physically handicapped

students should be increased to include curriculum development,

research, evaluation and dissemination.

Agencies responsible for research in education should be

encouraged to do more 'empirical research on science education

For the physically handicapped.

0 Research should be conducted on the specific instructional

strategies and techniques, and instructional equipment that facili-

tate learning for the physically handicapped.

EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES

Each professional education organization and agency should be

actively concerned with the rights and needs of physically handi-

capped students to be taught science in an appropriate classroom

setting...

0 Each science education.organization/agency should accept

1

major program responsibilities toward planning and implementing

science education for the physically handicapppd.

1 All boards of science educatioh organizations should in-

clude representation of/for physically handicapped individuals



as well as a science educator who had experience with physically

handicapped students.

Standing committees on science education for the physical

ly handicapped student should be established within science educa-

tion organizations/agencies at both national and regional'levels.

I Presentations on handicapped students should be planned

for all science education conferences. When appropriate, these

presentations, should be directed to the general assembly of

science teachers, not to small groups.

1 Professional science education and scientific organiza-

tions should develop strategies for informing legislators and

agencies of the educational needs of the physically handicapped

in science and should support the formation of a special com-

mission to study the problems and,recommend strategies.

0 General guidelines should be established for facilitating

safety in the laboratory, A handbook on recommended adaptations

that science teachers can make to accomodate physically handicapped.

students in regular classrooms and laboratories should be pub-

lished and periodically updated.

0 Funding institutions should support summer.'science pro-

grams. which include physically handicapped students.

0 All television program sponsored or approved by educa-

tional organizations/agencies should include captions and/or

interpretors.

',Appropriate science activities should be incorporated in-

to programs of'community organizations such as scouting groups,

YMCA, YWCA, museums, parks, etc., which should actively seek

participation of the physically handicapped.

APPENDIX A - A Definition of Terms

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS : For the purpose oflhis conference

phycically handicapped students were

defined as visually, auditorially

and orthopedically impairAd students

in kindergarten through twelfth grade

with one 1; lore of these handicaps

and fall v;. it the average and/or

above avers ., ige in intelligence

(as measured t, Ither verbal or non-

verbal instro.

AUD1TORIALLY HANDICAPPED
: Impairments affc! hearing ability

totally or partin!

ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED Impairments of muscle (147: to the

limbs.

VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

P.L. 94-142

504

Impairments affecting 5164 i. ,. .1

or partially,

Public Law 94-142 Educa*.,1 !!,,iopped Act.

Section 504 of the Natirca

',';tion /lot of 1973,

I,E.P,
'.'.Aividualized Education h

m;:Aur a. written statement For a handl-

child that is,develuped and

lueuted by school personnel in

c64liance with parents 'aid students.

MAINSTREAMING

NSF

SHA
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It%!Itruting refers to the temporal,

instructional and social integration

of d4ble exceptional children with

normal peers based on an ongoing in-

dividea:ly'determined ediicational plan-

ning and programming process and re-

quires classification of responsibility

among regular and special education

administrative instructional and sup

portive personnel., (Kaufman, Gottlieb,

Agard, & Rubio, 1975)

National Seim Foundation,

Science loz the 'Handicapped Association,



: Council for Elementary Science

International,

: Association for the Education of

'Teachers in Science,

National Science Teachers Associa-

tion,

American Association for the Ad-

uancement of Science.

Bureau of Education for the Bandi-

capped.

: Biological Stence Curriculum

Stud

Council. for Exceptional. Children.

: Nadel Secondary School forth Deaf,
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APPENDIX E

The Nattonal Science TeAcherl Assoc(adon

A WORKING CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

,April 1,4,5, 1918, Washington, O. C.

QUESTIONNAIRE

C. What did you hope to accomplish by attending?

section III - Outcomes

In order to evaluate this NSF sponsored project, we would like you to fill
Did you achieve your purpose for attending the conference?

out this questionnaire about the
NSTA conference on Science Education Ind the

Handicapped.
Yes Somewhat No

Your input will be valuableto help us determine whether we haVe reached Explain

our goals

Thank you for cooperation.

Conference Committee, Science and the Handicapped

Section 1 - Facilities

P. Facilities: Good Fair Poor

Commant(s)

11,
Assistance for Handicapped Participants: Good Fair Poor

Comment(s)

Section II Background Information

Check the basis.for your primary interest in this conference

1. Science Educator 4, Special Educator

2. Scientist
5. Career Educator

3. Parent 6. Counselor

7. Other (Specify)

B. Check the, handicap of primary interest to you

1. Visual

2. Auditory

30

3. Orthopedic

4. All

190

B. What part of the ennference did yoU find most productive?. Please'

explain why:

C. What part of the conference did you find least productive? Please

explain why:

D. What did you perceiVe the goals of the conference to be?

E. Were these goals achieved? Yes Somewhat No

,

Comments:



ly

4!

F. If a similar conference was.kconducted in the future, what change(s)

would you recommend:

QUESTIONNAIRE

° Section I - Facilities

A. Facilities:

.Good - 54%* Pair - 43% Poor - 3% NA - 0%

Sample Comments:

General Comments: 4
'5.orioie**

r.

- Main meeting room too small

2 or more**

vl

Accessible, plebsant, better ventilatpd rooms, than most hotels

Carpets were hard to maneuver wheel chair's over

- Needed tables for "working"

Other

'- Ramp' from second level of parking cringe needed

- Rooms ware good size

- "I enjoyed my stay at the Sheraton National and so did my

guide dog, Maggie."

. 0

B. Assistance for Handicapped Participants:

Good 56% Fair - 20,5% Poor - 3% NA - 20,5%

-Sample Comments:

- Pleased that funding was available for people to bring their

own aids

Rooms were too small

- Conference daily hours were,too long for wheelchair particir

pants 1

Informal, but adequate

Interpreter. did an excellent job

* All percents are calculated on the number responding (39)

** Number of'participants giving similar responses



q, II - Background Information

"k the basis ' for your'primary interest in this conference:

'ience Educator = 38%

ientist = 10%

- Learn basic state of affairs

- Find out about science opportunities for the handicapped

- Find out the needs of handicapped ttudentt and how that fits

into science education

5 or more

- Develop recommendations for improving educational oppor-

, rent - 31
tunities for the handicapped

- Make some recommendations with regard to careers

'Educator --.8% Develop position statements,

arn from otheri
. .

5. Career Educator 5% ncorporate new knowledge into professional courses

- Identify ideas that should be incorporated into ,pre- and in-

i, Counselor Ot 1
service programs for teachers

7. Other '- 8%

%mbinations:

1 & 2 - 51

1 6,3 - 3% 3 & 7 3%

& - 51 '5 F,6 - 5%

'.1 & 5 - 31 3, 4, 7 - 3%4

2 & 7 - 31'

,

B, Check the handicap of primary interest to you:

1. Visual - 8%, °

2, Auditoi - 13%

I, Orthopedic 8%

.

A. All - 549

0

S, Combinations:

1 & 2 - 51 2 & 4 3%

1 4 - 51 3 6.4 - ,5%

,C, What yqu ,hope, to accomplish by' attending?

Sample- Comments:

20 or more

- Find out what science teachers are doing to plan for.handi-

capped students

192:

2 or more

Be a'role model

Contribute life experience as a handicapped person who be-,

came a scientist

Other

- To raise awareness about the need for positive attitudes

- "We accomplished the goals I was concerned about - now we

must be concerned with implementation"

Section III - Outcomes

A. Did you achieve your purpose for ottending the conference?

Yes - 85% Somewhat - 15% No - 0% NA - 0%

Sample Comments:

- Small group participation and staring was "marvelous" cross-

'fertilization from various ficlds was, important

- Made useful contacts - gained inslghts and information

- Difficult to get out everything I had to say and wanted to do ,

in such a short time

- People at the conference were aware. of problemt of handicapped

in science courses

Hopefully from hearing papers and meeting, these handicapped

people, people are more aware of the need for pqsitive

attitudes

-,Depth of commitment to and understanding of the problem. by

NSTA members is very encouraging

- Good exposure to ideas, strategies, methodologies

- Implementation of conference recommendationt should accomplish

a change in thh state of the art

- Highly successful conference



B. What part of the conference did you find most productive? Please

explain' why:

Sample Comments:

15 or more

- Group work sessions

5 or more

- Panel discussions

- Filmstrips, slide show, equipment demonstration

- Opportunity to interact with handicapped leaders

- Presentation of papers

Other

- White paper

- Focus on science education adaptations for handicapped

- Mary Rudd ROwe's presentation

Balance of presentation and interaction

C. That part of the conference did you, find least productive? Please

explain why:

Sample. Comments:

5 or more

Group work sessions

- Panels

- Reactants to panelists

2 or 'more

- Paper presentations

- People shouldn't have been allowed to go over-,. the 10 minute limit

Overprogrammed

Other

Sleep (unfortunately necessary)

- Lectures and comments by US government representatives

- Sunday night get together

D, What did you perceive the goals of the conference, to, be?

Sample Comments:

10 or more

- Develop needs-statement paper

- Make recommendations

5 or more

- Define the state of the art

- Improvement of science education for the handicapped

- Pool information from experienced teachers

2 or more

- Cross-discipline exposure/interaction

-, Dissemination of ideas for science for the handicapped

- Identify problems of handicapped ,

- Develop. national goals and policy for science for the handicapped

-'Make educators aware of handicapped studerite needs and

perspectives.so that the teacher'can act on them

Other

- To find out where science educators are in providing science

education for the handicapped .

- To evaluate current practices in science education and career

opportunities

.

E. Were these goals'aChieved?

,

0

Yes - 64% SomeWhat 28% No - 01, NA - 8% .
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Sample Comments:

- Yes, if the final paper reflects our reports and is implemented

- Can't tell if the goals are achieved until the government and'

others take action

- What happens with the recommendations will tell

-.Yes,' through the interaction dof the participants

- "I liked the cooperation and commitment of my group"

- The writing (i.e., "work" of the conference) came out better,

than one would have expected

- Yes, assuming this is the beginning



F. If a similar conference was conducted in the future, what changels)

would you recommend?

'--Sample Comments;

- Prbvide participants with the papers beforehand

- Narrower objectives - provide more time for consideration

.- More time- to absorb, relax, meet with others

- More time for unstructured discussion and,reflection

Less structure, more interaction - more analysis of the

'material presented
,

Better structure for' initial group work 7' however, I thought

the organization was outstanding

Provide time for biolOgists to meet together ,just to discuss

their 'concerns abbut handicapped students' as biology

teachers - same.or.chemistry, physics, earth science, etc,

Exhibits, displays, demonstrations of material/equipment that

works with handicappedstudents

Booth'set up with presemOrograms for teaching handicapped

More technical information on engineering science project
.

adaptation for handicapped students

71Ore emphasis on higher education and career opportunities

- More emphasis on 1) science teacher training for handicapped

0'2ritience career education for handicapped 'e

More meetings With people dealing with spebific handicaps

-Longer-working ses ions, perhaps111 morning or, afternoon

Bring in'more educators not yet committed toour. cause to,

. ,get their point of view - We were a littie one-sided

- Longer time for the conference,'perhaps,a week'

G. General comments:'

Positive'- 59%
, Neutral S% Negative 7'10% NA 151

- Super conference! Funding needed for 4 days. - per. diem

should cover real, expenses

Schedule,was so rigid that there was little time to share ideas

with other individuals

- Excellent conference - I appreciate being invited

- Wonderful sense of cooperation - I learned so much - I'm

richer for the experience - I hope to share learning in

the 'community - made friends at this conference -

can't praise highry.

Thoroughly enjoyed, but I'm exhausted! °

- Let us continue!

11 A

Sample corhents:

.

.Good.rangejf. partic4fans.- manrgOod people .

Participant:selection was excellent

- Most valuable conference I =felt able to';'contribute and learn

participantsiaroughtsuper-good knowledge.and'experienCe.base

in sciences for handicapped '7, preparation and'planning ,

. exeellently,ndone! ,

General'feeling was Poaitive,.,despite 'criticisms - th&.eal .

test of the conference will 'be if changes occur

Time', for informal;rap, session ;,needs to be allowed'

Need to consider, broader range'of 'handicaps, including

learning,and behaviPr disorder's' r2:"
k hope NSTA,will'seek funds to implementithe reCommehdations,

from this Conference,


